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welcome
My first experience of stereo music production was with
Soundtracker on the Commodore Amiga. With just four
tracks of hard-panned digital audio – and absolutely no
EQ, compression, reverb, or processing of any sort –
“mixing” decisions largely consisted of choosing which
speaker you wanted the bassline to come out of.

But, if you could spare the
polyphony, you could play
the same sound on left and
right channels, whereupon
a miracle would occur: the
sound would emanate from
a point in space between
the speakers! Adjust the
levels of the two sounds
and you had variable
panning… Offset their

timing a tad for a crude widening effect… Or detune one 
to get a wickedly thick wodge of stereo chorus/flange.

Yes, with a bit of know-how, even the crumbly old 
Amiga could knock out head-spinning stereo effects, so 
you don’t need me to tell you that today’s music 
software can do absolutely mental things to the stereo 
field. You might need us to tell you how it’s all 
done, though, and so we’re back this 
month with the concluding part of our 
epic Stereo Science guide (a PDF of Part 
1 is in the Vault if you need to catch up). 
Give those speakers a workout on p32!

Elsewhere, we bring you the first ever
 Experts’ Choice Awards. Want to 

know what plugins myself and the rest of 
the crew like to relax with on our days 
off? Find out on p48, and as ever…

Lee du-Caine Editor

ENJOY THE ISSUE

Where to get

DOWNLOAD
See page 5 to find out how
to download this issue’s
exclusive content

“Even the old 
Amiga could 
knock out 
head-spinning 
stereo effects”
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See p30

HOW TO USE

There’s extra video content  
wherever you see this icon.

See and hear the latest software in  
action! Get the video on the Vault, or 
youtube.com/computermusicmag

This icon means there are extra files  
to help you follow a tutorial feature: 
project files, audio examples, etc.

Wherever you see this icon, there’s 
downloadable content such as videos, 
software, samples and tutorial files. See  
the Contents on the next page to find out 
how to access our Vault download area.

DOWNLOAD

Tutorials featuring this icon make
use of our own  Plugins – find  
out all about them on p14.

TUTORIAL 
FILES
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Tutorial videos
High-quality videos to guide you through
our tutorials. Wherever you see the icon
on the left, there’s a video version to watch

See this issue’s entire video content on the next pages

DOWNLOAD Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

This issue’s exclusive 
free content from 
Computer Music

On your PC or Mac, go to  
vault.computermusic.co.uk, 
then either register for a  
new Vault account, or log in  
if you already have one.

Click ‘add a magazine’ in the 
top bar, select the issue you 
want to add to your Vault (eg, 
this issue is 226), and answer a 
few simple security questions.

Go to ‘my vault’ to see all your 
mags – click a cover and use 
the links to download! You can 
download as much or as little 
as you like.

IN THE VAULT 
THIS ISSUE

* Please note that the Producer Masterclass video is not available as a download. From 221 onwards, this video is available via a streaming link.

This digital content has been thoroughly scanned and tested at all stages of production, but as with all new software, we still recommend that you run a virus checker
before use. We also recommend that you have an up-to-date backup of your hard drive before using the content. Future cannot accept responsibility for any disruption,
damage and/or loss to your data or computer system that may occur while using this magazine’s programs and/or data. Consult your network administrator before
installing any software on a networked computer. If you have problems using our Vault download system, please contact vaultsupport@futurenet.com.

  Sibalance CM
Get harsh, sibilant 
sounds under control 
with this issue’s 
fantastic plugin from 
Toneboosters, p10
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TIP 4 Using double tracking
for a super-wide sound

7 Panning sounds
using the Haas effect

2 Controlling a signal’s
width with M/S levelling

4 Saturating the side signal
to get a wider stereo sound

TIP 7 Hard-panning 
contrasting sounds

8 Making a psychoacoustic 
panning rack effect

3 Mid/side referencing  
with commercial tracks

6 Using mid/side as
a sound design tool

5 Multiband width
control with Ozone

1 Mid/side encoding
and decoding explained

STEREO
SCIENCE

PART 2

video

Get the bigger picture behind your stereo image 
with our huge guide and its accompanying videos

Get this month’s videos – and tons of samples, plugins and  
tutorial files – on your PC/Mac at vault.computermusic.co.uk

Read the full article on p32
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video

2 Noise as a drum
layering ingredient

1 The classic noise sweep

4 Natural noise
as ambience

5 Tonal noise with
band-pass filtering

6 Vocoders and noise3 Synthesising drums
with noise

8 Distorting noise 9 Noise as a mod source 10 Pitching noise
in a sampler

7 Enhancing synth
patches with noise

 PRODUCER MASTERCLASS*

TRONIK YOUTH
Watch remix guru Neil Parnell deconstruct 
his version of William Earl’s Chemical Love

SIBALANCE CM

THE ART OF NOISE

De-ess and de-harsh your audio with the intelligent 
algorithms in this plugin – free with this issue

Ten creative techniques for  
using noise in your productions

* Please note that the Producer Masterclass video is not available as a download via our Vault.  
See page 66 for viewing instructions, or watch on Apple Newsstand via built-in internet streaming.

Read the full article on p10

Read the full article on p59

Read the full article on p65
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Grab these videos and more – register this issue in our Vault

 video

Read the full 
article on p76

Get your head around
D16 Group’s TR-909-
emulating monster

4 The preset browser 5 Triggering Drumazon’s 
sounds via MIDI

7 Options and MIDI out

3 909-style pattern 
chaining and performance

6 Assigning Drumazon’s 
audio outputs

2 Sound editing  
in Drumazon

1 Programming patterns in 
Drumazon’s step sequencer

HOW TO USE

DRUMAZON

Read the full 
article on p78

DESIGNER SOUNDS 

LAYERING 
KICKS

Break blends together 
a meaty acoustic  
and synthetic kick

Read the full 
article on p80

 GEEK TECHNIQUE 

MIXING WITH 
VOCODERS

Owen reveals how to use 
these processors to mix 
drums, synths and more

Read the full 
article on p82

 DR BEAT 

BELLS AND 
BLOCKS

The right way to wield 
these percussive parts, 
with Ronan Macdonald

 EASY GUIDE

MINOR & MAJOR 
SEVENTHS

Dave Clews explains how 
these four-note chords 
can add harmonic depth

/experts
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Reduce harsh “ess” sounds and tame your top end with some  
smoothing treatment, courtesy of our latest plugin giveaway

>Exclusive full software

Innovative and prolific software
developers Toneboosters have

built an enviable reputation among
producers, mixing engineers and
sound designers thanks to their
comprehensive range of software
tools that cover all bases, from
high-quality EQ, compression and
saturation plugins through to more
esoteric devices for headphone
mixing, voice transforming and
bitcrushing. Their previous
Plugin, Barricade CM, is a high-
quality limiter that’s seen plenty of
use in  tutorials, and the 
company have now returned with 
another expert creation: Sibalance 
CM, a de-esser and anti-harshness 
solution that deserves a prime 

spot in the plugin folders of all 
Computer Music readers.

Sibalance CM is perfect for 
reducing a vocal’s inharmonic, 
harsh “ess” frequencies (called 
sibilance) caused by air passing 
over the teeth and across a 
microphone’s diaphragm. Of 
course, it’s not just vocals that may 
need ‘de-harshing’ – the human ear 
is particularly sensitive to all high-
mid frequencies around 
approximately 4-11kHz, so any 
signal with an excess in these areas 
will sound piercing, clash with 
other mix elements, and 
potentially cause ear damage 
when the resulting track is played 
over loud sound systems. This 

makes Sibalance CM vital for 
smoothing out the high-mid of any 
sound – voiceovers, synths and 
drums are just a few potential uses.

We asked Toneboosters’ Jeroen 
Breebaart how the plugin works. 
“Sibalance CM uses the exact same 
‘matched filter’ technology as TB 
Sibalance. It first uses a sibilance 
detector to automatically 
determine which frequency 
components are noise-like, and 
excessive in terms of level; this is 
followed by a matched filter that 
will only attenuate those 
frequencies that were identified as 
being excessively sibilant – in 
contrast to conventional de-essers 
which attenuate a whole band, and 

typically do not discriminate 
between noise-like and other 
components.”

The full version of TB Sibalance 
is a fully featured de-esser that 
allows you to customise every 
aspect of harshness reduction, 
including compression features, 
tonal shaping, M/S processing and 
more. Other Toneboosters plugins 
include TB ReelBus, an analogue-
modelled reel-to-reel tape 
machine; VoicePitcher, a vocal 
transformation tool; and TB Bus 
Compressor, a transparent 
dynamics processor. Look out for 
their power-packed BusTools and 
TrackEssentials bundles, too.
www.toneboosters.com

Toneboosters
Sibalance CM Get the plugin, the video and

the Tutorial Files on PC/Mac at
vault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD

AMOUNT
Increase the strength 
of de-essing, from
between 0% to 100%

PRESET MODES
Choose from four 
modes: female 
voice, male voice, 
stereo vocals and 
broad de-harshing

THRESHOLD
When this level is 
breached by the noise 
component of the signal,
gain reduction is triggered

DE-ESS METER
Displays gain 
reduction amount

ATTACK
Determines how 
quickly the de-essing 
reacts to sibilance

TONEBOOSTERS LOGO
Click to go to the 
Toneboosters website
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 > Step by step   Installing and using Toneboosters Sibalance CM

Sibalance CM comes in VST format for 
PC, and VST and AU formats for Mac. 

To install the plugin, you’ll first need to 
download the Zip file from  
vault.computermusic.co.uk. Once 
extracted, copy the plugin files to the 
relevant plugin folders on your computer. 
Open an empty 110bpm project in your 
preferred DAW, then load the audio files 
from the Vocal Track folder (found in 
Tutorial Files) onto new tracks.

1
The lead vocal take features
prominent sibilance – the “ess” and

“tee” elements of the voice are particularly
loud and piercing. Laborious volume
automation or audio editing can take time,
so let’s use an automatic ‘de-esser’ plugin
to take care of all this in no time: load
Sibalance CM on the lead vocal track.

2
Typical multiband compressors and
de-essers are only triggered by

amplitude, but Sibalance CM analyses the
signal and distinguishes between
harmonic elements (that we want to keep)
and harsh, inharmonic sounds (sibilance)
before using matched filters to compress
only the unwanted noise. In its default
state, Sibalance CM is already attenuating
the vocal’s piercing sibilance, but we can
tweak settings to further tailor the result.

3

The left Threshold meter displays the 
detected sibilance level, while the 

Threshold slider sets the point at which 
gain reduction will occur over these 
sibilant areas. The right DeEss meter 
displays gain reduction. Position the 
Threshold slider so that only the sibilant 
sections of the vocal are compressed – a 
value of +2.5dB in our case. 

4
The Amount knob increases the
strength of the gain reduction applied

to the noise elements, while the Attack
value determines how quickly the gain
reduction will kick in. We’ll set the former
to 80% and the latter to 02: these are
rather extreme settings, but our source
audio has quite exaggerated vocal
sibilance, so be restrained with your
settings to prevent unnatural ‘lisping’ side
effects on typical vocal material.

5
Let’s look at the plugin’s four preset
modes, switched between by clicking

the relevant symbol along the bottom of
the plugin. The first two are calibrated for
mono female and mono male voices: the
detection circuit intelligently
compensates for frequency differences
between genders, with the female mode
affecting a slightly higher frequency area
in comparison to the male mode.

6

The third is a ‘mixed’ mode for 
de-essing complex stereo signals  

such as vocal stems or entire mixes.  
To demonstrate, we’ll delete the Sibalance 
CM instance from the vocal track and  
load a fresh instance on the project’s 
master channel before switching it to  
this third mode.

7
This third mode operates in mid/side,
acting more aggressively on the mid

signal – where the lead vocals typically sit
within a stereo mix – while leaving the side
signal relatively (but not completely)
untouched. Set the Threshold to +5dB,
Amount to 100% and Attack to 00ms.
Note how we’re de-essing the mono vocal
while leaving the sides intact.

8
The fourth algorithm works slightly
differently to the other modes: it still

compresses harshness more heavily in the
mid signal, but the internal detector circuit
doesn’t separate the input signal into
harmonic and noise elements. This setting
is most useful for non-vocal signals and
broad de-harshing – try it out on
HarshDrums.wav and HarshGuitar.wav,
both found in the Tutorial Files folder.

9

TUTORIAL 
FILES
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Exclusive samples

Cartoon Capers
Make your tunes a little loonier with this  
collection of royalty-free loops and one-shots

withstand the sanity-wracking task of compiling 
such a silly quantity of loony loops and barmy 
beats. We know just the fellows…

Groove Criminals
We find Oli Bell strolling through his local park to 
a Gershwin-esque soundtrack. Not noticing the 
rake in his path, Oli steps on the end and is soon 
on the floor, stars revolving around his head. We 
carefully guide him back to the studio to get the 
skinny on his contribution to this month’s pack.

“The zaps, squelches and zips were created 
by taking short percussive sounds like bongos 
or conga samples and pitchshifting them either 
up or down over the length of the sample.

“Some of the classic FX are simple but 
required a chunk of performance to get right. 
The classic running sound was made by 
slapping my legs, but it’s getting the rhythm 
right that’s the problem. Other running FX were 
made using woodblock sounds but changing 
the pitch slightly randomly for each hit.”

At this point, Oli accidentally leans on his 
keyboard, setting off his YouTube playlist of old 
Cadbury’s Caramel adverts featuring the “take it 
easy” cartoon rabbit… Without warning, Oli’s 
eyes pop out of their sockets, his tongue unrolls 
to disproportionate length, and his heart beats 
frantically outside his chest. We immediately call 
an ambulance. And the RSPCA. Heeding the 
advert’s advice, Oli eventually calms down.

“Pitchshifting and bending was easily the 
most important process used throughout the 
samples, which feature everything from small 
warbles to huge, fast pitchshifts to create that 
classic ‘boooiiiing’ sound. In keeping with the 
sound of the golden age of cartoons, we used as 
much physical percussion as we could – 
whistles, hand drums, horns, tins, toys and more 
were all recorded and occasionally processed 
with some pitch adjustment or reverb.

“For the orchestral percussion, we used GM 
sets from 80s synths and sound modules, plus 
household objects like rulers and spoons to 
twang, plastic tubes for the ‘being hit on the 
head’ boing, and good ol’ pots and pans for 
some basic comic sound effects. As ever with 
taking things back to the basics, a lot can be 
achieved with just a mic and a mouth, making 
guide pop, squelch and splat sounds vocally, 
then pitching them to make the finished FX.”

www.groovecriminals.co.uk

Download the samples
onto your PC/Mac at

vault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD
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 > download / samples

Including
48 80s theme elements

104 classic-style cartoon FX
132 wacky Foley samples
69 orchestral theme elements
67 melodic percussion/stings
84 hits and boings
45 70s ‘beat’ theme elements
45 synthesised FX
26 vocal sounds

941 EXCLUSIVE SAMPLES
Cartoons take us back to our childhood. It 
was a time when anything and everything 

was possible – be it talking animals, sky-high 
survival rates for terminal-velocity falls, or 
the existence of a company trading solely in 
dynamite and oversized hammers.

Inspired by this limitless possibility, we 
hatched a devious scheme to commission a 
nostalgic sample pack – and with a clockwise 
screenwipe transition, our plan has already 
come to fruition! Yes, whether you’re injecting 
delightfully fiendish Foley into a project, looking 
for some interesting material to manipulate, or 
just questioning the mental sophistication of 
your listeners, we’ve got the collection for you!

This massive pack of pro-quality samples is
royalty-free, and it’s only available to  readers. 
But what kind of deranged musical minds could 



Cyclick
Robbie Stamp has been pursuing a fleet-footed 
bird along a gorge for the past 25 years. After 
spending many thousands on explosives, ropes 
and express delivery, he’s a shadow of his 
former self. And still no closer to catching that 
damned bird. To help Robbie pay off a small 
portion of the interest on his crippling debts,  
we commissioned him to soundtrack his own 
misadventures. We might never pay him, 
though – meep meep!

“I’ve created three theme sets: 60s 
Orchestral style, 60s/70s Beat Combo style, and 
another 70s/80s style. The theme kits are all 
loop collections, with a set of lines for each 
instrument or instrument group in three keys  
– A, C and E – at two or three tempos. These 
loops also include full or partial mixes, with an 
alternate ‘bad’ mix to mimic the degeneration as 
the cartoon made its way across formats, from 
film to VHS.

“The 60s Orchestral theme set is made from 
sample-based instruments and includes high 
woodwind (flute and piccolo), basses (double 
bass, tuba and bassoon), percussion (bass 
drum, snare and timpani – all available 
separately too), pizzicato strings (violin, viola 
and cellos), and of course, the xylophone.”

As Robbie removes his hands from his 
pockets, his Acme loyalty card falls to the floor. 
He stares into middle distance wistfully as a tear 

starts to roll down his cheek. We clobber him 
with a huge mallet, leaving him flat as a 
pancake, then re-inflate him with a bicycle 
pump. He goes on:

“The 60s Beat Combo themes were created 
with a sample-based drum kit, a palm muted 
‘plucky’ bass (a Music Man StingRay), a Gretsch 
guitar, Hammond organ (a sampled M102 
through Leslie cabinet) and a Vox Continental-
style electric organ (no 60s theme is complete 
without one, or a Farfisa).

“The 80s theme uses the Epiphone Ripper 
bass, another sample-based drum kit (with  
A and B variants on the beat loops), a ‘funky’ 
guitar (a Fender Strat with a Mu-Tron III 
envelope filter), a ‘rock’ guitar (the same combo
going into an overdriven 80s Marshall amp), 
and a Jupiter-style synth-brass – again, what 
80s theme could not have that sound?!

“The 80s themes are slathered in cheesiness.
As with all the loops here, they start life in  
one context, but who knows where they may 
find a use?”

www.soundcloud.com/cyclick-samples

Grab these exclusive samples on your PC/Mac 
at vault.computermusic.co.uk – see page 5  
for more on how to download this and the rest 
of this issue’s videos, files and software.

Epiphone Ripper Bass
Music Man Stingray
Fender Stratocaster
Gretsch Electromatic 5122DC
Moog Minifooger Boost
Musitronics Mutron III
Korg CMP-1
IK Multimedia AmpliTube 3
Kush Audio Clariphonic DSP MkII
Native Instruments Kontakt 5
Steinberg Nuendo 5.5
Antelope Audio Orion 32

Selected
kit list
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In Oli’s search  
for Foley samples, 
nothing was off-limits

Oli truly lost his 
marbles while 
creating this 
month’s pack

Robbie’s Ripper 
Bass, as 

featured in the 
Cyclick themes



Our exclusive collection
of instruments and
effects is included
with every issue of
Computer Music – it’s
got all you need to
make great music now!

What is Plugins? Is it just
freeware from the internet?
No, and neither are the plugins
limited or ‘crippled’. It’s a set of
virtual instruments and effects
created by some of the best
developers in the business just for
us – you won’t find this set of
plugins anywhere else!

Where do I get Plugins?
As a download from our Vault
(see p5 for instructions on how
to access).

How do I install  Plugins?
You’ll find specific installation 
instructions for each plugin  
in the How To Install file in the  
CM Plugins folder.

What do I need to use them?
A PC or Mac and a music program 

(aka DAW) to host them (ie, ‘plug
in’ to). You need a DAW that can 
host VST or AU plugins, such as 
Ableton Live, Reaper, FL Studio 
(PC), Cubase, Sonar (PC), Logic 
(Mac) or Garageband (Mac).

What happened to…!
As of 209, many  Plugins 
have been upgraded to include
64-bit compatibility. The few older

 Plugins that remain 32-bit-only 
– such as Amplifikation CM, Rhino 
CM and KR-Delay/KR-Reverb – are 
now included in the 32-bit only 
subfolders. These plugins require 
either a 32-bit host or a suitable 
‘bit bridge’ (eg, jBridge) for use 
within a 64-bit DAW.

Still got questions?  
See the full  FAQ at  
bit.ly/cmpluginsfaq

The Plugins collection is a suite of complete, limitation-free
instrument and effects plugins. It’s an incredible resource, boasting

more than 50 pro-quality plugins that you won’t find anywhere else, all
for PC and Mac, in VST and AU formats. All of the included software is 
created exclusively for us by respected commercial developers such as 
Ohm Force, KV331 Audio, u-he, Cableguys, AudioThing, XILS-lab, 
Vengeance-Sound, Rob Papen and zplane.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

GGet all of these effects on
your PC or Mac right now at

vvault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD
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> download /  plugins

KV331 Audio SynthMaster CM
Dual wavescanning oscillators
Multimode filter and built-in effects
Customisable waveshaping distortion 
FM/AM synthesis modes
Based on SynthMaster 2.5
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.kv331audio.com

Expert Sleepers 
XFadeLooper CM  
 Creative crossfade-looping sampler
 Hard sync mode  Modulation
 Saturation section  Flexible looping
 Based on Crossfade Loop Synth v3
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.expert-sleepers.co.uk

Loomer Cumulus 
 Granular sampler
 Scenes function for sequencing slices
 Not based on an existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit
 RTAS/Standalone 32-bit

www.loomer.co.uk

Cableguys Curve 2.5 CM
NEW filter modes + more for v2.5!
Design-your-own waveforms synth
Phat 16-voice Unison mode
Based on Cableguys Curve 2.5
AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.cableguys.de

Synapse Audio Dune CM
 VA and wavetable oscillators
 Powerful per-voice modulation
 12-slot modulation matrix
 Based on the full version of Dune
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.synapse-audio.com
 

u-he Zebra CM
 Blendable oscillator waveforms
 Super-programmable step LFOs
 Slick delay, reverb and chorus/phaser
 Original synth designed just for CM
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.u-he.com

Enzyme CM
 Scanned synthesis sound generation
 Straightforward preset-based setup
 Assign presets’ parameters to controls
 Based on the full Enzyme synth
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.humanoidsoundsystems.com

PLUGINS GUIDE

HYBRID SYNTHS

 SAMPLERS

INSTRUMENTS
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Satson… and on

It can’t have escaped your
attention that we ve used the
Satson CM plug n on lmost
every track in our tune Th re s a
good reason for th s: t s
awesome! Satson CM emu a es
the sound of a ha dw re m xer
channel and it’s des gned to be
placed on every t ack in your
mix, to lend its sub le s gnatu e
sound to, well, eve yth ng

It’s light on CPU and can m ke
pretty much any rack sound
warmer and mo e ounded The
plugin can also help to smooth
out the sometimes harsh sound
of digital synths D iven ha der
Sa son CM can prov de some
au hent cal y vin age sound ng
d sto t on e fec s The gen le
h gh- and low- ut f l ers g ve us a
qu ck and asy way of hinn ng
out muddy lows or ro l ng off
t nny highs and you can swi ch
o f the dr ve func ion f you just
want to use t for he f l ers or a
c oser ook at Sat on CM take a
ook t our YouTube video at

www bit y/Ov2WMF

We ve go almo t a l he m s cal d as
we ne d to c ea e a fu l une but we

need o sp ce t up wi h ex r s and ear
ca dy F r t le s pro ess a p a o at h o
t at t sou ds a b t l ke t s b en samp ed
f om n old r t ne We s a t by l ad ng a
MID t ack pa ned 9R w h a at h r m
t e K ys»G an Pi no pre et n Al hemy
P aye CM

1
We p ay some ch rds n o he ra k
Pi no m d) and opy some ov r f om

the t ing t ack The p ano so nd is ui e
sho t so we ra se he Re ease o 70% o
le gth n it mak ng t more s i ab e for
our ra k We a so urn t e Delay M x to 0
to kn ck out o f he nbu lt cho e f ct

2

We EQ the ia o n qu te a d s nc ive
way n I EQP o s ng the c rve hown

he e ut i g ff he ow r quen ie and
add ng a b g boos at a ound 8kHz or a
t inn d out v nt ge ki d of so nd T e
p ano so nd is i i hed o f by Sa son CM
wi h the G in nc eas d to +4 and H gh
Pass et a 400Hz to ose e en m re
l w e d

3
Ne t a in age yn h e d ne
Gl de m d) r m Po yKB I CM w i h

boa ts s me ru y g eat a al gue s yle
soun s We ch ose Le d»A l» D S ar ng
Gl der J M and p ay n a m lo y ne
us ng the i chb nd w eel o add nt re t
(G id r m d) We add Sa son CM wi h -3
Gain 750Hz H gh Pass nd 16kHz L w
Pass en bl ng he t gh er 1 dB/o t mode

4

> Step by step 11 Piano and vintage synth sounds

> Step by step 12 Risers and effects with Alchemy Player CM

We e go ng to ne d a ew one sh t
er uss on FX o pr nk e hrou hout

he t ack and a r a ly s mp e w y to c ea e
hem s o oad A ch my la er CM on a

new ra k nd se ec the D um »Four
Way Drum Mo ph pr set Add
KR De ayCM se to P ngPong mode and
1 4 bea Sync De ay t me A F edback nd
Dr /Wet eve of 40% is er ect

1
We ake t e easy o t on f r the eve b

si g Reve be at CM s C thed al
pr set w th he Dry We at 0dB We to
c ea e ome big s la hy h ts a d ra hes
An i st nce of at on CM et o 00Hz n
t e H gh Pa s di l r m ves s me o the
more bo my e emen s whi h cou d
con i t wi h the k ck rum and ba s

2
Th re s a go d w i e no se r s r sound
n Al hemy Pl ye : Sou d

Ef ec s»B eakdown Booom hi pat h
uses our i f ren l yers o we u e the
X/Y 1 mat x o man pu ate t Dr ggi g
the ont ol o the op r ght f t e anel
m ans hat on y he whi e no se swe p
l yer o the s m le s p ayed n he ra k
we an use olume a d an au om t on
to add n ere t

3
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LinPlug Alpha CM 
 Dual oscillators with blendable waves
 Easy operation  Modulation matrix
 Slick chorus effect  Polyphonic glide
 Based on the commercial Alpha synth
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.linplug.com

XILS-lab PolyKB II CM 
  Models the ultra-rare PolyKobol synth
 Packed with mix-ready preset variants
 Knobs assignable to main parameters
 Based on XILS-lab’s PolyKB II
 AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.xils-lab.com

Madrona Labs Aalto CM
 Unique and powerful monosynth
 Unusual oscillators with FM 
 Waveguide delay section
 Intuitively patchable modulation
 Onboard reverb  Step sequencing
 Based on the full Aalto synth
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.madronalabs.com

XILS-lab XILS 3 CM 
 Modelled on the EMS VCS 3 modular
 Authentic oscillators, spring reverb  

 and ring mod circuits of the original
 Added chorus and delay effects
 Pin matrices to ‘patch’ the signal flow
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.xils-lab.com

Rob Papen RG-Muted CM 
 Creates realistic funky guitar grooves 
 Sequencer, FX and modulation
 Based on Rob Papen RG
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.robpapen.com

AudioThing miniBit CM
15-waveform chiptune synth
Envelope, LFO, bit/sample reduction
Based on the full miniBit synth
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiothing.net

zplane vielklang 2 CM  
Pitch-correct and retune audio
Harmonise melodies with ease
Algorithms by the experts at zplane
Based on vielklang 2 Instant Harmony
AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.zplane.de

Squaredheads Nora CM 
 Input up to four notes, output chords 

and arpeggios across three octaves
  Program velocities and store patterns
  Based on the full Nora and Nora 2
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit
 Mac users require OS X 10.8 or above
www.squaredheads.com

DopeVST Bass Engine CM 
 45 authentic hip-hop bass patches
 Three eras of faux-sampled material 
 Envelope and note controls
 50 MIDI riffs included
 Based on the full Bass Engine
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.dopevst.com

Kirnu Cream CM 
 Master arpeggios with this MIDI tool
  Get more out of plugin instruments by 
controlling them with Cream CM!
 Program and store complex patterns
 Musical controls for rhythm and notes
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit
www.kirnuarp.com 

Camel Audio 
Alchemy Player CM 
200 awesome ready-to-play patches
Loads SFZ patches – often included in  
our own  sample collections!

 Based on the full Alchemy synth
 AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.camelaudio.com

Eisenberg Einklang CM
 Morph between a trio of oscillators
 Envelope and timbre controls
 Modulate tone with the LFO
 Based on the full Einklang synth
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.eisenberg-audio.de

DopeVST Beat Machine CM
 50 ready-mixed, royalty-free kits
 Kick, Snare, Hi-hat and Misc parts
 Level, Pan, Pitch and Reverb controls
 50 MIDI beats included
 Based on the full Beat Machine
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.dopevst.com

AudioRealism ADM CM
Old-school-style drum machine
Emulates Roland’s legendary TR-606
Also contains custom  samples
 Based on the full ADM
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiorealism.se

brunsandspork  Grooove CM
 Innovative drum instrument
Load in two samples per sound and
choose how they respond to velocity
50 built-in  Micro Kits to play
 Based on the full Grooove
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.brunsandspork.com

 VIRTUAL 
ANALOGUE
SYNTHS

OTHER DRUM 
 MACHINES

To help you get the most out of our immense plugin
collection, we’ve assembled the Plugins Tutorial Bank,
containing over 100 guides and tutorials for our Plugins,
specially selected from past issues. You’ll find Getting Started
PDFs and videos for most of the individual plugins, along

with tutorial PDFs and videos on using  Plugins for sound 
design, mixing, and even creating entire tracks. You’ll find all 
of this as a handy download in our Vault – go grab it now and 
start getting more out of your plugins!
vault.computermusic.co.uk

M PLUGINS TUTORIAL BANKNEW
!



GGet all of these effects on
your PC or Mac right now at

vvault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD

FEATURED PLUGIN

 Vengeance-Sound 
 Scope

This comprehensive visualisation 
plugin offers pro-level i sight into 

your signals. Whether you’re viewing 
waveform information in Scope view, 
analysing frequencies using Spectrum 
mode, checking out your girth with 
the Stereofield analyser, o  if you 
simply want more comprehensive 
channel metering, Scope does all of 
that, and even more to boot!
www.vengeance-sound com
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Ohm Force Ohmygod! 
 Resonant comb filter
 Distortion section
 LFO with sync 
 Output filter
 AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.ohmforce.com

OverTone DSP  
Program EQ CM
 Pultec-style vintage EQ emulation
  Dual bass boost/attenuate controls; 
high-mid boost; high shelf cut
 Tube amplifier circuit-only option
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.overtonedsp.co.uk

AudioThing ValveFilter CM 
 Gorgeous filtering and drive
 Low-pass filter circuit emulation
 Vintage valve saturation section
 Based on Valve Filter VF-1
 Settings randomiser and metering
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiothing.net

DDMF CM EQ Pack 
 Two superb equalisers
 IIEQ Pro CM: 19 filter types
 LP10 CM: Linear phase mastering EQ
 Based on commercial DDMF plugins
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ddmf.eu

eaReackon CM-EQUA 87 
 Smooth three-band EQ
 Adjustable low-cut filter
 Switchable high/low shelves
 Analyser, EQ tips, limiter and more 
 Based on eaReckon’s PR-EQUA 87
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.eareckon.com

Vengeance Sound Philta CM 
 Dual high- and low-pass filters
 Four slope settings: 12/24/48/96dB
 Resonance and width controls
 Link function  and notch mode
 Based on Vengeance’s Philta XL
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.vengeance-sound.com

 EQ/ FILTERS

PLUGINS GUIDE

EFFECTS
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Toneboosters Barricade CM
 Intelligent mastering-grade limiter
 Dynamic response controls
 Stereo options and versatile metering
 Based on the full Barricade
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.toneboosters.com

SKnote Snap 
 Boost or tame transient brightness
 Brighten or dull a sound’s sustain
 Uses two intelligently linked filters
 Not based on any existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.sknote.it

eaReckon CM-COMP 87  
 Slick, punchy compressor
 Mix knob for parallel compression
 Limiter to keep the output in check
 Clear VU- and LED-style metering
 Based on eaReckon’s SD-COMP 87
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.eareckon.com

LVC-Audio Transector CM
 Transient tweaking and saturation
 Define and process envelope stages
 Useful metering/display functions
 Mix control for parallel processing
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.lvcaudio.com

Unfiltered Audio G8 CM 
  Get tight dynamics or creative effects
 Includes advanced gating controls
 Real-time waveform display
 Use MIDI as a trigger or output
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.unfilteredaudio.com

HoRNet Fat-FET 
 FET-style compressor 
 Similar to classic 1176LN Peak Limiter 
 Ultra-fast attack as low as 0.02ms.
 Based on HoRNet MultiComp
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

HoRNet DrumShaper 
 Instant EQ & compression for drums
 Dial in effect amount and in/out gain
 7 algorithms for kick, snare, loops, etc
 Based on HoRNet TrackShaper
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

audioD3CK SunRuys CM 
 Characterful bus compressor
 Dry/wet mix and blend controls
 Advanced options for serial tweakers
 Based on the full SunRuys plugin
 AU/VST/RTAS/AAX, 32-/64-bit

audio.d3ck.net

Subsonic Labs Wolfram CM 
  Pitchshifting, distortion, phase-
shifting, panning, delay and filter
 Flexible modulation
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.subsoniclabs.com

Inear Display Eurydice CM 
  Buffer override/repeat, delay, 
bitcrusher and filter with modulation
 Custom signal routing
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ineardisplay.com

Joey Sturgis Tones & Boz 
Digital Labs SideWidener 
 Add stereo width to mono sounds!
 Signal retains mono compatibility
 Goniometer for stereo visualisation
 3 widening modes, plus Width & Tone
 AU/VST/AAX/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.joeysturgistones.com
www.bozdigitallabs.com

Nyrv Agent CM 
 Create custom effects chains
 Host your VST/AU plugins
 Design your own interface 
 Based on the full Agent plugin
 AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.nyrvsystems.com

 DYNAMICS            MULTI  
 EFFECTS

 ANALYSIS

 OTHER

Blue Cat Audio  
FreqAnalyst CM 
 Pro-quality, feature-packed analyser 
 Numerous customisation options
 Based on Blue Cat’s full FreqAnalyst
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit
 RTAS 32-bit

www.bluecataudio.com

Photosounder Spiral CM 
 Musical, note-based spectral analysis
 Useful for figuring out notes in audio
 Based on the full Spiral plugin
 AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.photosounder.com

Vengeance-Sound Scope 
 Spectrum view for frequency analysis
 Oscilloscope for waveform monitoring
 Stereo phase and level metering
 Tons of advanced analysis options
 AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.vengeance-sound.com



GGet all of these effects on
your PC or Mac right now at

vvault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD
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LiquidSonics Reverberate CM  
 Convolution reverb
 A selection of real-world presets
 Import your own impulse response
 Based on the full Reverberate plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.liquidsonics.com

Acon Digital CM Verb
 Simple-but-versatile operation
 Five modes: hall, plate, studio, etc
 Built-in high- and low-pass filters
 Based on Acon Digital’s Verberate
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.acondigital.com

Audio Assault  
GrindMachine CM
Five amp and ten cab emulations
Three-band EQ plus depth and presence
Djentbox for tightening low tunings
Based on the full GrindMachine
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audioassault.com

Sonimus Satson CM  
Classic mixer channel emulation
Subtle warming saturation
 Gentle, musical high/low filters
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

dsp.sonimus.com

Rop Papen RP-Distort CM  
 Five crunchy distortion algorithms
 EQ, dynamics, widener + modulation
 Filter and parallel processing controls
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.robpapen.com

Tek’it Audio CrossDr  CM
 Three independent bands of drive
 Drive, Warp, Crush and Clip signals
 Per-band Balance and Level
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.tekit-audio.com

Audio Assault  
BassAmp CM
 Inspired by Ampeg bass gear
 Gain and Deep controls for added drive
 Three-band EQ plus Mix blend
 Choice of two cabinets
 Not based on any existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audioassault.com

Cableguys Waveshaper CM 
 Graphically editable distortion curves
 Design curves by dragging nodes
 Syncable input vs output oscilloscope 
 Not based on an existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.cableguys.de

Audiffex STA Enhancer CM
  New for v1.5: CPU optimised, tube 
mode soft switch, new interface
 Valve-style signal exciter/enhancer
 Separate low/high enhancement
 Choose from five tube circuitry modes 
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiffex.com

Kuassa PreMix CM
 Subtle saturation to screaming drive
 Three-band Baxandall sweetening EQ
 A/B comparison function
 Not based on an existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.kuassa.com

Lindell Plugins 6X-500 CM  
 Classic preamp emulation with EQ
 High and low boosts for musical tone
  Modelled on Lindell’s 6X-500 
hardware preamp/EQ
  Based on the full 6X-500 and 
ChannelX plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.lindellplugins.com

PLUGINS GUIDE

EFFECTS
 DISTORTION/ SATURATION            DELAY/  

 REVERB

Continued

bit.ly/CMpluginsJan16

Our  Plugins Getting 
Started videos are also on 
YouTube. Head to the below 
address to check them out:

VIDEO GUIDES









NEW RELEASES • COMMENT • INDUSTRY HAPPENINGS

Steinberg update their powerhouse DAW and introduce Retrologue 2

Cubase 8.5 released

While Steinberg’s significant ‘.5’
revisions for Cubase used to be issued 

for free, they’ve been paid-for updates 
since version 6.5 landed back in 2012, so 
our expectations have naturally been
raised. That said, the upgrade from
Cubase Artist or Pro 8 will only set you 
back £36 – far less than the typical full
version update. So what have they stuffed 
into the venerable DAW this time around?

The headline feature in v8.5 is the
introduction of Steinberg’s VST Transit
technology, seeing them jump further into 
the collaboration game. While version 7’s 
VST Connect system facilitated remote
performers to patch into your DAW via an 
internet connection, VST Transit is a cloud 
collaboration service set to make it easier 
for multiple users to work on one project.

The MixConsole sees the addition of a 
new ‘Dynamic Hover Mode’, which expands 
EQs, sends and inserts when mousing over 
them, as opposed to the traditional Static 
Mode, which leaves them constantly visible.

Elsewhere, 8.5 sees an updated Transport
control, the introduction of punch points
that are set independently of the playback 
locator’s position, and the addition of
élastique 3 technology by zplane to take
care of Audiowarp’s timestretching.

Overloud claim
TH3’s collection
of 203 virtual
models is the
“world’s largest”

Overloud TH3
The recent update of IK’s AmpliTube 4 (see p94) 
may have set off a chain reaction of improved amp 
simulators. Overloud’s update offers 20 new guitar 
amps (bumping the total to 91) and five new guitar 
cabs (now 40 in total), plus two bass amps and two 
bass cabs. There are nine new effects, and 
Overloud also say they’ve tweaked the DSP 
technology behind TH3 to improve its sound. 
Elsewhere, there’s GUI zooming, an expanded 
preset browser, and better functionality with MIDI.

TH3 is out now in both plugin (VST/AU/AAX) and 
standalone formats. It’s €299, or €99 to upgrade.

 READ MORE  www.overloud.com 

The new MediaBay was designed to help
users browse for the vital project elements
– instruments, effects, audio, MIDI, presets,
etc, should now all be more easily and
quickly located.

Cubase Pro 8.5 is £406, Cubase Artist 8.5
is £221, and upgrades to both start at £36.

Retrologue 2 sees a significant update to 
Steinberg’s virtual-analogue synth, adding a 
32-step arpeggiator, two more LFOs, a new
envelope generator, as well as five new
effects, and new oscillator and filter types.
Retrologue 2 is £73, or £36 to upgrade.

 READ MORE  www.steinberg.net 

Cubase gets a new MediaBay, transport and more, 
while Retrologue beefs up across the board
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Flesh out any 
sample with NI 
and Tim Exile’s 
latest plugin

Mic Room aims to transform one mic into another via DSP voodoo

Native Instruments Flesh
Following The Finger and The Mouth, Native
Instruments and Tim Exile have birthed 
another body-based Reaktor Player 
instrument in the shape of Flesh.

Flesh works by analysing the transients 
and spectral profile of your sampled source 
material, then sending this information to 
four audio engines as “curves and triggers”
for resynthesis, resulting in new sounds that
retain the feel of the original sample.

Engines include Subsynth (adds a low 
energy ‘note’), Polysynth (creates chords 
from the sample), Monogamy (extrapolates
a melody from the sample) and Megabeat 
(for percussive control over the sample).

Further tweaks can be made using the 
effects and modulation sections. Despite its
internal complexity, the interface has been 
kept simple to enable fast real-time control.
Flesh is out now for £89.

 READ MORE  native-instruments.com

IK Multimedia Mic Room
The considerably more powerful desktop 
version of their microphone modelling app 
for iOS, Mic Room is a module for IK’s 
T-RackS effects hosting ‘shell’ that virtualises
more than 20 classic and contemporary 
microphones. Each model “boasts the true 
frequency response, nuanced character and
specific sound of its counterpart”, and using
Mic Room is as simple as inserting it on an 

This month we’ve had our speakers set 
to 11 for some excellent new tracker

remakes. First of all, BitJam’s latest podcast  
– Insert Disk 2 – celebrates 30 years of the 
Commodore Amiga with a selection of
remixes of famous four-channel game
musics by remixer Martin Noriander (aka
Instant Remedy), including the seminal
Project-X and IK+ (bit.ly/BitJam).

Next up, the latest glut of releases over at 
Amiga Remix (amigaremix.com) includes a 
version of Jester’s much-loved Stardust
Memories, which originally appeared on the 
classic World of Commodore 92 demo.
Remixed by the equally prolific and talented 

daXX, this exquisitely produced, pumping 
re-invention leans heavily towards Euro-
cheese while remaining respectful to the 
original (a different kind of cheese, but one 
we grew up loving).

DEMO OF THE MONTH
XX by Onslaught
At the recently held Syntax party in a land 
far, far away (Melbourne, Australia),
Onslaught left no doubts as to who were in
charge by releasing two demos to win both
first and second place. It’s the first-prize
XX that impressed us the most, with some
nicely designed set pieces involving 3D
shapes morphing into their surroundings
along with some decently hypnotic light
tunnels that would give the Buck Rogers
intro a run for its money. While there’s
nothing groundbreaking to be seen here,
the minimal soundtrack complements the
visuals well, and the whole production fits
into a C30 cassette tape-friendly 32KB.
Perhaps most impressive of all is that every
facet of the code, design and music are done
by one man alone, Jeff Symons (aka Drift).
bit.ly/OnslaughtXX

The Amiga is back in
style as the scene celebrates 
its 30th anniversary

“The hypnotic light tunnels 
would give the Buck Rogers 
intro a run for its money”

Trackers & 
Demoscene

Slate Digital FG-Bomber
Billed as an “Analog Modeled Dynamic 
Impact Enhancer”, Slate’s latest 
plugin for PC and Mac (VST/AU/AAX) 
combines a number of processes – 
including compression, saturation, 
filtering and harmonic generation 
– to “make your tracks and mixes 
more dimensional, impactful, 
exciting, and more alive-sounding”.

FG-Bomber certainly looks easy 
to use, with just four controls: input 
gain (Drive), wet/dry mix (Intensity), 
output gain (Output) and processing 

already-recorded track, then selecting the
mic used for the recording as a Source and
the mic you want to emulate as the Target
(mic options include C414, ‘57’, ‘58’, ‘563’ and
more). Further controls let you adjust the
proximity effect and tailor the harmonics of
the Target mic.

Mic Room can be yours right now for €70
(the T-RackS shell is available for free).

 READ MORE www.ikmultimedia.com

XX fits into a super-tiny 32KB – how do they do that?

style (Tone). The last switches between 
Present, Fat and Tight options and is 

presumably key to the actual sound 
of the effect, which Slate claim “can 
literally replace entire series of 
processing chains.”

The meter is equipped with a 
small bomb image to point you 
towards the 0dB optimal input level.

FG-Bomber is available now, 
priced $99 and running inside Slate 
Digital’s included Virtual Mix Rack
shell. We’ll be reviewing it soon.

 READ MORE  slatedigital.com 
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What’s your background in music
and in programming?
LE “I’ve always been interested in technical
stuff. From Lego as a kid onwards to soldering
DIY electronic kits, and then the home
computer revolution when I was about 12.
Synths were always very intriguing – my first
synth was a DIY PAiA kit. As the years went by,
I moved on to just writing and producing, and
in the early 2000s, I was working full-time as a
writer/producer in Stockholm.

“After teaming up with current XLN CEO
and co-founder Niklas Möller, the idea for
Addictive Drums popped into existence. We
teamed up with some excellent programmers
to make it a reality. I did a lot of programming
on the tools we used to edit the thousands of
samples. When we developed Addictive Keys,
I got a digital piano in the XLN office, and
spent a lot of time playing just for fun!”

Addictive Trigger is your new drum replacement plugin (read the
review on p104). Which part of it was hardest to get working right?

LE “As with many things, it’s the last 10% that takes 50% of the effort! The
‘Audio Fingerprint’ technology worked pretty well from the start, as did the
transient/peak detection – at least on a basic level. We started it out as a lab
project, and it was pretty clear that we had something really cool there.
Then a lot of time was spent refining and improving, testing ‘impossible’
cases etc. We always spend a lot of time on workflow and usability. Things
move around a lot in the interface from the early labs ’til the final product.”

How is the process different between sampling pianos and drums?
LE “In a regular piano recording (in a song context), the mics are set up so
that the piano sounds good for that particular song – for the range of keys
used and so on. So maybe the top key range sounds really weird, but if
they’re not used in the song, it doesn’t really matter. With sampling, on the
other hand, you need every single key to sound good and consistent. So
mic placement is really important, especially since we also sample a lot of

different mic perspectives.
Drums are easier in this aspect –
each drum needs to sound good
but is its own little entity, with its
own sound and placement.

“For both types I can say this
much: it’s a lot of work. The sessions are long, and pretty soon you hear
long ride cymbal decays in your dreams!”

You recently released the DS-10 Drum Shaper too. Were you able
to apply what you learnt in producing Addictive Drums (in sampling/
mixing kits and in programming the software) while making it?
LE “Addictive Drums 2 introduced a transient shaper in the effects chain,
and we realised what a powerful tool that is. We’ve always talked about
releasing something from AD as its own ‘thing’, and this seemed like a
great candidate. Once we started talking about transient shaping, we came
up with a whole bunch of new cool ideas, which made DS-10 grow into its
own thing. We kept the original algorithm from AD2 and added two more,
plus a Mojo section that does sensible things depending on input material.
Having worked so much with drums was definitely helpful, and we really
wanted to make sure it works great on drums rather than taking a more
generic approach. I really like how it turned out!”

URL www.xlnaudio.com

“We spend a lot of time on
workflow and usability”

Get with the
programmers

Boz Digital Labs  
Manic Compressor 
Designed to dial in parallel compression 
from a single intuitive plugin, Manic 

Compressor features individual Wet/
Dry faders and a built-in EQ. What’s 
more, there are actually six different 
compressors included for you to 
switch between. Each one features a 
Loudness Relief knob, the idea being 
to crank up your settings as far as you 
want/need to and then use it to soften 

any compression artifacts.
Manic Compressor is available now for

Mac and PC (AU/VST), priced $149.
READ MORE www.bozdigitallabs.com

TDR Nova – 
Gentleman’s Edition
The commercial version of Tokyo Dawn 
Records’ Nova dynamic EQ VST/AU/AAX 

plugin for Mac and PC (see p26) 
expands on the free version with two 
extra processing bands (for six in
total), steeper filters (up to 120dB/
octave), the addition of expansive
ratios in the dynamics section
alongside the compressive ones,

support for “equal loudness workflows”, and
the “Insane” high-quality mode.

With its versatile feature set and very
reasonable $40 asking price, Nova –
Gentleman’s Edition looks to be well worth
checking out. It’s available now.

READ MORE www.tokyodawn.net

Infected Mushroom I Wish
Electronic music duo Infected Mushroom
have worked with software developer
Polyverse to create I Wish, a VST/AU plugin
for Mac and PC that’s described as a
“granular note freezer plugin”.

I Wish is intended to be applied to all
kinds of source material, generating
everything from robotic effects to pitched
drums and granular vocal basslines.
Intriguingly, it can also be pressed into
service as a wavetable synth. See the
Polyverse website for video demos.

I Wish is in public beta at the time of
writing, scheduled for release in early 2016
with a $39 pricetag.

READ MORE polyversemusic.com

Wolfgang Palm Phonem
The latest instrument from synth legend
Wolfgang Palm, Phonem (PC/Mac, VST/AU) is
designed to replicate all kinds of voices and

includes a text-to-speech tool. It’s built
around a 12-resonator filter, which can
be used for filter sweeps and FX as well
as vocal sounds, while the ‘excitation
source’ simulates the human glottis.
Each phoneme can be edited in detail,

while the pitch and control tracks can make
the voice sing to your specification, the
modulation matrix incorporates LFOs,
envelopes and two X/Y pads, and plenty of
presets are included to get you started.

Phonem is available now for €119.
 READ MORE www.wolfgangpalm.com

Lars
Erlandsson

XLN Audio

What does it take to model real-life drums and pianos? 
We thrash it out with the co-founder of XLN Audio
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Ins & outs
BLOCKED STREAMS
Still on Adele, much was made of 
the fact that she chose to keep 25 
from any streaming services, while
Coldplay only gave their new long 
player to chargeable platforms 
such as Apple Music and Tidal. The 
music industry hasn’t found a fits-
all new business model just yet.

TRUE FAITH IN STEMS
Native Instruments’ Stems project

got arguably its biggest shot in the
arm yet in December, with New

Order releasing two tracks in the
DJ-friendly format. It’s still a long

way from being an industry
standard, but support from big-

name artists can only help.

MINIMAL MARTIN
Old-school electronic musicians 
were left slightly bemused when 
a picture was released of Martin 
Garrix’s new studio recently. It 
looked lovely, but had a limited 
amount of equipment to say the 
least: just a laptop, monitors and 
an audio interface.

LIGHTS OUT
If you noticed a drop in your 
Wi-Fi speed over the festive season, 
perhaps your Christmas lights were 
to blame. Ofcom reported that 
these are among the things that can 
cause interference and slow things 
down. We’re going old-school and 
lighting candles next year.

eaReckon EAReverb 2
Software reverbs continue to improve, and eaReckon have just
pumped up theirs with v2 of EAReverb. There are now six algorithms
(Natural, Bright, Alu Box, Auditorium, Plate and Reverse), and three
usage modes: PRO offers access to all parameters and modules; SE
has limited controls but a faster workflow; and POS provides specific
tools for setting the location of sounds in space. There are also
advanced Multi-Band and Gate modules, along with an Early
Reflection editor. EAReverb 2 is available now in VST, AU and AAX
formats for Mac and PC, priced €129, with a €59 upgrade from v1.

READ MORE www.eareckon.com

THE FORCE IS STRONG WITH US
We wondered last month if Star 

Wars: The Force Awakens would 
feature a new Cantina-style theme… 

and it does! Sadly, we went to press 
before the film opened, but director 

J J Abrams confirmed prior to the 
release that he’d written a new piece 

with Lin-Manuel Miranda.

UNSTOPPABLE ADELE
Speaking of big-name artists, 

someone forgot to tell Adele that 
you’re not supposed to be able to 

achieve massive album sales in this 
day and age. Her new record, 25, 

has broken too many records to list 
here, which begs the question: what 

has she got that no one else has?

years 
back

We asked how the newly launched 
Windows Vista would affect musicians in
February 2006 (issue 96). The answer for
many was ‘not that much’, and plenty
chose to stick with XP for a good while.

In the reviews section, we took a look
at the Samson CO1U, one of the first (if
not the first) USB condenser mics. At the
time, we described it as “unique and
useful”, but it remained useful for far
longer than it was unique.

The meat of the mag featured a
‘recording made easy’ feature (we’d toyed

with the idea of doing a ‘recording made 
difficult’ piece but thought it may have 
limited appeal), while Pete Tong 
described the podcast as “the future of 
radio” (which it sort of was, although the 
term ‘podcast’ seems to be falling out of 
favour slightly these days).

Less solid was our take on the new-
fangled concept of using mobile phones 
as music players, which we said we 
weren’t really “feeling” at the time. “We 
may eventually be convinced,” we added, 
“but at the moment, we’re quite happy to 
carry two pieces of technology in our 
pockets.” It’s probably fair to say that 
we’re onboard with the idea now...

We broke news of a few 
firsts, but not every one  
of them was built to last

Three virtual men and a cheeky-looking  
Pete Tong graced the cover of our 96th issue

“We’d toyed with the 
idea of doing a ‘recording 
made difficult’ piece”

EAReverb 2 expands the potential of the humble algorithmic reverb plugin

D
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This month’s haul is full to bursting with ways to finesse those
frequencies, including a pair of equalisers and a subharmonic synth

freeware news

TDR Nova
Tokyo Dawn Records offer you a 
free edition of their latest EQ plugin

Fancy getting your hands on a new EQ plugin? You don’t need to  
pay a premium for professional-quality tools such as TDR Nova

> news
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TDR have caused quite a stir with their
willingness to give away high-end 

plugins that can stand toe-to-toe with the
biggest names in the industry. Case in 
point: the new TDR Nova dynamic 
equaliser. Here we have a truly 
professional-quality mixing and 
mastering tool that can be employed to 
perform a number of useful tasks, such as
multiband compression, dynamic 
equalisation or frequency-selective 
compression and expansion.

At its simplest, TDR Nova can be used 
merely as a four-band parametric EQ  
(with additional high-pass and low-pass 
filters), and if you never asked anything 
more of it, you’d still have made an excellent

choice. A whole new 
realm of possibility 
comes into play, 
though, with Nova’s 
dynamics. Each of 
TDR’s bands work  
as independent 
dynamics processors 
and can operate in 
linked and split modes 
or combinations of  
the two.

There’s also the W-Band (or ‘wide-band’), 
which covers the parts of the signal that 
aren’t processed by the other bands. The 
more bands there are in play, the narrower 
the wide-band is.

Nova also comes in the paid-for 
‘Gentleman’s Edition’, with additional bands, 
steeper filters and more, for €40. Both 
versions run as VST/AU/AAX for PC and Mac.
www.tokyodawn.net

Musician and developer
Jovan Koncar is giving
Windows users a 
dynamic EQ to call their 
own with DG65. Not to be 
confused with TDR Nova 
above, this EQ allows for independent control 
over the high and low amplitudes of each of its 
bands. There are five parametric bands, along 
with both low- and high-pass filtering. Each of the 
parametric bands allows for adjustable Q. 
Intended for use on individual tracks, DG65 is 
available as a 32-bit Windows VST plugin.
www.jovankoncar.com/j1000

The purveyors of high-end
interfaces and the MH
Production Bundle are giving 
away this VST/AU/AAX 
subharmonic synth for PC/
Mac to anyone who signs up 
to their mailing list. Thump 
tracks the pitch and dynamics of incoming audio 
and follows along using two oscillators with 
separate attack and sustain frequencies. Use 
Thump to bolster your bass or create new drum 
sounds to be triggered by an audio source. A 
dozen presets are included to get you started.
mhsecure.com

OK, we know that Plogue’s
SF2 player (VST/AU/AAX) is
nothing new, but this 
unassuming point update 
(v1.844) is actually worth 
shouting about. Sforzando 
now incorporates Snapshots (presets), reverb 
and detuning, plus pitchbend range control. 
Plogue are also including a new instrument  
– TableWarp2 – with the package. This wavetable 
synth makes use of PWM, FM, PD and subtractive 
synthesis, and has Modulatable wave offset to 
give you classic PPG-style sounds. For PC or Mac.
www.plogue.com

J1000
DG65

Metric Halo
Thump

Plogue
Sforzando & TableWarp2

CLASSIC FREE SOFTWARE
XCIDDOSE XHIP
Free synths come and go, subject to the 
whims and caprices of their creators, all too
often leaving dead links in their wakes. Xhip
is an exception. Originally developed way 
back in 1999 for use as a tracker, it was 
elevated to standalone status by 2003. A 
year later, it was released to the public at 
large, sans GUI. Initially intended as a source

for simple chip tones, Xhip has by now 
evolved into a complete subtractive 
synthesiser with dual oscillators, a pair each 
of filters, envelopes and LFOs, not to 
mention an awe-inspiring unison mode. A 
true classic and a must-have noise-maker 
for Windows users.
xhip.net





What’s on your  
hard drive?

STEINBERG CUBASE 6
“I’m not completely up to date with the
latest version, but that’s not a problem for
me. With technology, I feel it’s important to
find a balance between what’s available and
what works for you.”

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS KONTAKT
“I studied piano and classical music for 25
years, so it’s important to have something
that can accurately recreate the sounds of
the orchestra, but I always layer them with
real strings – I’ll hire four or five guys and
get them to play along with the samples.
Together, they’re a nice combination.”

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS BATTERY
“I have a big collection of analogue drum 
machines – 909, 606, Oberheim DMX – and 
about 90% of my drum sounds are hand-
made. But all those sounds are put into 
Battery, and without it, I’d be lost. I love 
analogue machines, but I need software to 
make my music.”

KORG LEGACY M1
“The M1 was my very first synth, and it’s one 
of my favourite pieces of equipment, but it’s 
a PCM machine, and that means there are 
some things I cannot do with it. Does it
sound as good as the real thing? In a mix, I 
don’t think anyone would tell the difference.”

REFX QUADRASID 
“I’m sure this doesn’t exist anymore; they’ve 
discontinued it. It’s a Commodore 64 
emulation from the same company that 
makes Nexus, and I used it so much on my 
first album. At the time I first got it, SID 
sounds weren’t so popular, but now you can 
find them everywhere. For me, this is still 
one of the best.”

Rodion
The super-freaky electro-funkster loves analogue, 
but he couldn’t do without his digital toolbox

Rodion’s Bococa Hills is out now. The album, Generator, is coming soon
www.neinrecords.co.uk

“At the time I first 
got it, SID sounds 
weren’t so popular”
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Shape up your mix for 2016
with our huge pro guide to

working the stereo field

The technology we use to make music has
changed immensely in the last few decades –

mixing desks have been virtualised, processors
have gone from analogue to digital, and beyond-
belief instruments can achieve what no human
can. One thing has remained largely the same,
though – well, two things, actually: the duo of
speakers we use to create the stereo soundstage
where our music will come to life; and on which
listeners experience our carefully crafted mixes.

It should be patently obvious, however, that
today’s stereo mixes are more impressive,
expansive and panoramic than ever before, and
that’s not just down to state-of-the-art gear but the
modern production techniques that have 
developed alongside it. Today’s tunes are wider,
more focused, and make maximal use of the stereo
field, and so it’s important… no, vital, that your mixes
are up to scratch if you’re going to compete.

Previously in Stereo Science
In last issue’s Stereo Science: Part 1 (which we’ve
included as a PDF in this issue’s Tutorial Files
package in the Vault, in case you missed it), we
tackled several fundamental concepts that any
producer working with two speakers ought to know.
First off, we looked at how the human hearing
system can decipher a sound’s location based on
timing and level differences between our two ears.

We also explained how two speakers are used to
reproduce audio in stereo, and how sounds can be
positioned at a particular point in the stereo field
through panning. We covered techniques for
recording in stereo, before exploring the use of
auto-panning plugins and pan automation.

Of course, there’s plenty more to learn, and that’s
where Part 2 comes in, taking you way beyond the
basics with a series of tutorials and walkthroughs
designed to give you a thoroughly modern grip on
stereo mixing. We’ll start with ten width-generating
methods that can instantly widen and enhance your
tracks, or even turn mono sounds into sumptuous
stereo. Every right-thinking producer should have
these essential methods in their trick-bag!

Next, we’ll explore the often-misunderstood
concept of mid/side – a powerful alternative to
standard left/right stereo that will change the way
you think about mixing, allowing you to control and
enhance stereo material with utmost precision.

Finally, we’ll use knowledge of the human
hearing system to build a psychoacoustic panner,
exploring new ways to tweak your virtual
soundstage as we go.

So, get your PC or Mac’s browser on over to
vault.computermusic.co.uk to download the
supporting files, expert videos and PDF of Part 1,
then crank up your speakers and get ready to make
the absolute most of them.

Get the videos, tutorial files
and last issue’s PDF from

vault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD

CATCH UP!
Get last issue’s 
Stereo Science: 
Part 1 as a PDF 

in our Vault
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01 ‘STEREOISING’ PLUGINS
These processors use DSP trickery to
generate fake width from a centred
mono source. The type of processing

varies from plugin to plugin – some might use
delay manipulation and short reverb effects,
while others work their magic through comb
filtering and pitchshifting techniques – meaning
that each plugin will have a slightly different
effect. With this in mind, it’s worth trying out
several different plugins on various sources to
establish what suits your source material. Don’t
forget to check out our own SideWidener CM in
the Plugins collection.

10 ways to create width

Short reverb times add width without drowning the mix

Audio Damage’s Panstation is a powerful autopanner

Two very similar signals panned left and right
can create a supremely wide stereo effect

The width of an element in a mix can often
make or break its impact, so ensuring that
your most important parts – be they vocals,
synth hooks or anything else – can compete
with other sounds is crucial. Here, we’ll look at
ten tools and techniques that can be used to
generate width from a mono source, or even
enhance already-stereo sounds.

 04
DOUBLE TRACKING
Usually associated with vocal and guitar 
recording, double tracking is one of the 
more popular techniques for achieving 

a wide, rich stereo effect. In its most basic form, you 
record two separate takes of the same part, then hard-
pan them in opposing directions. The two takes, while 
sounding the same, are actually different signals, so 
not only will they sound super-wide, but they’ll collapse 
very well to mono.

This technique can be taken in plenty of different 
directions: try hard-panning two takes that are  
completely different in tone or timbre, or even  
experiment with multiple takes of the same sound, 
panning each differently around the stereo field.

 03 REVERB
Stereo reverb is a classic effect for 
widening a narrow sound. It can 
be used as an ‘obvious’ effect to 

place a sound in an environment, in which case 
the width added is something of a by-product. 
Alternatively, you can use it more subtly, 
generating width but not changing the original 
sound, by pulling the decay time back to a short 
amount or isolating just the early reflections, so 
the reverb tail doesn’t carry on after the sound 
has ended. This second technique works well on 
almost any sound, but is especially effective on 
percussive or rhythmic sounds, where an 
obvious reverb tail would cloud the mix. 02 AUTO PANNERS 

These plugins move sounds left 
and right across the stereo 
panorama by an amount set by 

the user. Cranking up pan/mix amounts will 
overtly pan your signal from left to right and 
back again – good for sustained sounds and 
repetitive percussion parts – while reducing the 
intensity of the effect can lend a subtler, more 
under-the-radar auto-panning, for an improved 
sense of width. Some auto-panners feature 
audio or MIDI input, so you can use a trigger to 
restart the pan modulation and customise the 
movement to your track.
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Delay effects like Soundtoys EchoBoy can add stereo
width when used with the right panning tactics

The UAD MXR Flanger/Doubler plugin will provide a
modulation effect that also enhances a signal’s width

UltraChannel can give you a classic microshifting effect

If your sound lacks stereo credentials, you could
always try layering it with a similar one that does

HARD-PANNING
CONTRASTING
SOUNDS
A particularly bold widening

effect can be introduced by hard-panning
two completely different sounds that play
at the same time – for example, two
different hi-hat samples. This goes
beyond regular double tracking, with the
contrasting sounds exaggerating the
effect but still remaining distinguishable
to our ears.

A similar trick is to send a sound to a
mono reverb return, then pan the two in
opposite directions. Low-level reverb
creates subtle width, while turning up
the reverb will give a more obvious
widening effect.

 05MODULATION 
PLUGINS
Modulation effects like choruses,
phasers and flangers use short 

delay and phase manipulation to create 
thickening, metallic comb filtering effects. Most
can work in stereo, outputting different signals
on left and right channels to create impressive
stereo movement and sweeps, and can thus be
used to widen mono or central sounds.

It almost goes without saying, but a 
modulation effect will clearly change the source
sound’s timbre – ideal if you want a chorused 
pad or flanging drum loop, but not if you’re 
looking for subtlety; try other width-generating
techniques for more invisible stereo generation.
Check modulation effects in mono, too, as some
are more mono-compatible than others.

 06 DELAY
Another common technique for
generating stereo information is
panning delayed copies of a 

source signal. As discussed in Stereo Science: 
Part 1, and later on page 44, the Haas effect 
involves panning a sound and its copy hard-left
and hard-right before delaying one by up to 
30ms; we don’t hear two separate signals, but 
instead perceive one ‘wider’ sound coming at us
from one side of the stereo field. It’s mostly used
for adding width without changing the original
source’s timbre, but at the expense of comb 
filtering when summed to mono. Try blending 
the two hard-panned signals with a third mono,
centre-panned copy to achieve a good balance
between width and mono compatibility.

Once delay times surpass 30ms, we perceive
the taps as separate signals, resulting in a more
traditional stereo delay effect that’s also 
commonly used to add width. As with reverb, 
longer times make the effect more obvious – 
good for injecting character and space.

 08 EQ DIFFERENCES  
IN LEFT AND  
RIGHT CHANNELS
Stereo sounds feature differences 

in the left and right channels, and we can ‘force’ 
these differences by EQing the left and right 
sides of a signal in different ways, creating tonal 
contrast between the two sides. For example, 
try applying a boost to a sound’s right channel, 
then using a cut on the same frequency area in 
the left channel.

You’ll obviously need an EQ that’s capable of 
this, but luckily, most workhorse EQ plugins 
(and perhaps even those included with your 
DAW) allow you to equalise the left and right 
channels independently on the same display. 

 09 MICROSHIFTING 
Creating differences between left 
and right channels isn’t confined 
only to timing – the classic 

microshifting effect uses pitch variations to 
achieve super-lush stereo goodness.

To do it yourself, duplicate a signal twice, 
keeping the original in the centre and the two 
copies panned hard left and hard right. Now, 
slightly lower the left signal’s pitch, and slightly 
raise the right signal’s pitch (a few cents will do 
in many cases). You can alter the relative levels 
between the centred mono signal and the 
widened ‘outer’ copies to balance the effect and 
blend the width to taste. You don’t have to build 
it yourself, though – dedicated microshifting 
plugins are available, such as Eventide’s 
UltraChannel or Soundtoys MicroShift.

10 LAYERING A MONO 
SOUND WITH  
A STEREO ONE
Sometimes, you may be working 

with a core track element that has most of the 
characteristics required to fit in the mix, but 
perhaps it needs a little more sizzle, sparkle or 
width. If appropriate, it can help to layer another 
contrasting sound that features the 
characteristics missing from the first sound, 
which can add impressive width if it happens  
to be a stereo source.

Try layering a punchy mono snare with a 
loose stereo layer, or program a thin, fizzy, wide 
synth patch to sit over a narrow lead sound. 
You’ll likely need to use envelope manipulation 
to blend the layers together or prevent 
transients interfering, so experiment with 
envelope or fade settings to tailor the layers.

07
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> Step by step 1. Mid/side encoding and decoding explained 

In the Tutorial Files folder, you’ll
find four audio files called Left.wav,

Right.wav, Mid.wav, and Side.wav.
These are just mono files, but by using
Live’s (or indeed any DAW’s) basic mixing
features, we can use them to learn about
how mid/side works. Drag all of the
samples onto one audio track.

1
Because the audio track is panned to 
the centre, we’ll hear our mono audio 

files in the dead centre of the mix. This is 
known as the middle, or ‘mid’. Mute the 
track and create two new audio tracks. 
Name the first “Left”, and the second 
“Right”, and use their Track Pan controls 
to pan them hard left (50L) and hard right 
(50R) respectively.

2
Put Left.wav on the Left track, and 
Right.wav on the Right track. Because 

we’ve hard-panned these tracks, Left.wav 
will appear from the left speaker, and 
Right.wav will appear from the right one.  
If we put Mid.wav on both tracks, played 
on the left and right speakers 
simultaneously, the sound appears to 
come from the middle of the mix.

3

Now, how on earth to move Side.wav
into the left and right speaker without

it just sitting in the middle? Brace yourself:
we’re going to need to use some maths.
Create a new track, and name it “–Right”.
We’re going to use this track to play an
inverted version of Side.wav. Pan the track
hard right, then drag Utility from Live’s
Audio Effects onto it.

4
If you’re using a different DAW, you 
can use the phase inversion on your 

DAW’s tracks, or MeldaProduction’s free 
MUtility (www.meldaproduction.com). 
In Live, we’ll use Utility to invert the 
polarity of this track. Click the Utility’s 
Phz-R and Phz-L buttons to engage its 
so-called phase inversion, which actually 
just inverts the signal’s polarity, ie, it flips 
the waveform upside down.

5
Drag Side.wav onto the Left track, and 
create a copy of it on the –Right track 

at the same position. Before you listen to 
both tracks at once, solo them one at a 
time and take a listen. Despite appearing 
from different speakers, and one being 
phase-inverted, they sound identical. 
Unsolo them and listen again. Side.wav 
appears to come from the edges, or ‘side’ 
of the mix. So what’s going on here?

6

If you’ve encountered mid/side before but have
had trouble understanding it, don’t worry: you’re
not alone! Many struggle with the concept, as
it’s not as intuitive a way of representing stereo
as the familiar left/right model. However, it’s not
really very complex once it ‘clicks’ for you, and
it’s well worth getting to grips with as it’ll change
how you think about stereo mixes. And it makes
getting wide mixes way easier, so stick with us!

A solid grasp on a few basic principles will
massively ease your understanding of mid/side.
Fundamental is the principle of adding audio
signals together, aka mixing or summing. If we
add two identical signals, their waveforms will
“stack up”, and the result will be the same but
twice the amplitude, ie, the exact same sound
but louder. It’s just like adding two identical
numbers (eg, 10+10=20), resulting in a doubling.

But if we subtract one identical signal from
the other, we end up with total silence, just as

subtracting a number from itself gives us zero 
(10-10=0)! Subtraction gives us the difference, 
and there is indeed no difference between two 
identical signals. Another way to think of it is to 
first flip the waveform of one of the signals 
about its horizontal access, to turn it upside 
down, known as inverting the polarity – positive 
peaks become negative troughs and vice versa. 
The normal and ‘inverted’ waveforms are now 
said to be ‘out of phase’, and if we add/sum/mix 
them, their opposing waveforms will cancel out 
to silence. This method is often used in audio 
processing for subtraction/difference.

We’ve looked at the two extremes here, but 
the results could be in-between, too, depending 
on how similar/different the signals actually are.

To convert normal stereo audio to mono, we 
sum the left and right channel together. Parts of 
the signal that are identical in both channels (ie, 
centre-panned mono sounds) will double in 

volume; hard-panned sounds are only present in 
one channel so will stay the same level; but 
sounds that are 100% out of phase will vanish! 
So, the ‘centre’ of the mix is heard loudest, 
tending to silence as sounds become more 
‘stereo’. This mono signal is the ‘mid’ in mid/side. 
We can say, then, that Mid=Left+Right.

How about making a mono signal that’s the 
opposite of this, where centred elements are 
silenced, and the more ‘stereo’ something is, the 
louder it is? That’s the ‘side’ signal, and it’s just as 
easy to calculate! We subtract the right channel 
from the left: Side=Left-Right. You can see now 
why mid/side is also called sum/difference.

With our pair of left/right signals converted – 
or ‘encoded’ – into a pair of mid/side signals 
instead, we can process them separately before 
‘decoding’ them back into normal left/right 
stereo, which, conveniently, uses the exact same 
basic addition/subtraction equations. Let’s try it!

Introducing mid/side

TUTORIAL

FILES
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 > Step by step   1. Mid/side encoding and decoding explained (continued)

Add Scope (from  Plugins) to the 
master bus, and pay attention to the 

waveforms in its oscilloscope display. You 
can turn the Input Gain up to make things 
more visible. The peaks on Mid.wav are 
facing the same direction, but those on 
Side.wav are facing the opposite direction 
thanks to the polarity inversion we applied 
on the –Right channel.

7
Mid and side channels are discrete,
just as left and right channels are, and

can be processed individually. Before we
get onto that, though, let’s analyse our
signals using a goniometer – a tool
specially designed for viewing stereo
information. Add Flux Stereo Tool (a free
download from fluxhome.com) to the
master bus, and play the project back.

8
The 45° L axis represents the left
channel, the 45° R axis the right, the

vertical M axis is the mid signal and the S
horizontal axis is the side signal. When we
play the project back, our mono signals
only ever appear in one of four mono
positions: left, right, mid or side.

9

Let’s try a signal with complex stereo 
information. Delete all the audio clips, 

and drag Piano Left.wav onto the Left 
channel and Piano Right.wav onto the 
Right channel. This gives us a left/right 
stereo image, which makes Stereo Tool’s 
goniometer much more interesting to 
look at. We can see there’s information all 
across the stereo panorama – it’s not just 
restricted to a single position any more!

Because the Left channel is still 
panned to the centre, you’ll hear both 

signals come from the centre of the mix. 
To ‘decode’ the mid/side signal back into 
normal stereo so we can hear it properly, 
we can use the same technique we used 
right at the start of this tutorial. Set the 
tracks’ pan positions back to 50L for Left 
and 50R for Right and –Right.

10

13

We can extract the mid information
from the stereo image by panning

both Left and Right tracks to the centre,
which simply adds – or mixes – both
signals together. Do this now, and export
the resulting audio as a mono file called
Piano Mid.wav. To extract the side signal,
move Piano Right.wav onto the –Right
channel, and set that track’s pan position
to the centre as well.

Put Piano Mid.wav on the Left and
Right tracks, and Piano Side.wav onto

the Left and –Right tracks (remember,
–Right is the phase-inverted track). Now
Piano Mid.wav, remains at the centre of
the mix (M = L + R), but Piano Side.wav
sits in the side signal (S = L - R). In theory,
if we play these back together, we’ll
recreate the original left/right stereo track.
Let’s try it.

11

14

Export the audio as Piano Side.wav,
being sure to select the mono export

option. Delete all the audio in the project,
and drag Piano Mid.wav and Piano Side.
wav onto the Left track. Take a listen to
the two clips. Piano Mid.wav is the dry
piano sound from the centre of the mix,
while Piano Side.wav is just the ghostly
reverb! The side is simply the difference
between the left and right channel.

Create an audio track, name it “Left 2”,
and pan it hard left. Now Move the

Piano Side.wav clips so they play on Left
2 and –Right at the same time as the Piano
Mid.wav clips. Now on playback you’ll hear
that the stereo signal has been
reconstructed from the mid and side
sources: L = M + S, and R = M - S. We now
can now process the mono and stereo
parts of the signal separately.

12

15
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Let’s look at how to alter the relative
levels of the mid and side signals,

which is the most basic – and often most
effective – form of mid/side processing.
Load Pad.wav – a textured synth pad
sound – onto a new audio track in your
preferred DAW.

1
Ensure you’ve installed the free
Voxengo MSED (from voxengo.com),

then call up a fresh instance of the plugin
on the pad track. This plugin is an
invaluable tool for mid/side processing, as
you can monitor and control several vital
components of your source material, and
make use of independent level, pan and
solo of the mid and side channels.

2

A signal’s mid channel only contains
mono elements, while the side signal

features everything in the signal that’s
stereo – so it figures that we can increase
or decrease our pad’s width by turning the
side signal’s level up or down. Turn MSED’s
Side Gain down to -3dB to decrease the
pad’s width, making it sound ‘narrower’.

3
Basic M/S levelling can also be used to
customise width you’ve added

through other means. Punch the Mid Solo
button to sum the pad to mono, then add
a stereo widening or reverb plugin of your
choice – we’re using a short reverb effect
here. Now, load another MSED instance
after the widener in the chain, and raise or
lower the side signal to enhance or reign
in the artificial width that’s been added.

4

> Step by step 2. Controlling a signal’s width with M/S levelling 
Mid/side in practice

As a sound’s mid signal only 
contains mono information, and 
the side signal contains all the 
sound’s stereo information. It 
follows that we can use mid/side 
processing to increase or 
decrease a signal’s width, as 
shown in the walkthrough to the 
left. We’ll soon show you some 
advanced mid/side techniques 
and processes, but it’s also 
important to keep a sense of 
perspective and balance, and a 
great way to do this is by 
analysing the mid/side content of 
a reference mix and comparing it 
to that of your own mixes.

Load up your favourite 
commercial records in your DAW 
(high quality WAV files are 
recommended, as MP3 encoding 
will often degrade the stereo 
image), then use an M/S encoder/
decoder (or any plugin that’ll let 
you “listen in” to the mid and side 
separately – Brainworx’s free  
bx_solo is ideal) to solo the mid 
and side signals in turn: you’ll be 
able to hear which elements are 
mono, which sounds are panned 
or widened, how frequency and 
dynamics are distributed in both 
the mono and stereo elements, 
and how the creator has 
balanced elements to create a 
thorough stereo mix. Now 
analyse the mid and side signals 
in your own mixes in comparison 
to these commercial tracks, and 
see how you can improve your 
stereo mixing. 

With the ability to dissect a 
mix in such thorough ways, it’s  
no surprise that mastering 
engineers often use M/S 
monitoring and processing to 
improve entire tracks.

> Step by step 3. Mid/side referencing with commercial tracks for better mixes 

By dissecting a commercial mix’s
mono and stereo elements, it’s

possible to pick apart how the producer
has used stereo techniques and processes
such as reverb, panning and widening
tricks. Load Reference Track.wav into
your DAW, then load Brainworx’ free
bx_solo (from brainworx-music.de) on
the channel.

1
A stereo mix can be divided into four 
components: the left channel, the 

right channel, the mid signal and the side 
signal. Hit the relevant buttons on bx_solo 
(L, R, M and S) to solo the four in turn, and 
take note of frequency and dynamic 
balances in both. By soloing the side 
signal, we can hear wide vocal reverb and 
synth delay, but there aren’t any low 
frequencies sitting in the side signal.

2
Now solo the mid signal (which is the 
same as summing the mix to mono), 

and hear how the stereo elements 
disappear. Now it’s a case of monitoring 
the L, R, M and S signals of your own mixes 
in the same way, to compare how things 
sit and how much stereo information you 
can get away with while maintaining a 
solid mono presence.

3
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You’ll hear that the bass frequencies 
now come from the centre of the mix, 

and dots in the Polar Sample panel are all 
now dead-centre. Click the S button again 
to unsolo Band 1. We want the stereo 
width to open up as the frequencies get 
higher, so set the Band 2 Width fader to 
-50, and the Band 4 Fader to 50.

3
Bypass the Ozone Imager effect to 
hear how neat the sound’s stereo 

image is now, compared to the dry signal. 
Restricting the width in the lows makes 
this kind of sound easier to mix. If you feel 
the low-end is now less impactful as a 
result of its reduced width, try boosting its 
level with a low-shelf EQ.

4

> Step by step 4. Saturating the side signal to get a wider stereo sound 

> Step by step 5. Multiband width control with Ozone 

Let’s make a track sound wider with a
little side signal processing. Put

Stereo piano.wav on an audio track, and
add a Utility effect to the track. The Width
control sets the balance between mid and
side signals – turn it to 0% to hear the mid
in isolation. It’s good and loud, but turn it
up to 200% and it becomes clear the side
signal is a bit quiet.

1
We can get a wider-sounding signal by 
processing the side signal. We’re going 

to use Live’s ability to create parallel 
processing chains to process the side 
signal independently of the mid signal. 
Right-click the Utility’s title bar and 
select Group. Click the Show/Hide Chain 
List button on the Left. Right-click the 
chain in the list and select Duplicate.

Set the Width of the first chain’s Utility 
to 0%, and the second chain’s to 

200%. We can now add effects to the first 
and second chains to affect the mid and 
side components. Add a Saturator to the 
second chain, and turn up its Drive to 
about 8dB. The presence of the reverb 
increase as the side signal is saturated, 
while the mid signal remains the same.

2 3

Sometimes – particularly with full-
frequency sounds – we want to be 

able to control the width of different 
frequency ranges individually. Drag Full 
range bass.wav onto an audio track. It 
has a wide stereo signal throughout the 
entire frequency spectrum. Add iZotope 
Ozone Imager as an insert on the track.

1
Stereo bass isn’t generally desirable, 
so let’s mono-ise the low end. Click the 

Solo button atop the leftmost band. This 
soloes the lowest frequencies – we can 
hear they move around the stereo field 
quite a bit, confirmed by distribution of 
dots in the Polar Sample panel. Turn the 
Band 1 Width fader down to -100. 

2

Bit on the side
As we’ve seen, it’s very much 
possible to perform mid/side 
encoding, processing and decoding 
using your DAW’s built-in 
functionality. However, it’s a bit 
more convenient to use plugin 
effects that feature dedicated mid/
side processing capabilities. Many 
contemporary compressor and 
equalisers such as FabFilter’s Pro-C 
2 and Pro-Q 2, iZotope’s Ozone, 
Brainworx bx_digital V2, and Flux 
BitterSweet – to name just a few! – 
include tools to process the mid 
and side signals independently.

While this can certainly be used 
to creative effect, this kind of 
processing really comes into its 
own when mixing. One particularly 
useful technique is to compress a 
channel’s mid and side signals 
separately, which makes it easier to 
balance them, control the width of 
the stereo signal, and get an overall 
louder sound.

As a general rule, bass 
frequencies work better in mono, 
so another handy trick is to 
equalise the lows out of the side 
signal, keeping the low end of the 
signal in the centre of the mix. This 
can make the bottom of the signal 
seem quieter, but this can be 
remedied by boosting the mid 
signal with a low shelf filter. Check 
it out in the tutorial on the right.

The thing these techniques  
have in common is that they’re 
about ensuring consistency: if a 
major element of your mix moves 
around the stereo panorama, the 
overall mix won’t sound solid. Use 
mid/side processing to keep 
everything in its place for a more 
professional-sounding result!
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 > Step by step   6. Using the mid/side approach as a sound design tool

Using mid/side know-how, we can 
design separate mid and side signals, 

ensuring precise control over the stereo 
effect and predictable mono compatibility. 
Set your DAW’s BPM to 172 and import the 
audio files beginning DnB… from the 
Tutorial Files folder. We’ll be using Logic 
Pro X for this walkthrough, but any DAW 
with AU/VST support will be fine.

1
Let’s take a look at what can happen
when normal stereo effects are heard

in mono. Place a CM Verb on a new send,
and choose its Studio A program from the
dropdown menu. Shape the effect by
setting the Reverb Time to 0.5 seconds
and the Low cut-off to 300Hz. Turn the
dry signal off, and send the DnBBreak
channel to the bus at 0dB.

2
Add Logic’s Chorus plugin to the bus,
setting its Intensity to 50%, Rate to

1Hz, and Mix to 100%. Place a ‘monoising’
plugin on the master output – we’re using
Logic’s Gain plugin set to Mono. The cool
reverb effect has mostly disappeared,
which can be difficult to solve using
typical stereo processing. We can do
something about it with a mid/side
approach, though…

3

Add a second aux send, and copy the 
plugins from the first. Send DnBBreak 

to this aux channel too, and add your 
‘monoising’ plugin to both, to convert 
them to mono. Add MeldaProduction’s 
MUtility (free at meldaproduction.com) 
to the second bus, and hit Invert Right 
Channel. This turns the channel into a 
side-only signal that disappears in mono, 
leaving the first aux as the mid reverb.

Select the Dune CM track and hit the 
New Track With Duplicate Settings 

button to make a copy of it – this will 
become our side signal. Drag the MIDI 
region over too. Now add an instance of 
MeldaProduction’s MUtility, and turn on 
Invert Left Channel, transforming the 
duplicate mono synth patch into a 100% 
side signal.

4

7

Now we’ve set up our mid/side reverb,
open the Gain plugin on the master

out again and toggle the Mono button on
and off. The Aux 1 effects completely
disappear when auditioned in mono,
leaving us with a mono drum break that
has a more present reverb than it would
from typical stereo processing. Let’s apply
similar principles to add huge yet mono-
compatible stereo width to a synth bass.

Turn the Volume in MUtility down to
-9dB to blend the two patches

together more – now we can open the
second DuneCM and edit the duplicate
patch to exaggerate the width. Even tiny
changes will help our mid and side
patches gel. Start by pushing the Amp
envelope’s Attack up to 60% to give the
duplicate a longer attack, then push the
Filter Cutoff to 60% to add brightness.

5

8

Create a new instrument track with a
fresh instance of Dune CM, and

import DnBBass.mid onto the track to
trigger the synth. Click Dune CM’s Patch
button (in the centre), select Load Patch,
and choose DnBBass.fxp from the
Tutorial Files folder. We’ve made a
simple mono sawtooth bass patch for this
tutorial. It sounds good but is lacking in
stereo width.

Finally, we’ll turn the Noise Level up to
30% with Colour at 100% – this will

make our second sound a bit crunchier,
again differentiating it from the original
bass patch. We can test the mono
compatibility of our super-wide bass with
a monoising plugin – you’ll hear the side
bass patch cancel out completely in mono,
leaving us with just the original one,
ensuring perfect mono compatibility.

6

9
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> Step by step 7. Panning sounds using the Haas effect instead of a pan control 

Load a mono sound onto a stereo
track in your DAW – we’ve provided

MonoLoop.wav in the Tutorial Files folder.
As you pan the sound with the channel’s
pan control, there’s a corresponding shift
in the Left and Right levels. Panning it left
raises the level of the left channel, and
panning it right raises the level in the
other. But there’s another way to control
the stereo position of a sound…

1
In the real world, if a sound is on one 
side of us, we’ll not only hear it louder 

in one ear, we’ll hear it earlier too – this is 
the Haas effect, discussed above and in 
Stereo Science: Part 1. Let’s recreate this 
effect in our DAW – we’re using Live 9, but 
the principles can be adapted to any DAW 
with some routing ingenuity. Drag an 
Audio Effect Rack onto the channel, and 
set the channel’s panning back to centre.

2
Show the Rack’s Chain List and create 
two chains (right-click » Create 

Chain). Reduce the level of each to -3dB. 
Name the first “Left Ear” and pan it fully 
left (50L); the other, “Right Ear”, panned 
fully right. Next, we need a delay plugin 
that can be set in increments of less than a 
millisecond, like Voxengo’s free Sound 
Delay (voxengo.com). Add it to the Left 
chain, open the rack’s Macro Controls 
and click Map to enter macro Map mode. 

3

Tweak Sound Delay’s x0.1 (msec)
knob, then click Map on a Macro

control, setting its Max value in the Macro
Mappings panel to 0.70 – ie, a maximum
delay time of 0.7 milliseconds. Turning up
the Macro knob moves the mono sound
towards the right of the stereo stage, but
no level changes have actually occurred
– our brain is being fooled by the timing of
the two stereo channels!

4
Now copy the Sound Delay plugin to 
the Rack’s Right Ear chain, but this 

time set its Min mapping to 0.7 and Max 
to 0. Now the macro works like a standard 
pan control, moving the sound from left to 
right, and anywhere in between, with 63 
as its central point – still with no level 
changes. Note that there’ll still be a tiny 
delay (albeit equal on each side) when a 
sound is ‘panned’ centrally.

5
Be aware that when using the Haas 
effect to pan a sound, it will introduce 

comb filtering if the output is collapsed to 
mono. Here’s what happens to the 
frequency spectrum of a flat noise signal 
when we put a Utility plugin after the rack 
and reduce the Width to 0%. If you’re 
concerned about these potential negative 
effects, fine-tune the delay times while 
listening in mono to minimise them.

6

Last month, in Stereo Science: Part 1 (see the
PDF in the Vault if you need a refresher), we
talked about how our hearing system interprets
signals from the outside world and turns them
into information about a sound’s location. Let’s
quickly recap on this, and discuss how we can
use this knowledge in our productions.

Since we hear sounds with two ears, our
brains focus on what’s different about the same
sound arriving at the left and the right ear, and
use the information as a cue to discover where
the sound is coming from. One cue that gives us
information about a sound’s location is its level
in both ears – if a sound is coming from your
right, it will be louder in your right ear than your
left (due to the head creating a ‘shadow’ and the
extra distance travelled). This is recreated in the
world of production using a pan control, which
changes the levels in the left/right channels.

Psychoacoustic panning

A sound coming from one side of the head is heard sooner 
and louder by the ear closest to it. We’ll use this knowledge 
to make a creative stereo effect

That’s usually where it ends in traditional 
music production, but there are other ways to 
achieve positional effects, and the more ‘cues’ 
you feed the brain, the more precise and realistic 
your stereo image can become.

The Haas effect
Another cue our brains use is the difference in 
timing between our two ears. A sound coming 
from your left, for example, will arrive at the left 
ear slightly sooner than at the right ear. While 
this difference is tiny (less than a millisecond) it 
has a big effect – not on what things sound like, 
but on where they seem to be coming from.

In the tutorial below, we’ll implement the 
Haas effect in an Ableton Live rack, offering a 
different way to pan sounds. Over on the next 
page, we’ll beef up the rack and implement 
some more psychoacoustic principles within it, 

creating an alternative pan control you can build 
yourself. The racks, Tutorial Files and videos are 
all in the Vault for you to download.
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 > Step by step   8. Building a psychoacoustic panning rack effect

We’ve just shown you how the Haas 
effect can be used as an alternative 

method to move sounds around the 
stereo panorama. It works because our 
hearing system uses multiple cues to 
interpret where a sound is coming from, 
but the Haas effect is just one of these. 
Let’s build a Psychoacoustic panning 
effect that simulates multiple directional 
cues, achieving a deeper way to position 
sounds in the stereo field.

1
Take the HaasPanner rack from our
previous tutorial, plus a mono audio

track such as MonoLoop.wav – you
can download both of these with this
issue’s Tutorial Files at
vault.computermusic.co.uk. Drop the
audio onto a new track, and add the rack
to the channel. Our Pan macro control
moves the sound by introducing delay to
its left and right outputs.

2
Let’s add level cues into the rack too,
to simulate the fact that a sound on

one side of us is experienced as louder in
that ear. Drop a Utility plugin after the
rack (not within it). We can tweak the
Utility’s Panorama control to change the
left/right levels, in conjunction with the
HaasPanner’s Pan control, for an even
more realistic panning effect.

3

Tweaking two knobs at once isn’t so 
convenient, so select both the Utility 

and the rack, and Group them  
(Ctrl-/Cmd-G), nesting both inside a 
second rack. Open this new rack’s Macro 
Controls (the top of the rack’s buttons on 
the left-hand side), and name the first 
macro “PsyPan”. Name the new rack 
“PsychoPanner”.

4
Now click PsychoPanner’s Map
button. Click the Pan macro from the

HaasPanner rack, and hit the Map button
under PsyPan. Now tweak the Utility’s
Panorama control and Map this to
PsyPan too. PsyPan now simultaneously
controls our left/right channel level
differences and time differences. Untoggle
Map mode on PsychoPanner, and double-
click the HaasPanner rack’s header to
collapse it – we won’t need to edit it again.

5
To interpret sounds’ locations, our
brains pay more attention to time

delays for low frequencies (below 1kHz),
and more attention to level changes for
high ones (above 1kHz). By restricting our
Haas effect to the lows and level changes
to the highs, we can reduced the comb
filtering and level variance when summed
to mono. Start by opening PsychoPanner’s
Chain List (the middle of the rack’s three
left-hand buttons).

6

We’re going to split the signal into
separate high and low frequency

chains. We want the level differences to
affect the high band only, so drag the
existing Utility plugin onto the Chain List
to form its own chain – name this “High F”,
and name the remaining chain (now
housing only HaasPanner) “Low F”. Add
two IIEQ Pro CMs (from  Plugins) onto 
the start of each chain – one before the 
Utility; one before the Rack.

7
In the Low F chain, call up IIEQ’s
Butter LP filter, set its cutoff to 1000

Hz, and its Order to 6. In the High F chain,
call up the IIEQ’s Butter HP filter, and
again set its Order to 6 and its cutoff to
1000 Hz. For a finishing touch, let’s
simulate how the head absorbs the very
highest frequencies, reducing them in
level at the other ear. Add an EQ Eight to
the end of the High F chain, and set it to
L/R mode.

8
Edit the Left channel, and activate its
high-shelf filter. Set its cutoff Freq to

about 5kHz, and repeat for the Right
channel. Map both high-shelf Gain
controls to the PsyPan macro. Map these
routings so the right shelf reduces to -3dB
at Min and 0dB at Max, and the left shelf
reduces to -3dB at Max, and 0dB at Min.
The finished rack gives us a rich and
realistic panning experience – try it on
headphones for best effect!

9
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SOUND DESIGN
Learn how to create stunning, mix-ready sounds from
scratch with our state-of-the-art synthesis workshop
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PLUS! EXTREME ARPEGGIATORS / MUSIC THEORY: BLUES CONCEPTS / PRODUCER MASTERCLASS: HANNAH V /
GEEK TECHNIQUE: TRANSIENTS IN CLOSE-UP / DR BEAT: CONGAS AND BONGOS / HOW TO USE RAZOR / AND MORE

download

REVIEWS IZOTOPE OZONE 7 / UVI FALCON / SOUNDTOYS BUNDLE 5 / MELDAPRODUCTION MXXX /
KILOHEARTS MULTIPASS / XLN AUDIO DS-10 DRUM SHAPER / LIQUIDSONICS REVERBERATE 2 / AND MORE

SAVE CASH AND NEVER MISS AN ISSUE!

Craft elegant sounds with this exclusive
characterful VST/AU synth plugin from Klevgränd

FREE PC/MAC PLUGIN

 ENKL CM

900 FREE SAMPLES

OFF THE GRID
Heavily swung loops, skittering
rhythms, gritty garage beats,
MPC-style grooves, and more
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2015
AWARDS

EXPERTS’ CHOICE

In the past year alone, over 300 plugins,
DAWs, controllers, interfaces, sample libraries

and apps have graced the Computer Music
reviews test-bench. It’s our job to have our finger
on the pulse of music technology, and so it’s vital
that our expert editors, reviewers and tutors
have access to the cream of the crop of current
releases. But which ones are they really using in
their own productions? Which plugins are they
secretly addicted to? What’s the hardware that

they just can’t keep their hands off?
It’s time to find out, in the first ever

Experts’ Choice Awards! Our experts will reveal
to you their favourite products of the last 12
months (since November 2014, as of the time of
writing) or that have been reviewed in the last
year’s worth of . They’ll each crown one
product with the eponymous Expert’s Choice
award, and they’ll also share with you their
hopes, fears and dreams for 2016.

What do the makers of the world’s 
best-selling music software mag really 
use in the studio? It’s time to find out…
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What rocked
your DAW
in 2015?

What’s your
Expert’s Choice
for 2015?

What can
we expect
from 2016?

Blimey, that’s a big question! I came up
with it, though, so I’d better answer it –
I’ll start from the outside of my setup
and work inwards. Accurate monitoring
is essential, and while my PreSonus
Sceptre S8 monitors sounded great in

2014, they were even
better this year. How
so? It’s all down to
Sonarworks’ Reference
3 (9/10, 219)
speaker/headphone
correction system,
which also makes my
AKG K702 cans far
more listenable for
long stretches. You

can’t argue with a plugin that improves
the sound of your entire setup.

I use Cubase Pro 8 (9/10, 214)
pretty much every day, and I’m still
exploring the new additions (not to
mention the brand-new v8.5 – see p22).
The VCA Faders make complex mixes
more manageable, the all-new
Quadrafuzz works great as an enhancer
(try it on lacklustre vocals!), and the
Multiband Envelope Shaper is awesome
for gentle or radical drum design.

On the subject of which, for ages I’ve
wanted a tool to automatically ‘level’
individual drum hits in a live kit
recording. The guys at Sound Radix
must’ve heard my grumbles all the way
from their HQ in Israel, as they dropped
Drum Leveler (9/10, 214) just as I was
preparing for another gruelling drum
mix session. It’s an essential companion
piece to traditional compression and
triggering. While I’m talking drums, I’ve
gotta give a shout-out to Toontrack’s
Metal Machinery SDX (10/10, 216) –
outstanding sounds from Andy Sneap.

On the mixing front, my insert slots
have played host to Eiosis AirEQ (9/10,

217 – love the flexible EQ curves and
helpful graphs); Klanghelm’s gorgeously
gooey MJUC (10/10, 224 ); the
warmth, crispness and delicious drive of
Lindell Audio 6X-500 CM; and, filling out
the stereo field, the ace SideWidener
from JST and Boz Digital Labs.

Slate Digital take
home the first of
our awards with
their superb
Virtual Mix Rack

For me, it can only be the Slate Digital
Virtual Mix Rack (9/10, 214). The two
stock EQs and duo of compressor
modules have got me “there” so many
times this past year. When combined
with Slate’s Virtual Console Collection
(which runs in VMR) and their Virtual
Tape Machines, I’ve got a go-to mixing
strip that gives me all the sonic glory of
mixing reels of analogue tape through a
massive SSL console.

The FG-S EQ is my starting point for
smooth frequency shaping, while its
gnarlier bro the FG-N gets the call when
I need attitude and drive – I let it chew
on the mids of guitar and snare, or
warm up bass and kick with a nudge of
the low shelf. The compressors sound as
authentically analogue as the EQs – the
FG-116 gritty and controlling; the FG-401
delivering bags of punch and glue – and
the Mix knobs make parallel processing
easy and accessible.

But really, such features are just icing
on the cake – it’s all about the amazing
sonics, ease of use and ensuing superb
results. And that’s before I’ve even got
onto the latest VMR goodies, the
Custom/Lift EQs and FG-Bomber… my
mixes won’t know what’s hit ’em!

There was once a wider awareness of
Reaktor as a platform for building and
sharing your own cool custom gear, as
opposed to just running ready-made
ensembles. With the new Blocks, there’s
at last a middle ground between
friendly front panel and scary modular
underbelly, so I hope we’ll see a boost in
Reaktor’s profile this coming year.

It’s inconceivable that NI aren’t
working on a slick new version
of Kontakt that makes life easier for
Kontakt Instrument developers – this
year, guys? And off the back of the
overhauled Simpler in Live 9.5, I
wouldn’t be surprised if Ableton have a
super-powered “new Sampler” in the
works – if they really want to shake up
the industry and challenge Kontakt,
they’ll make it a VST/AU for any DAW.

Finally, I reckon resynthesis is an area
with huge potential, be it for delivering
ultra-realistic, expressive recreations of
real instruments, or an open-ended
system that works like a next-gen
sampler, transforming any sound into a
playable – and editable – instrument.
These aren’t new concepts, but I’d love
to see them truly come of age and fully
enter the computer music mainstream.

2015 
Highlights

“I’ve gotta give a
shout-out to 
Toontrack’s Metal
Machinery SDX”

CHOICEEXPERT’S

Sonarworks Reference 3 
brought perfect curves 
into Lee’s studio setup

Toontrack’s Metal 
Machinery SDX for 
Superior Drummer 2

Eiosis AirEQ brings  
a needed lift to a  
long mixing session
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Our Editor’s test bench is always 
stocked with the latest production 
tools, but only the very best make it 
onto his personal studio machine…

Lee du-Caine

2015 Winner



2015 Winner

What rocked
your DAW
in 2015?

What’s your
Expert’s Choice
for 2015?

What can
we expect
from 2016?

It’s been a great year for Plugins,
with many of the past 12 months’
instruments and effects finding their
way into my own projects. As a source
of retro-sounding breakbeat hits,
BeatMachine CM is tough to beat. All
the included drum kits sound like
they’ve been sampled straight from a
record, which is the vibe I’m looking for,
so I’ll often combine a BeatMachine CM
kit with a loose tambourine or shaker
loop to build my own custom breakbeat
that sounds like one of the ‘classics’.

I always have space in my plugins
folder for a simple, sweet tone-shaper,
so I’ve been joyously overusing Lindell
Audio’s 6X-500 CM. I love to ram drum
hits and busses through the drive stage,
then add a gentle bass or treble lift if
needed – subtle but simple! I’m also a
metering freak, so Vengeance-Sound’s
Scope sits at the end of my master bus
chain. It’s extremely handy to be able to
instantly flick between an oscilloscope,
spectrum analyser and stereo meter.

There are a few other commercial
tools that I’ve been rinsing this year:
Cytomic’s The Drop ably tackles most of
my creative filtering tasks; Kush Audio’s
Electra DSP is my go-to ‘broad-strokes’
EQ; Softube’s Heartbeat brings a
futuristic twist to the classic drum
machine blueprint; and XILS-lab’s
Vocoder 5000 effortlessly transforms
my awkward mumblings into… err…
awkward robotic mumblings.

Sly-Fi’s Deflector
compressor
is Joe’s pick of
this year’s pack

This is an extremely tough question.
While compressor designs such as the
1176, Fairchild, LA-2A et al are all
considered retro ‘classics’, I’ve always
loved the flexibility and colour of the
more modern Empirical Labs Distressor.
As my studio rack lacks an actual unit,
I’ve been on the lookout for an effective
software replacement. Being a bit of a
Kush Audio fanboy, you can imagine my
excitement when
Sly-Fi’s Kush-
designed Deflector
was announced.

If I need clean
compression, I’ll turn
to another plugin, as
Deflector is dirty as
hell. Dirtier than
Miley Cyrus’s kitchen.
In fact, it’s more of a
combined
compression/
distortion box. I’ll use
it on just about
anything that needs a bit of grunge
or flavour – it can be squishy, crunchy,
or downright nasty, depending upon
the settings.

The icing on the cake is the Wet/Dry
slider, which is not a new concept by
any means, but is vital for toning down
Deflector’s OTT nature – I love cranking
everything to extremes, then mixing in
the tiniest bit of the effect to add the
desired character.

My predictions might be a little
ambitious, but surely by now we’re
ready for Minority Report-style floating
touchscreens, mind implants for hands-
free mixing, actual flying faders (as in,
faders that fly), and perhaps even that
mythical ‘one-button-mix’ plugin?

Reigning in my expectations
somewhat, I imagine there’ll be loads
more software emulations of classic

analogue synths
or outboard gear
– some more
convincing than
others. Software
developers will
continue to use
3D renders of 2D
plugins and
Hollywood-style
trailers to ramp
up excitement
levels to almost-
unbearable levels. 
A few ‘do-it-all’

power-synths will be released, and will
probably all be dubbed the ‘Sylenth1
killer’. FL Studio will finally be available
for Mac (probably).

As far as music trends go, I can
see 2016 to be the year in which the
EDM bubble bursts – fingers crossed,
eh? – with the scene’s core DJs and
producers repackaging their exact
same sound under a different name.
‘Future House’, anyone?

“It can be squishy,
crunchy, or
downright nasty,
depending upon
the settings”

The filters in Cytomic’s
The Drop have been put
through their paces

Softube’s Heartbeat
puts analogue-modelled
drums in your DAW

2015
Highlights

Joe’s go-to for retro-
style beats is DopeVST’s
BeatMachine CM

A seasoned expert in all aspects of music
production, mixing and mastering, ’s
Features Editor does double duty as half
of ever-busy DnB twosome Chromatic

Joe Rossitter

CHOICEEXPERT’S
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2015 Winner

What rocked 
your DAW  
in 2015?

What’s your 
Expert’s Choice 
for 2015?

What can  
we expect  
from 2016?

Where to start? There’s been
so much great music software
released this year that narrowing it
down to ‘the best’ seems both
impossible and slightly churlish.
Here are some things that have

become irrevocably
lodged on my hard
drive, though…

Being a huge fan of
all three drummers
involved in its
production, I was
always going to be
the target audience
for Spitfire Audio’s
Kontakt drum library,
The Grange.

Capturing the kits and grooves of Chad
Smith, Roger Taylor and Andy
Gangadeen, all recorded to tape at the
historic Headley Grange, it’s quirky,
idiosyncratic, frustrating and
comparatively limited from a technical
point of view, but sounds phenomenal.
The Gangadeen kit gets the most use in
my own tracks – I can’t get enough of its
funky, organic feel.

2015 was a big year for virtual
synthesis, with the likes of u-he Hive, 
iZotope Iris 2 and GForce Oddity 2 
resetting our expectations of just how 
good software synthesisers could 
sound. With its onboard wavetable 
editing, morphing oscillators,  
copious filters and massive modulation 
system, though, Xfer Records’ Serum is 
without doubt one of my favourite 
synths of all time.

Space is short, but there’s so much 
more. Cytomic’s The Drop made me fall 
in love with filtering again; iM1 brought 
Korg’s legendary digital synth to iPad in 
style; FabFilter’s Pro-C became my new 
go-to compressor; Toontrack’s 
Progressive Foundry SDX set a new  
bar for multisampled drums; 
Sonokinetic Capriccio helped me  
realise my orchestral ambitions; and  
I think I might have used every  
single sample in Goldbaby’s Urban 
Cookbook Volume 3. Omnisphere 2 has seen serious action in Ronan’s studio throughout 2015

Serum might be ‘one of’ my favourite
synths of all time, but until this year, my
favourite favourite synth of all time was
Omnisphere. It won’t come as a surprise,
then, to learn that my synthesist heart
now belongs to Omnisphere 2, which
we awarded 10/10 in 220.

With soft synth developers finally 
prioritising forward-thinking design 
over the finest nuances of analogue 
emulation, the debate about whether 
virtual instruments could ever really 
sound as ‘good’ as their hardware 
counterparts now seems anachronistic. 
Few examples make that point more 
emphatically than the incredible sequel 
to Spectrasonics’ 2008 masterpiece.

Combining a 64GB sample library of 
jaw-dropping quality and consistency 
with a ridiculously deep synth 
architecture, an embarrassment of 
effects and the new-found ability to 
import external audio files, Omnisphere 
2 is an instrument that you couldn’t 
exhaust the potential of in a lifetime of 
music making. It’s powerful, soulful and 
worth every penny of its £278 price tag.

Perhaps my biggest hope for 2016 – and 
one with absolutely no chance 
whatsoever of being realised – is that 
Apple will announce their intention to 
open up the iPad Pro (currently no more 
creatively ‘pro’ than any other iPad for 
anyone not working in illustration or 
graphics) to a touchscreen-enabled  
OS X. I don’t even care that controlling 
Ableton Live with my fingers would be a 
total nightmare – I just want it!

Back in the real world, I predict that 
Native Instruments will finally update 
Kontakt to version 6, giving the KSP 
engine – which has surely been pushed 
to its limits by Heavyocity, Output Audio 
and others – a much-needed shot in the 
arm. Also from NI, Maschine Studio 2 
will incorporate 64 pads, a touchscreen 
and… err… a cup holder.

I don’t envision the arrival of some 
game-changing new form of synthesis 
or radically innovative production ethos 
next year. We already live in an age of 
music tech miracles, and 2016 will see 
developers and artists continue to push 
the boundaries for the benefit of us all.

2015 
Highlights

“Cytomic’s The 
Drop made me  
fall in love with 
filtering again” 

Goldbaby’s sampling 
abilities are shining in 
Urban Cookbook Vol 3

The Grange samples 
three top drummers  
in one top studio

Xfer’s Serum is fast 
becoming a legend  
in synthesis circles

CHOICEEXPERT’S
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The writer of ’s Dr Beat, organiser of 
our reviews section, and an ex-Editor of 
Computer Music to boot, not much escapes 
Ronan’s steely, music software-focused gaze

Ronan Macdonald



2015 Winner

What rocked
your DAW
in 2015?

What’s your
Expert’s Choice
for 2015?

What can
we expect
from 2016?

I did! Gosh, I’ve spent so much time
in the studio this year, I’ve forgotten
my way home. MeldaProduction are
mainly to blame, with their string of
exciting new releases and rapid update
schedule (all ‘free for life’ to

MTotalBundle
owners). At the time
of writing,
MTransformer is the
latest bit of Melda
wizardry – it’s a
spectral processor
that lets you remap
any frequency to
any other frequency,
and/or to perform
functions on
frequencies based on
their relative levels,

dynamically. What? Yeah, I know, the
results sound like you’re turning audio
inside out and stuff – it’s amazing! While
MTransformer’s obvious uses are in the
creative domain, I’m discovering
naughty new tricks with it for everyday
mixing duties.

I’ve recommended SKnote’s
SoundBrigade a lot this year. It’s a bit
like a dynamic EQ, but all of its 32
bands are always on and you select
its function from a list of ‘missions’,
which makes it so quick and easy to
set up. It’s a killer for very subtle
tightening/enhancement on just
about anything.

Kush Audio’s Clariphonic MkII is a
parallel EQ that’s been really popular
with some of the artists that frequent
my studio – it gets used nearly every
day. It’s tricky to explain why it sounds
more ‘clear’ and ‘detailed’ than regular
EQ, but when you try to replicate its
effect with ‘normal’ EQ, well… you can’t.
This year’s MkII update most notably
adds Dual Mono and Mid/Side
operation, which has made it an
invaluable mixing tool!

Elsewhere, I’m also excited that
Steinberg’s Retrologue 2 has just come
out – I’ve programmed some pretty lush
patches for it already! iZotope’s RX 5 is a powerful restoration tool with stunning creative potential to boot

Owen gets his mixing
missions accomplished
with SoundBrigade

Kush Audio’s Clariphonic
MkII is an irreplaceable
tool in the mixer’s belt

There’s nothing that comes remotely
close to the supreme power of iZotope’s
RX 5 Advanced. It’s advertised as an
audio editor and restoration suite – a
very modest view of what it’s truly
capable of. I often use it to gain deep
insights into how sounds work. For
example, I’ll study the spectrograms of
reference tracks for hours on end,
researching how each detail in the
music contributes to the overall
listening experience. The same analysis
can also be applied to individual sounds
for general troubleshooting and
consciousness cultivation.

Then there’s the modules, most
of which you can use inside your
DAW as plugins (AAX/AU/RTAS/VST).
For restoration jobs, RX’s audio
repair modules are the best in the
industry. Saying that, you can also
repurpose the modules as avant
garde sound-design tools, which is
limitless fun.

When hard at work, I’ve been known
to forget to shave, eat, sleep… if only
I could use RX to enhance myself!

Well it probably won’t be iZotope RX
Advanced Human Re-engineering
Edition! Maybe the new MIDI protocol,
“HD MIDI”, will be the next revolution…
That’s what I’ve been hoping for,
anyway. Imagine a more accurate MIDI
architecture, better syncing than ever
before, wireless hardware integration,
per-note controller messages for
enhanced acoustic instrument
simulation – all backwards-compatible
with your existing MIDI gear.

Whether we see HD MIDI or not,
production standards will rise – that’s a
given. Music on the whole will continue
to get louder, cleaner, deeper, and wider.
I wish for the quality of composition and
songwriting to increase too – and it just
might. If you think selling downloads is
a viable model moving forwards, you’ve
lost touch. The streaming revolution has
been unfolding for years. I think we’re
moving towards a situation where your
audience’s streaming statistics will be
your main credentials. To excel, you’ll
have to make sensational music that
people just can’t stop listening to!

2015
Highlights

“Maybe the
new MIDI
protocol, ‘HD
MIDI’, will be the
next revolution”

MeldaProduction’s
MTransformer turns any
frequency into any other

CHOICEEXPERT’S
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The self-professed – and thoroughly 
obsessed! – next-level mix scientist behind 
our Geek Technique series offers his unique 
perspective on the best virtual gear of 2015

Owen Palmer





2015 Winner

2015 Winner

What rocked your
DAW in 2015?

What rocked your
DAW in 2015?

What’s your Expert’s
Choice for 2015?

What’s your Expert’s
Choice for 2015?

What can we expect 
from 2016? 

What can we expect
from 2016?

In terms of processing, Klanghelm’s
excellent, multifaceted and absurdly
cheap compressor, MJUC, has been
doing sterling service. And for value, it’s
hard to ignore ’s own plugins, with
Boz Digital/JST SideWidener, Lindell’s
6X-500 CM and Vengeance Sound’s
Scope CM all getting regular outings.

A couple of plugins nearly got my
winning vote: IK Multimedia’s recently
upgraded AmpliTube 4 delivers not only
some great new Marshall Amps, but
also the most extensive cabinet and
speaker tweaking I’ve seen. Elsewhere,
and fulfilling a very different remit,
there’s Sonarworks Reference 3, with
its two versions – room analysis
and headphone calibration – proving
very useful.

iZotope really upped the ante with IRC
IV mode in Ozone 7, and its modules
feature in most of my projects. Universal
Audio impressed with their Big Muff
clone Bermuda Triangle, and the AKG
BX 20 reverb. Both sit on return buses
with some low-cut to keep things clean.

Another classic pedal-emulation,
D16’s Antresol features extensively
throughout my 2015 mixes. It’s perfect
for making things stand out in the mix
and to give a bit of variation.

Then there’s u-he Presswerk. This
brilliant compressor is on my very short
shortlist of go-to plugins for thickening
and sharpening live bass, drum groups
and classic funk/disco samples.

Finally, Live 9.5 offers some
significant steps forward, maintaining
Live as my main compositional tool.

2015 has seen plenty of decent
processing plugins, but my award goes
to a sound-generating tool: iZotope’s Iris
2. Now blessed with decent modulation
and enhanced content, it feels more like
a regular synth. For textures, pads and
soundscapes with an individual touch,
this is a must-have instrument.

My choice is probably a surprising one:
iConnectivity’s iConnectAUDIO4+.
These guys make a load of studio tools
in the what-if-we-sliced-it-before-we-
sold-it vein of simple genius. This solid,
portable USB audio interface offers four
ins/outs, and the awesome ability to
connect two simultaneous devices
(computers, iPhone, iPad, etc).

Music is clearly moving towards the
more organic and natural end of the
spectrum again, and this places more
emphasis on sonic fidelity. In 2016,
hopefully we’ll see more developers
optimising their plugins to deliver both
premium fidelity and CPU efficiency.

On the plugin front, for me it’s all
about value. 2015 has continued the
trend for small developers to produce
brilliant, affordable plugins, and
something  does very well is to sift 
through these, spotting the true gems. I 
hope to see this trend continue, placing 
premium tools at everyone’s disposal. 

Finally, I think DAW developers need 
to focus on the user experience and 
workflow efficiencies, rather than 
chasing headline-grabbing features.

There seems to be a real revival of 
hardware instrument kit at the moment. 
It’s exciting for people who haven’t 
experienced synths/drum machines 
before, and good for manufacturers 
getting hammered by software piracy, 
so expect more such kit. But invariably, 
when stuff becomes popular, other 
people will release budget versions, so 
I’m on the lookout for a wave of lesser-
quality products cashing in on this 
trend. Sometimes the emperor’s new 
clothes are see-through!

I also think this year will be a very 
important one for NI’s Stems format. I’m 
a huge fan of NI in general, but so far a 
bit sceptical about the wider appeal of 
Stems. I think by the end of 2016, we’ll 
know how widely the industry adopts 
the format. 

2015
Highlights

2015
Highlights

Amplitube 4 (reviewed
on p92) has saved
Jon a lot of floorspace

Ozone 7 isn’t only for
mastering – it has sound
design and mixing clout

u-he Presswerk is a
comprehensive
compressor plugin

Scope CM can subject
your audio signals to a
thorough interrogation

Innovation in an
audio interface

iZotope Iris 2 is Jon’s choice for the year

CHOICEEXPERT’S
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Having reviewed literally hundreds of products
for  over the years, this professional music 
producer’s opinion carries undeniable clout

Jon Musgrave

With over a decade of  reviews and tutorials 
under his belt, and a thriving London studio,  
this producer and engineer knows the score

Alex Blanco



2015 Winner

What rocked 
your DAW  
in 2015?

What’s your 
Expert’s Choice 
for 2015?

What can  
we expect  
from 2016?

Reaktor 6’s Blocks offer
a new layer between
its front and back ends

Tim sounds even more
cherubic than usual
with Little AlterBoy

2015
Highlights

u-he’s Hive is becoming 
a go-to plugin for quick 
and dirty synth sounds

This has been a great year for updates! 
I’m a big fan of 90s-style digital pads,  
so Omnisphere 2’s ability to import 
audio files is a dream come true for  
me. I can now get much more out of  
my pad samples by using the 
instrument’s amazing array of 
processing tools, though its inability to 

loop user audio is a 
frustrating omission 
that I’m praying will 
be remedied before 
too long.

Having finally 
jumped ship from a 
32-bit Windows to a 
64-bit Mac system, 
the arrival of the 
Sylenth1 v3 beta came 
at just the right time 
for me. The downside 
is that v3 doesn’t  

add much apart from enhanced 
compatibility, and initialising a patch 
now takes an extra click – ain’t nobody 
got time for that! Hopefully 
LennarDigital will beef up the old classic 
in 2016. In the meantime, u-he’s Hive is 
my new favourite for simple synth 
sounds thanks to its fantastic effects 
and choice of synth engines.

For more involved and expressive 
analogue sounds, Reaktor 6 is top-dog, 
in my opinion – its awesome Blocks 
really do sound incredible, and they 
make it possible to create the kind of 
audio-rate modulation-based patches 
that most virtual analogues really 
struggle with. Because it takes longer to 
program, uses lots of CPU and is (when 
using Blocks) monophonic, it’s not 
going to totally replace my simpler VAs, 
but for making ear-catching FX and lush 
leads, it’s unbeatable.

On the effects front, I’ve become 
besotted with Soundtoys 5, especially 
Little AlterBoy, which is ideal for making 
those weird and wonderful gender-
bending effects on vocals. Decapitator 
is another fave – I’d attempt to make a 
weak pun about its name, but I think I’ll 
quit while I’m a head.

FabFilter’s
Pro-C 2 is
powerful
yet intuitive

In 2014, I was converted to the joys of 
FabFilter Pro-Q 2 for my equalisation 
needs, and in 2015, Pro-C 2 rocked my 
world in a similar fashion. It’s an 
absolute triumph of both UI design and 
DSP coding, and it makes tweaking a 
channel’s dynamic range a joy! 
Although the interface is absolutely 
packed with information, Pro-C 2’s 
layout does a great job of guiding you 
through its various parameters, and 
after using it for a short while, it began 
to feel like the most natural dynamics 
processor ever.

Pro-C 2 may not be the most 
characterful effect around, but pair  
it up with Soundtoys Decapitator or 
FabFilter’s own Saturn, and you’ve  
got yourself plenty of ways to shape 
 the texture and punch of your sounds. 
FabFilter have become my favourite 
developer for bread-and-butter  
effects over the past few years, and 
Pro-C 2 absolutely lives up to its  
stellar pedigree.

Despite being really rather long in the 
tooth, Korg’s plugin version of their 
classic M1 synth only seems to get more 
and more popular. I’d love to see plugin 
versions of some of their other classic 
‘samples and synthesis’ instruments 
such as the O1/W and Triton, but they 
seem to be focusing on hardware and 
iOS apps right now. Likewise, it would be 
amazing if Roland made ‘plug-out’ 
versions of some of their digital classics 
like the JD-800, JV-2080 and D-50, but 
I’m not holding my breath...

As for more realistic aspirations, I’m 
desperate for that user audio looping 
capability in Omnisphere 2 that I 
mentioned earlier. I’ve spoken to people 
at Spectrasonics’ about it, and the 
reason they give for not including it 
already is that if they did, customers 
would want yet more sophisticated 
sample editing options, and these are 
best delivered by a dedicated audio 
editor. Frankly, that’s not my problem... 
just gimme that looping feature!

“Hopefully 
LennarDigital  
will beef up  
the old  
classic in 2016” 

The man behind Producer Masterclass
and tons of our tutorials, this ex-  staffer 
produces house, garage and DnB, and DJs 
at some of Bristol’s seedier establishments.

Tim Cant

CHOICEEXPERT’S
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 NOISE
The

ofART
Two handfuls of advice

to shake up the way you
use the white stuff

Most of us associate the term ‘noise’ with 
something undesirable. Noise is the sound 

of the neighbours next door, drunk people in 
the street disturbing our sleep, or if you’re a 
producer, an irritating computer fan getting 
in the way of an otherwise beautiful vocal. 
But noise is essential to modern music. 
Whether used as a special effect, a layered 
synth patch or as a percussive part, noise is 
not only our friend, but a hugely creative tool.

So what exactly do we mean by ‘noise’? In 
production, it’s used to refer to one of a few 
specific variations of a random audio signal, 
which results in that ‘TV static’ sound.

White noise contains all the frequencies in 
the audible range (20Hz-20kHz) at equal power. 
This seems counterintuitive to anybody who’s 
heard an untuned analogue radio or TV hissing 
away at a seemingly high frequency, but that’s 
caused by our ears being more sensitive to 
upper frequencies (and the limited frequency 

response of the average radio or TV’s speakers).
Pink noise is very similar but features equal

energy per octave – ie, it slopes off at 3dB per
octave across the frequency spectrum, and is
closer to the way we hear. Then there’s low-
frequency noise – regular noise passed through
a filter to isolate lower frequencies.

While ‘the colour of noise’ might sound like a
Terry Pratchett novel, it is in fact an important
distinction in many contexts. For production
purposes, white is the most common for sound
generation, featuring in countless synths and
plugins (often to simulate tape/analogue hiss),
so unless we explicitly state otherwise, it’s fair to
assume we’re talking about white noise.

Over the next few pages, we’re going to
explore useful and creative ways of utilising
noise in our productions. This is by no means an
exhaustive guide, but these tips will get you
thinking about ways to adapt and build on them,
and perhaps even invent some of your own!
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02

Noise can be used to synthesise a
combined closed- and open-hat

pattern. Set a tight volume envelope: zero
Attack, maximum Decay/Sustain, and a
short Release. Use short MIDI notes for
closed hats, and long ones for open hats.
Use shuffle and fast 16th-note patterns for
extra impact. White noise, with its bright
sharpness, works well for hi-hats.

1
Pink noise is great for making snares
from scratch. Set your synth’s volume

envelope with an Attack of 0, a very fast
Decay, low Sustain and a medium
Release, giving the impression of a snare
strike and extended reverberations. If
using white noise, roll off undesired treble
frequencies with EQ or filtering.

2
To create toms, use the snare
technique above, but add an

additional sine wave oscillator. Keep the
envelope similar but with more Sustain
and a longer Release to allow the deeper
tone to reverberate for longer. An
enveloped low-pass filter envelope can
pull the high frequencies down quickly,
creating a strike with no sustained hiss.

3

The ‘noise sweep’ is a bread-and-butter
synthesis technique. Take a raw white noise
signal, apply a resonant low-pass filter, then
open and close the cutoff and resonance to
create wind-like rises, whooshes, bursts and
impact FX that can be used to transition
between, emphasise or intensify sections
of a track. You can do it using a synth, or by
using a white noise sample and a filter plugin.

Generally speaking, noise FX like these are
employed in order to fill out the stereo field, so
generously apply widening, auto-pan, delay,
reverb and modulation effects. Increase or
decrease an auto-panner’s speed and intensity
to ramp up excitement before a drop, and
slather a sweep in reverb and delay to soften
its effect, sinking it into the track. Rhythmically,
you can always get things moving with trance
gating and sidechain pumping.

03 Synthesising drums with noise
Noise has always been a vital part of drum synthesis. Many synth
hats, cymbals and snares are essentially just enveloped noise.
If synthesising drums with noise, audition each flavour carefully.

01 The classic 
noise sweep

A concentrated burst of noise can be added to 
percussive sounds to reinforce them, adding impact, 
click or bite. One method is to play a noise-outputting 
synth at the same time as the sound you want to 
enhance, then adjust the noise’s volume envelope in 
context: a tightly decaying envelope will give a short 
click for emphasising transients, while a longer decay 
can provide fizz or splash. Alternatively, load up a 
white noise sample in the same sampler as your 
percussive hit, then use a custom low-pass filter 
envelope so only the initial burst cuts through, pulling 
the two sounds together.

Noise as a drum 
layering ingredient
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05

In 224’s Organic Mixdowns feature, we
explained how ambient noise can provide
life and detail when mixed under electronic
elements, but real-world noise can also become
an intrinsic part of a groove’s rhythm. A trend
in modern dance music is to add a recording
of ambient noise into a track – be it people
chatting or the sound of the street – and using
that to not only add subtle (or overt) depth
and space, but also additional, almost
subconscious groove.

Start with a segment of ambient noise:
anything with noises and vocal murmuring
(such as the sound of a cafe, street or airport) is
good for character. Next, create a short loop of
this – a quarter, half or at most one bar – and
layer it underneath your mix. Adjust the looped
region or even chop the noise up into sections
until you have something that catches a groove
with your other parts.

Next, it’s time to fit it into the mix, helping it to
gel in seamlessly but not obviously. First of all,
filter out any muddy rumble from the bottom
end, then apply sidechained compression to fit
the noise into the rest of the track.

Vocoders apply modulated filtering
– usually using a voice as modulator – to
a carrier signal, which is often a
harmonically rich synthesised tone.
The harmonic information is supplied by
the carrier, while the dynamic envelope
modulation is supplied by the modulator,
causing rich synth patches to ‘sing’, or
percussion loops to play tunes. White noise
can be mixed with the carrier to enhance
sibilance, improve intelligibility, or even to
create transients when vocoding more
percussive material. Noise can also be
used as the sole carrier signal, creating
ghostly, ethereal transformations,
particularly over speech or vocals. Further
interesting results can be achieved by
making noise the carrier signal: use a
percussion loop as the modulator, then
layer this noise-based signal with the
original, unprocessed loop.

04

06 Vocoders 
and noise

Natural noise 
as ambience

White noise is inharmonic and atonal in nature, but 
filtering can be used to isolate frequencies of a 
discernible melodic pitch. This kind of noise filtering 
is ideal for creating experimental bleeps and 
unexpected musical patterns – filter keytracking in a 
synth can help here. Try modulating a resonant 
band-pass filter’s cutoff with a square LFO to create 
stepped sequences at various pitches.

Tonal noise with 
band-pass filtering
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Set the filter to respond to
aftertouch (or other performance

controls), and varying strengths of
note will change the amount of noise
output. If your synth allows multiple
envelopes and routings, you should be
able to assign aftertouch to the noise
oscillator in isolation.

2

Longer-lasting amplitude and filter
envelopes can lead to sizzling tails

with the noise rising after the main
note, or rising, intense effects for notes
that are held for longer. You can
enhance the effect by modulating a
filter over the overall synth output.

3

White noise is devoid of any meaningful
harmonic information, so there’s not much use
trying to change the pitch of noise emanating
from a synth – play a synth’s noise oscillator up
and down the keyboard and you’ll hear that fact
for yourself!

However, it’s possible to create lo-fi special
effects and 8-bit-style sweeps by pitching an

audio region of noise in a sampler. Begin by
applying a destructive or evolving effect (such
as flanging or band-passing) to your white
noise – this creates some tonal variation which
will make the bend more noticeable. Now
record a passage of this processed noise to a
new audio file before loading it into a sampler
for pitchbending there. Don’t forget that
sampler transposition increases and
decreases playback speed, shortening or
lengthening the sampled noise, so employ
sampler looping if needed.

If your synth patch is being treated
by a modulated filter, adding a

noise oscillator will accentuate this
movement. To blend the two together
better, keep the same filter and
amplitude envelope settings applied
across noise and non-noise signals.

1
As well as the actual sound, we can use noise for
modulation purposes. In fact, many synths allow
a noise oscillator’s frequency to modulate other
parameters – said noise is usually filtered first, to
remove high frequencies that might cause the
modulation to be too fast (though this can be
cool in itself!). A classic way of achieving an
unusual wandering vibrato is to apply a low-pass
filter to white noise and then use this low-
frequency energy instead of a sine wave to
modulate a target such as filter cutoff or pitch.
Remember that the result won’t be exactly the
same every time when you do this.

Almost all noise is atonal and characterless,
making it a blank canvas for distortion. Most
distortion – and many modulation effects – will
attenuate some frequencies and accentuate
others. Milder saturation applications will add
thickness and push noise further forward in the
mix, while more extreme distortion processes
help induce dirty, aggressive timbres.

Knowing where to place these kinds of
additional effects in the signal path is key. Placed
first in a chain, they will obviously affect the dry
noise at source; placed after other devices in the

08

09

10

Distorting
noise

Noise as a
mod source

Pitching noise
in a sampler

07  

Plenty of synths have noise 
generators as sound sources,  
but how can we best put these 
capabilities to good use?

Enhancing synth 
patches with noise

chain (eg, filtering and reverb) the distortion 
effect will vary as the incoming signal fluctuates 
in level or tone.
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TRONIK YOUTH
 Producer Masterclass

The techno-loving purveyor of dark,
disco-inspired beats reveals his most 
closely-guarded studio secrets

producer masterclass / make music now <
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With remixing credits that include an 
eclectic array of artists such as Gossip, 

The Rakes, Shinichi Osawa, My Tiger My 
Timing and Midfield General, Tronik 
Youth (aka Neil Parnell) knows a thing or 
two about reworking other people’s 
music. Having just dropped his debut 
album Youth is Wasted on the Young on 
the label he co-founded, Nein Records, 
we caught up with Neil in his Rugby 
studio to discover how he makes his 
deep, dark, retro-inspired sounds.

Computer Music: First things first: the
genre Tronik Youth makes doesn’t really
have a name. So what’s it all about?
NP: “It contains all the key bits, really. The
dark aggression of techno, the guitar-y
elements of indie and shoegaze, the
arpeggiations of disco... You take all those
things and combine them with the modern
production techniques of tech- and electro-
house, and put it into one sound.

“It has a bit of a different feel because
it draws from all those things. It’s like
someone got a techno record, slowed it

down to 112bpm, then mixed in some
elements of cold wave and tech-house
production styles.”

: There must be challenges involved in
making a less than formalised style of
dance music…
NP: “Yes: you have to explain it to
everybody when you first meet them!
Sometimes, getting a tag can be the death
of a scene, but on the label we have disco,
house, techno, Italo…

“The best bit of a track
can be when everything

drops out and you just
have the bass and kick”

“My influences are from the early 80s,
and also things like Italian disco, Kraftwerk,
Jarre – it’s all in there. I don’t have a mindset
of ‘oh, I wouldn’t release this, I wouldn’t
release that’. It’s definitely an issue that
Beatport don’t have a proper category for
our kind of music, but it’s as much a blessing
as a curse, because there’s no danger of it
becoming over-commercial!”

: So, early synth music had an influence
on you, but most of your sound sources
appear to be digital. How come?
NP: “We do have the Moog Sub 37 and
Novation Bass Station II, and when I’m
making music at home, I’ll tend to use some
analogue stuff, but it’s all about treatment.
Putting digital sources through tape
emulations, filters and delays gives you that
kind of analogue warmth you’d get anyway.

“The quality of plugins is so good now,
and because I travel a lot and go between

studios, it’s important for me to be able to 
work wherever I am. If I needed to have 25 
analogue keyboards to make music, I 
wouldn’t make nearly as much! With 
Ableton Live on a laptop, I can make music 
when I’m on the train or stuck in an airport.”

: What advice do you have for 
producers who struggle to finish tracks? 
NP: “Whenever you get an idea and you’ve 
made a 16-bar loop, try and jam out a live 
version as quickly as possible. Get the stuff 
you feel you’ll need for the track, then try 
and make an arrangement; you’ll quickly 
realise what you’ve used that you don’t 
need, or what’s missing that you do need.

“Sometimes, the best production is 
taking stuff away. The best bit of a track can 
be when everything drops out and you just 
have the bass and kick – that’s the groove 
people really get into. If you’re stuck, just 
remove things and let it all breathe.”

HARDWARE
Apple MacBook Pro
Apogee Duet
KRK Rokit 6 x2
Akai APC40 MkII
Native Instruments 
Maschine
Korg SQ-1
Moog Sub 37
Novation Bass Station II

Roland TB-3
Roland TR-8
Roland VT-3

SOFTWARE
Ableton Live 9
Arturia plugins
Roland plugins
u-he plugins
Waves plugins

Selected kit list
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www.neinrecords.co.uk

soundcloud.com/neinrecords

twitter.com/tronikyouth

facebook.com/tronikyouth

I Know
bit.ly/TYiknow
Standing in the Way of Control (remix)
bit.ly/TYgossipRemix

HEAR MORE

WWW

“The first thing I tend to do when I start a remix
is go through all the original parts and see
if there’s anything I can take or manipulate”

02:23 Neil begins by scouring the stems
he’s been provided with for

appropriate sounds. “The first thing I tend to
do when I start a remix is go through all the
original parts and see if there’s anything I can
take or manipulate for my version,” he explains.
“The vocals are obviously key elements from
the original. The first thing I did was take the vocal
sample from William’s record – it’s very distinct
and has a very dry feel to it – and use it

throughout the track to give it a recognition
factor.” The vocal isn’t going to go into the remix
completely dry though – to give it a more
spacey feel, Neil adds u-he’s lush tape emulation
Satin to the track, and selects the TAS Phase Pong
tape echo preset. This creates a wide movement
between the speakers. He follows this with a
second instance of Satin on the same track, this
time using the SE Tape Reverb to add a touch of
ambient ’verb.

03:57 Aside from the vocal, the other
main sound sourced from the

original version of the track is the rhythmic
synth pluck rig, though it’s recreated with new
sounds. “One of the main things about Ableton
Live that’s really revolutionised my music-
making is that although I’m not an amazing
keyboard player, Live 9 gives you the ability to
convert audio clips to MIDI,” Neil enthuses. He
converts the original audio into a new MIDI clip,
and uses Arturia’s Solina V string machine
emulation to play it back with a patch that’s a
cross between an organ and a pad. This is
layered with another Solina V – this time set to a
cello preset, adding some stronger high
harmonics to the mix – and a Roland SH-2 which
imbues the part with a dark, raw texture.

09:57 The stems Neil was provided with
didn’t include any drum parts, but

that doesn’t phase him too much, as for remixes he
typically creates his own drums from scratch anyway.
He generates a kick with his trusty hardware Roland
TR-8 and records it into Live. Live’s EQ Eight is then
applied to boost the kick’s bass frequencies with a
low-shelf band.

Kick creation and EQ

15:39 To get a classic 80s, Farley
‘Jackmaster’ Funk feel, Neil uses a

Roland SH-2 bass preset with a touch of delay to
help it bounce, and a low reverb level to give it a
dry, intimate sound. The MIDI part that plays the
synth is a simple staccato, rhythmic pattern that
stays on a single note. “This would be the key
driving thing throughout the song; it’s used
through most of the track,” Neil observes.

Bass with SH-2

Vocal processing with u-he Satin

08:03 Neil wants to get some more
percussive synth sounds to add

into the mix, so he uses another Roland synth, this
time the ProMars Compuphonic. He sets about
creating a tight, ‘blippy’ sound, and triggers it using
the same MIDI notes as the lead melody. Neil
processes this duplicated pattern using Live’s built-
in Arpeggiator MIDI effect, to create some
variation. To give it a more analogue-like feel, he
runs the signal through a Waves J37 tape saturator,
and low-cuts it at 323Hz with a high Q to take out
the sub but emphasise the punchy lows.

Arpeggios with ProMars
Compuphonic and J37

Dark synth leads with 
Solina V and SH-2
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D16 Group’s epic Roland TR-909
emulation explained, from first
principles to advanced functionality

HOW TO USE…

 DRUMAZON

Every bit as iconic as their TB-303 and 
TR-808, Roland’s TR-909 Rhythm 

Composer was originally designed as an 
affordable ‘realistic’ accompaniment 
drum machine for instrumentalists, but 
ended up being repurposed by forward-
thinking dance music producers who  
fell in love with its powerful kick drum, 
high-impact snare and clap, sizzling 
cymbals, and characterful tom and 
percussion sounds.

Launched in 1984 – three years after the 
808 – and sounding nothing whatsoever 

like a real drum kit, the 909 used analogue 
synthesis to generate its drum, rimshot and 
handclap sounds, and 6-bit samples for the 
hi-hats and cymbals. Just like the 808 
before it, it was the 909’s obviously 
electronic tones that secured it a place in 
music technology history, becoming the 
percussive centrepiece for just about every 
producer working in the nascent house and 
techno genres of the era. It also had the 
distinction of being the first MIDI-equipped 
drum machine ever made.

D16’s astonishingly accurate-sounding 

emulation of the TR-909, Drumazon, 
replicates every element of the real thing  
– right down to the decidedly old-school 
workflow of its 16-step sequencer – and 
adds to it considerably with an expanded 
control set, Host Trigger mode and general 
plugin instrument convenience. In this 
tutorial and its accompanying videos, we’ll 
show you how to program Drumazon’s 
sequencer and sounds, and explore all of its 
controls and systems, demonstrating the 
sorts of grooves that can be made with it 
along the way.

See it in action in video
on your PC or Mac via

vault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD
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> Step by step 1. Programming patterns in Drumazon’s step sequencer 

Let’s start by programming a pattern
using Drumazon’s internal sequencer.

The Int Seq button at the left-hand end
of the Control panel turns the sequencer
on and off (when off, Drumazon is
effectively just a sound module, as we’ll
see later). We want it on, obviously. Hitting
play in the host DAW, or Drumazon’s own
Play button, starts playback of the
currently loaded pattern.

1
The Int Sync button switches between 
host-synced playback and Drumazon’s 

internal clock, the tempo of which is 
determined per pattern by the Tempo 
knob in the Drum Machine section. To 
program a pattern, click the Pattern Write 
button, then Ctrl/Cmd-Click the Clear 
button to erase the current one. Clicking 
Clear with no modifier just clears the 
pattern for the currently selected track.

2
Now we have a blank pattern in which 
to program a groove. By default, a 

pattern is 16 steps long – hence the 16 Step 
buttons. To change the pattern length, 
click the Length button, then the Step 
button of the step that you’d like to be the 
last one in the sequence – the LEDs above 
the buttons show the pattern length. Click 
Length again to accept the change.

3

Each of Drumazon’s 11 channels
houses a single drum sound and its

own step sequencer track. To switch the
Step buttons to a particular sequencer
track, twist the Instrument Select knob or
click the Instrument Select buttons
at the bottom of the interface, holding
Ctrl/Cmd to select multiple tracks. Now
start playback and get programming!

4
Clicking a Step button activates that 
step as a trigger for the selected drum 

sound or sounds. A second click upgrades 
it to a louder, harder accented note, and a 
third switches it off. More dynamic 
variation can be applied by selecting the 
Total Accent lane, which applies an 
additional volume boost on its active 
steps, of an amount determined by the 
Total Accent knob.

5
Any step of any track can be turned 
into a flam – two quick consecutive 

hits – via a slightly convoluted method. 
With a channel selected, click Flam then 
activate the step to be flammed. The 
flammed step only lights up on the Flam 
track, with the step showing as empty in 
the track for the actual channel. The 
spacing between the two hits of all flams 
in the pattern is set by the Flam knob.

6

The Shuffle knob dials in an offset for
all even-numbered steps, creating an

increasingly swung feel as it’s raised, while
the Copy and Paste buttons are used to
copy sequences between tracks in the
pattern. The Shift left and right buttons
simply nudge the selected track a step
– or the whole pattern with Ctrl/Cmd – in
either direction.

7
Hitting the Rand Mode button 
activates Random Mode. Select all the 

tracks you want to randomise and set the 
amount of randomisation to be applied to 
each by raising or lowering its Level knob. 
Click the Next and Previous buttons to 
step through randomisations of the 
patterns on all selected tracks. When you 
get a randomisation you like, Click Accept, 
or Undo to revert to your original pattern.

8
The ‘notation’ area above the Step 
buttons offers four different step rates 

for the sequencer, including two triplet-
style settings. Finally, Tap mode lets you 
‘tap’ patterns in in real time, with the one 
or two buttons above each channel label 
entering steps for that sound. To name 
your pattern, type into the Pattern Name 
field; and to save it, Ctrl/Cmd-click the 
Next button.

9
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The two Hi-Hat channels – Open and 
Closed – are automatically assigned to 

a choke group, so that the Closed hat will 
cut the Open hat short, just like the real 
thing, and if Closed and Open hats are 
programmed to occur at the same time, 
only the Open Hat will be heard. Since this 
choking works even when the Level of the 
Closed hat is at zero, it can also be useful 
for shaping a ‘solo’ Open hat sound.

6
Last but not least, the Rim Shot, Crash
cymbal and Ride cymbal sounds don’t

go beyond the basics in terms of controls,
including just the common Level, Tune
and Decay knobs. Of course, all of
Drumazon’s sound-shaping parameters
can be MIDI controlled and automated, for
real-time manipulation.

7
Rather than muting and soloing the
audio outputs, the Mute and Solo

buttons at the top of each channel ‘block’
the triggering of the muted drums, so
sounds that are playing when either
function is activated will continue to play
to completion before muting, rather than
stopping dead immediately. Above the
Mutes and Solos are the Output channel
selectors, which we’ll return to later.

8

The Bass Drum’s Attack knob 
accentuates its initial transient more 

and more as it’s raised, while Decay 
adjusts the decay time of its amplitude 
envelope – that is, how long the sound 
takes to fade away to silence. The Snare 
Drum incorporates a noise generator with 
a couple of controls: Snappy raises and 
lowers its volume, and Tone adjusts the 
release time of its envelope.

4
The three Toms also make use of noise
as an attack-boosting layer, but here

you get only Tone controls, for adjusting
the noise level. The Handclap, as
mentioned, doesn’t include a Decay
parameter, instead incorporating its own
reverb, the depth of which is set using the
Reverb knob.

5

 > Step by step   2. Sound editing in Drumazon

The drum and cymbal sounds 
generated on each of Drumazon’s 11 

channels are tweaked using the array of 
knobs above the sequencer controls. 
From left to right, we have Bass Drum, 
Snare Drum, Low Tom, Mid Tom, High 
Tom, Rim Shot, Hand Clap, Closed  
Hi-hat, Open Hi-hat, Crash cymbal and 
Ride cymbal.

1
Several controls are common to all
11 sounds, starting with Level, which is

primarily a volume control, but also
determines the amount of pattern
randomisation applied in the sequencer’s
Randomise mode. The Decay knob is also
present for all channels except the Hand
Clap, extending or shortening the
amplitude envelopes of the sounds.

2
The Tune control adjusts the release
time of the Bass and Snare pitch

envelopes, and sets the fundamental pitch
of all other sounds. The base pitch of the
Bass Drum is governed by its Pitch knob,
while the Tune Decay controls on the
Toms lengthen the release times of their
frequency envelopes. The Tune Depth
knob sets the range of the pitch envelope
for the Bass Drum, Snare and Toms.

3

POWER TIP

>Trigger happy
The original TR-909 was equipped 
with a CV Trigger output for 
controlling external instruments 
and sequencers – to a very limited 
extent. The signal used to do this 
was an 18ms ‘click’ playing the 
same sequence as the Rim Shot, 
that was actually quite effective  
as a percussion sound. Drumazon 
lets you activate the ‘Trigger Out’ 
sound in the Output page of the 
Options screen, assign it to  
any channel for triggering, and 
route it to any of the plugin’s 12 
audio outputs.

how to use drumazon / make music now <
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In Native mode, each of the first 12
Step buttons selects one of the 12

patterns in the current bank, while the last
four switch between banks. Click a bank
button once to call up the first of its two
numbered banks, as listed underneath – 1,
2, 3 or 4. Click it again and its ‘LED’ gets
brighter, indicating that it’s switched to
the second numbered bank – 5, 6, 7 or 8.

4
You can set Drumazon looping 
through a series of consecutive 

patterns in Native mode by selecting the 
pattern you want to start with, then Ctrl/
Cmd-clicking the pattern you’d like to end 
on. Patterns and banks can also be 
switched between using the white MIDI 
notes from C-1 to G0 (patterns) and A0 to 
D1 (banks), In Native mode, patterns 
always play to the end before changing.

5
Switching to Host Mode disables 
Drumazon’s Start and Stop buttons, 

enables Pattern Write and maps all 96 
patterns to the keyboard from C-1 to B6, 
for performance triggering and recording 
pattern changes in the host DAW. By 
default, triggering a pattern via MIDI in 
Host Mode sets it looping until another 
pattern is triggered, but you can get a 
‘gated’ behaviour in Options » Sequencer.

6

> Step by step 3. 909-style pattern chaining and performance in Drumazon 

You can sequence and trigger
patterns to build up songs and

arrangements. The sequencer can store
up to 96 patterns at once – eight banks of
12 patterns each – in its onboard memory,
a pattern being a single configuration of
the Step buttons for all 11 channels.
Switching between patterns is done by
clicking the Step buttons or via MIDI notes
when not in Pattern Write mode.

1
From a new empty pattern, you can 
program from scratch or use another 

pattern as a starting point. In Pattern Write 
mode, click Ctrl/Cmd-Copy, then exit 
Pattern Write, select your empty pattern, 
re-enter Pattern Write and click Paste to 
copy it over. Do the same without the Ctrl/
Cmd modifier to copy individual tracks 
from within a pattern – copying the Snare 
pattern to the Hand Clap, for example.

2
You’ll often want to edit one pattern 
while another one plays, to keep up 

the creative flow. Use the Next and 
Previous buttons to step through to the 
pattern to be edited without actually 
switching to it for playback. To jump 
straight to the currently playing pattern 
for editing, click the Follow button.

3

A click of the Browse button at the top right of
the Drumazon interface opens the Preset
Browser, where you manage the currently
loaded bank of 128 presets (numbered 0
to 127). Each preset only configures the 11
drum sounds, it’s important to note, not the
pattern sequencer, which has its own separate
preset format.

To load a preset, click it or use the up and
down arrows to step through them. Presets are
grouped in folders in the left-hand pane of the
Browser. To create a folder, click the + button
on the left; to delete an empty folder, click the
– button; and to add presets to a folder, simply
drag them in from another folder. Presets
within a folder are reordered by dragging them
up and down, and multiple presets are selected
at once using the Ctrl/Cmd and Shift modifiers.
Presets can also be copied and pasted using

the clipboard buttons, and renamed by
double-clicking. The Previous, Next, Copy and 
Paste commands are also accessible directly 
from the main Drumazon GUI.

In its default ‘On demand’ state, the Preset 
Browser requires a certain amount of 
vigilance, as changes to presets aren’t 

automatically saved when you switch between 
them, and are thus all too easy to lose 
accidentally. Preset edits can still be saved 
manually, of course, by Ctrl/Cmd-clicking the 
Browse button; but if that feels like an 
unnecessary thing to have to remember, 
activate Automatic Preset Storing in the 
Options to have changes instantly saved 
behind the scenes as they’re made.

Even with Automatic Preset Storing turned 
on, presets are only recalled as part of the DAW 
project, and if you delete a particular instance 
of Drumazon, any edits you’ve made to its 
presets will be lost forever. To save and load 
individual presets or the whole bank of 128, 
use the buttons at the bottom right of the 
Browser. If you use Automatic Preset Storing, 
we suggest backing up the Factory library 
before making any changes to its 15 presets.

4. The preset browser

128 Instrument presets are stored in the Preset Browser
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Drumazon features 12 separate audio
outputs into the host DAW, enabling

each of its sounds to be sent out to its own
channel for individual mixing and
processing with plugin effects. To give an
example, let’s route the Snare Drum to its
own channel in Ableton Live. First, create
a new Audio Track in Live.

1
Set the top Audio From field of the
Audio Track to the channel hosting

Drumazon, and the bottom field to DR2
Drumazon – ie, Drumazon output 2. Click
the Monitor In button to activate
monitoring on that channel. Now, in
Drumazon, drag upwards on the Output
Number LED at the top of the Snare Drum
channel to change it to 2.

2

The Snare Drum sound now appears
at the input of the new Audio Track,

rather than on the main Drumazon
instrument Track. Here, you can adjust its
level and pan position, insert effects
plugins, use Live’s auxiliary Sends, and
even record its output as an audio clip.

3
With every Drumazon sound routed to
its own mixer channel in your DAW

(perhaps with both Hi-hats sharing one),
you have far more mixing and processing
power than you get by running it on a
single channel. You can set the plugin up
to default to whatever routing scheme
you like, every time it’s loaded, in the
Outputs page of the Options screen.

4

> Step by step 6. Assigning Drumazon’s audio outputs 7. Options and
MIDI out

One useful feature of
Drumazon is its ‘always-
on’ output of MIDI note

data in Internal Sequencer mode,
making it easy to reinforce its
sound with other instruments, or
just operate it as a standalone
step sequencer. To implement
either, load your other sound
source on an instrument track in
your DAW and select Drumazon
as its MIDI input. To combine
them, mix the secondary source
output with Drumazon to taste;
for ‘silent’ triggering, mute
Drumazon’s output in the DAW’s
mixer so that you only hear the
triggered instrument. The output
notes follow the General MIDI
drum map by default, but can be
changed by saving out the
Factory Map in the Drum Map
page of the Options dialog,
editing it in a text editor and
loading it back in.

Elsewhere in the Options
Dialog, the Sequencer page
presents default sequencer
settings for when Drumazon is
first loaded, and a MIDI triggering
solution for if a host DAW doesn’t
correctly start the plugin playing
back via its transport.

The Presets and Patterns
pages let you trigger Automatic
Preset Storing and select the
default preset bank for sounds
and patterns, while the Drum
Map page lets you change the
notes assigned to unaccented
and accented sounds, and
MIDI Control houses MIDI
learn functionality to hook
Drumazon parameters up to
your MIDI controller.

> Step by step 5. Triggering Drumazon’s sounds via MIDI

Although you’ll want to use
Drumazon’s internal sequencer if

you’re shooting for that authentic TR-909
workflow and vibe, you can also just treat
it as a ‘static’ sound module, triggering its
11 sounds via your MIDI controller
keyboard or pads, and from MIDI tracks in
your DAW. Deactivate the Int Seq button
to enter External Sequencer Mode.

1
Now pattern triggering is totally
disabled, and each of Drumazon’s

drum and cymbal sounds is instead
triggered by a specific MIDI note. The note
assignments adhere to the standard
General MIDI drum map, just like the real
909, starting with the Bass Drum on note
C1 and ending at the Ride Cymbal on D

�
2.

2
While the built-in sequencer can only
handle unaccented and accented

notes, in External Sequencer Mode
Drumazon is fully responsive to MIDI
velocity, with 127 representing a full
accent. The Step buttons trigger the
sounds labelled below them when clicked
– if a step has two buttons, the right one
triggers the Accented sounds.

3
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in a new light with this tutorial
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>Step by step Learning how to construct major, minor and dominant sevenths and when to use them  

Years ago, I was assisting on a session in a
big studio when I overheard the client say

to the producer something along the lines of:
“I’ve only got four chords in my song; why do
I need a seventh chord?”

So when it came to coming up with a topic for
this month’s Easy Guide, I found myself
transported back in time to that session, and
while the producer’s original reply really isn’t fit
to be printed here, the confusion felt by the

client seemed real enough to make me think
that a look at seventh chords in general might
be no bad thing.

It might be somewhat confusing at first to
learn that seventh chords actually only contain
four notes, not seven, but the number of notes
they contain isn’t where the name of the chord
comes from – it’s to do with the fact that they all
use the natural or flattened seventh degree of
the scale upon which they’re based. This is

added onto the end of a three-note chord (or 
triad), making it the fourth note in the chord. 
This fourth note, together with the type of triad 
that it’s added to, determines the type of 
seventh you end up with.

In the tutorial below, we’re going to check out 
that all-important fourth note, and find out how 
using different combinations of it with different 
triads can help you make more interesting 
chords and progressions.

Firstly, in order to identify which note
from a chord’s parent scale defines it

as a seventh chord, we need to look at a
scale. Yep, it’s the C major scale again –it’s
s the easiest one to use for this kind of
thing. We’ve got eight notes, from C to C
on the white notes of a piano keyboard.
The notes, or degrees, of the scale can be
numbered from 1 (C), upwards.

1
If we jump up the scale from the root
note to the seventh degree of the

scale – B in this case – the interval this
forms between the two notes is known as
a major seventh interval (eleven
semitones). This is true for any major
scale, but seeing as we’re dealing with C
major here, this gives us the interval C - B.

2
Now we need a triad, or three-note 
chord, to base our seventh chord on. 

We’ll start with a simple C major triad, 
formed from the root (C, the first degree of 
the scale), the major third (E, the third 
degree of the scale), and the fifth (G, the 
fifth degree of the scale. To transform this 
C major into a C major seventh, we just 
add the seventh degree to make C-E-G-B.

3

It’s known as a major seventh chord
because we’ve used tones from the

major scale, and because of the major
seventh interval between the C and the B.
This is the simplest permutation of the
seventh chord, with its relaxed, slightly
jazzy feel. Here’s an example of a simple
progression using major sevenths:
Fmaj7 - Dmaj7. Sounds… almost flawless!

4
Going back to our major seventh
interval for a second, what would

happen if we were to flatten the seventh
degree of the major scale by a semitone?
In the case of C major, this would mean
moving from a B to a B�, resulting in an
interval between this and the root note of
C of a minor seventh (ten semitones).

5
So, if we were to then add a flattened 
seventh to our base C major triad, 

you’d logically expect us to end up with a 
minor seventh chord, right? Wrong! In 
fact, this isn’t the case – the chord you  
get when you do this is actually a 
dominant seventh, in this case known 
simply as C7. (C-E-G-B�).

6

Download the accompanying
video and the MIDI/audio files at

vault.computermusic.co.uk

DOWNLOAD

TUTORIAL

FILES

Dave Clews’

 Minor & major sevenths
Extend your harmonic horizons with a masterclass in  
stacking four-note chords properly, for added musical flavour

#35
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NEXT MONTH Dave ventures out into the swamp in search of some blues theory

MAJOR VOICINGS
Before I go this month, I want to highlight a particularly
cool voicing for major seventh chords that splits the
chord between the left and right hands. With the left
hand playing the root note of the chord in the bass, use
the right hand to play a minor triad rooted a major third
above the note you’re playing in the left hand. For
example, play a C minor triad – in any inversion – over
an A� bass and you have yourself an A�maj7.

DIATONIC SEVENTHS
Diatonic means ‘in key’, so diatonic chords are the ones 
you get when you stack up chords using only notes 
from the scale you’re in. To turn diatonic triads into 
diatonic sevenths, you simply add a fourth note to the 
chord as seen in the walkthrough, but it must be a note 
from the scale to keep the chord diatonic. Seventh 
chords diatonic to C major include Cmaj7 (C-E-G-B), 
Dm7 (D-F-A-C), G7 (G-B-D-F) and Bm7�5 (B-D-F-A).

PRO TIPSRECOMMENDED LISTENING

In a studio career 
spanning almost 25 
years, Dave has 
engineered, 
programmed and 
played keyboards on 
records for a string of 
artists including 
George Michael, Kylie 
Minogue, Tina Turner 
and Estelle. These

days, in between writing articles
for  and other magazines, he 
collaborates on occasional songs 
and videos with singer/songwriter 
Lucy Hirst, aka Polkadothaze. 
www.daveclews.com

Dave Clews

Dominant seventh chords are so 
named because, of all the possible 

chords in a key, they resolve the most 
strongly back to the tonic chord. The 
dominant degree of the C major scale is 
the note G, so when you apply the formula 
for a dominant seventh chord to the G 
major scale, you get G7 – G-B-D-F – all of 
whose notes occur in the C major scale.

7
So how do you make a minor seventh 
chord? Well, you do still need to use 

the flattened seventh, but the base triad 
needs to be a minor triad, in this case 
made up of the root (C), minor third (E�) 
and fifth (G). Pop the minor seventh (B�)  
on top of this and you have your  
minor seventh chord, Cm7 (C-E�-G-B�) in 
this case.

8
Like any other chord, sevenths can  
be inverted, which just means that  

the notes are played in a different order  
on the keyboard, usually by taking the 
lowest note and shifting it up an octave,  
or moving the highest note down an 
octave. Here’s Cm7 played in its four 
possible inversions.

9

Major and minor sevenths mixed 
together are the house producer’s 

best friend, as this progression shows: 
Cm7 - Fm7 - A�maj7 - Gm7. In this example, 
they’re played in different voicings. 
Playing the chords this way not only 
makes for smoother transitions aurally, 
but also limits having to jump around the 
keyboard too much.

10
So to sum up, when building seventh 
chords, there are two possible seventh

notes (major and minor) that can be 
added to four different types of triad 
(major, minor, augmented and diminished)
to make a total of eight different types of 
seventh chord. One peculiarity is the 
MinMaj chord, formed by adding a major 
seventh to a minor triad.

11
Lastly, here’s one final example of a 
progression that uses a mix of the 

most popular types of seventh chord: 
major, minor, and dominant. We’ve got 
Dm7 - Am7 - G7 - B�maj7. Among other 
things, this illustrates that dominant 
seventh chords (G7 here) don’t always 
have to precede the I chord – it’s all down 
to what works for your music.

12

BLONDE FT.
ALEX NEWELL,  
ALL CRIED OUT
Classic house 
progression in the chorus 
here, involving a mixture 
of Fm7, A�Maj7 and Cm7.

DISCLOSURE FT.
GREGORY PORTER,
HOLDING ON
This one’s made up solely  
of third-inversion minor 
sevenths, namely Gm7,  
Dm7 and Cm7.

bit.ly/BlondeACO

bit.ly/DisclosureHO
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>Step by step Crafting a kick using acoustic and synthesised layers 

A good kick drum can make or break your
track. With a lot of the power and weight

coming from the kick in dance music, getting
the sound just right can take some practice. If
you’re tired of trawling through sample packs
to find a kick that makes the grade, creating
your own layered samples can be the best
way to go.

Often, a synthesised kick on its own can
sound a bit sterile without a lot of processing

and effort, so adding an acoustic layer to the
kick can bring the realness and the club weight 
that’s usually needed. There are several other
ways to overcome this problem: using a
breakbeat and then layering a synth kick
underneath can be really effective for adding
weight, and layering up multiple synth kicks can 
also work. Often, passing the synth kick through 
some outboard gear to add a bit of analogue
texture can work wonders, but as many of us

work in the box these days, layering a mixture of 
analogue and digital sounds can be simplest.

You can find an acoustic kick by either 
chopping up a breakbeat and just taking the hits 
you want, finding a pack with acoustic drum 
single hits, or using a virtual drummer such as 
Addictive Drums or BFD. Having your layers on 
different tracks can really help in the process of 
creating a good combo, and that’s what we’ll be 
covering in this tutorial.

with Break

In this tutorial, we’re going to use
layers to create a kick drum. I’ve spent

many hours trying to polish average kicks,
and in the end they’ll often be replaced
later in the mixdown stage, so you can
save time and frustration by picking good
sounds from the start. We’re combining an
acoustic kick with a synth kick to get the
best of both worlds.

1
Load in your acoustic kick. I’ve arranged it
in a simple pattern, as it can be tiring just
hearing a single kick on loop for an hour.
I’ve duplicated the pattern with MIDI on a
second track to trigger an 808-style dance
kick. Using a drum machine or synth for 
the main kick layer is useful – you’ll have 
control over the pitch, transients and tone
of the layer. I’m using Rob Papen’s Punch.

2
Tuning your kick with a song can help 
it ‘gel’, but we don’t have an actual 

song in mind here. For now, the kick  
layers need to be in tune and in phase with 
each other so they sound solid and thick. 
It’s easiest to pitch the synth to the audio 
sample, so adjust it until it sits nicely with 
the acoustic layer. -2 semitones feels right 
to me.

3

Now we can work on each layer to
improve the overall sound of the kick.

For me, the acoustic layer instantly sounds
too long and ringy, so I shorten and fade
the tail. We want to keep some of that air
so it still sounds natural, so don’t shorten it
too much. You can always shorten the kick
later when working on a song, so keeping
a bit more to work with makes sense.

4
I’m using the Multiband Gate in Ozone 
5 to gate some of the longer midrange 

frequencies. This will achieve a tighter hit 
but keep some air in. I always sweep the 
crossover with the band soloed, to hear 
what I want to gate and what to leave in – 
the ringing mids here appear between
150Hz and 1kHz. This technique is also
very useful when working with breaks.

5
There’s a slightly clashing, overly 
punchy sound to the midrange  

with the two kicks combined, so I’m 
checking the synth kick to improve this. 
On Punch’s default preset, reducing the 
oscillator Start frequency from 5.7kHz 
down to 4.9kHz helps bring down the 
pitch of the attack, so it sits better with the 
acoustic layer.

6

Designer
     sounds

TUTORIAL

FILES

 Kick design
Break layers up a weighty kick drum using  
both acoustic and synthesised elements

#19
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Touted as ‘the DnB 
producer’s DnB 
producer’, Break – aka 
Charlie Bierman – has a 
discography that’s 
seen him sign tracks  
to the likes of 
Metalheadz, RAM, 
Critical and Shogun, as 
well as his own imprint, 
Symmetry. His latest 

album, Simpler Times, has just 
been released to rave reviews 
after smashing up festivals and 
clubs this summer.
www.symmetryrecordings.co.uk

Break

Back on the acoustic layer, I’m using 
Ozone 7’s EQ to low-cut it. I want the 

synth to deliver the low subby frequencies 
and the acoustic layer to bring the mid 
and top-end realness. A few other mid 
frequencies benefit from being dipped in 
the acoustic snare to reduce boxiness. 
EQing while playing both layers is 
important to balance the two.

7
I’m now softening the transients of the 
acoustic layer with Ozone 7 Dynamics, 

though other multiband compressors will 
work. I use a fast attack time between 1 and 
20kHz, to catch the front of the hit and 
soften the attack. This is more of a personal 
preference as I don’t love toppy, digital-
sounding kicks – smoothing off the top end 
gives more of a heavy, tape-sounding kick. 

8
Now the transients are smoother, we 
can boost the top frequencies of the 

acoustic kick without it getting thinner. 
This will also help us compress the finished 
kick, as the compressor will react more to 
low-end information than highs. I’m adding 
a touch of EQ to the synth kick, boosting at 
147Hz to bring out some punch and fill the 
hole we made in the acoustic layer.

9

To ‘glue’ the tracks together and make 
them sound more like ‘one kick’, group 

them or send them to an aux/return track. 
There are loads of things to try on the 
group to enhance the overall kick sound. 
I’m using the new Vintage Tape module in 
Ozone 7 to thicken up the lows and colour 
the whole sound a little. Other tape 
emulations should give similar results.

10
Time for some compression, to get a 
punchier sound. I’m using NI’s VC 160 

to parallel-compress, reducing the signal 
by 10dB but with the dry signal up almost 
full, blending the punchy, compressed 
signal and the body of the original sound. 
Turning the HP sidechain detector up to 
60Hz means the compressor reacts less 
to the kick’s low end, giving more ‘oomph’.

11
To finish off, I’ve tried out the Ozone 7 
Vintage Limiter, using the Analog 

mode with Character at about 5. This 
combines warm punch with a little level 
reduction, to complement the snappier VC 
160. If compressors/limiters have brought 
out unexpected sounds, you may need to 
go back to your sound sources – here, I’m 
re-shaping the synth layer’s EQ.

12

RECOMMENDED LISTENING

MAKO, THE SPACE
IN BETWEEN
I always loved the kick in this 
track. The compression and EQ 
are spot on with how it sits in  
the mix; the highs and lows in the 
kick both have great presence.

ROBIN THICKE, BLURRED
LINES (FT PHARRELL)
I often listen to this track, which 
was mixed by Tony Maserati,  
as a reference. The kick is really 
well mixed and covers all 
frequencies immaculately.

bit.ly/MakoSpace

bit.ly/DLRthegrip

SPEAKER CHECKING
Checking your kick on different speakers or
headphones is invaluable. I still always check
my kick on some small computer speakers
– the 70-100Hz frequencies are really highlighted
when doing this. Distortion and farting
characteristics are always noticeable, and
EQing through small speakers can help get rid of
frequencies you often didn’t even need in the
first place.

REFERENCING
It can be really easy to lose perspective when  
working on a kick – whether you’re processing  
it in the mix or on its own. Make sure you check  
some other music from a similar genre to the track  
you’re making, as this can be really handy to  
keep your sound in the ballpark you want.  
This doesn’t just apply to kicks, of course!

PRO TIPS
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>Step by step Using a vocoder as a mixing tool 

A vocoder effect can transfer the formant
qualities of a human voice to a synthesiser,

which makes awesome robot voices. But in
fact, I’ve been using the vocoder as one of my
secret weapons for more reasons than you
might realise…

The effect works with two input signals (duh –
the carrier and the modulator) each divided into
a number of discrete frequency bands by an
array of band-pass filters (typically eight or

more). The bands of the carrier signal are what
you hear, while the modulator signal’s bands are 
usually used only to drive envelope followers on 
the carrier signal’s bands – hence the carrier 
signal takes on the approximate character of the 
modulator signal.

The clichéd robo-voice effect barely 
scratches the surface of what a vocoder can  
do – and, let’s face it, talk boxes do a far superior 
job of ‘talking’ synth effects anyway. There’s 

hidden potential in the vocoder and its array of 
band-pass filters. Just altering the steepness of 
the band crossover filters, with no external 
modulation, can be a fun way to play with 
sound. Steeper filters conjure slippery, elastic 
textures that can help bring mundane sounds 
up to date. I’ve long been experimenting with 
vocoders as part of the mixing process, too. 
There’s so much to tell. Grab your face visor –  
let’s go…

In this tutorial, I’ll be revealing how
you can use a humble vocoder effect

in unexpected ways to enhance plain
drums and musical parts. You’ll find an
assortment of Tutorial Files to help you
follow along. Make sure you listen to the
high-quality audio provided, as the
nuances of these effects can be subtle.

1
I’ll be using MeldaProduction’s 
MVocoder, which is my preferred 

choice because it sounds heavenly and 
integrates really well with Cubase. 
MVocoder is an insert effect, not a synth, 
So if you’re looking for an alternative 
vocoder plugin, seek one that accepts 
multiple inputs.

2
First up we have a simple kick drum 
sample. There’s nothing awfully wrong 

with this kick, it’s just a tad boring. If we 
slap a vocoder on it, in theory, it’s being 
split into the number of bands we define, 
so let’s start at the top (in this case,  
100 bands). There’s no external input, so 
we don’t need to activate the plugin’s 
external sidechain.

3

With MVocoder’s Ratio at 0, the kick’s
frequency bands aren’t ‘modulated’,

the way vocoders traditionally work.
However, with the Carrier Order set to at
least 2, the lower bands sound later than
their neighbours higher up the register.
For a kick drum, this is like timestretching.
The peak level is reduced and the sample
length is increased considerably.

4
You’ll notice that the kick has taken on 
a laser-like effect. Don’t get me wrong 

– I think it sounds tacky, but it’s useful. We 
can tame the effect by decreasing the 
number of bands. We’re at 100 now, which 
is insanely high for a vocoder, but as we 
approach the early double-figure 
numbers, the effect is much more tasteful. 
The vocoder makes the kick clearer!

5
With 0 Ratio (ie, no modulation) and 
with the Carrier Order set to 1 on this 

synth part, again the number of vocoder 
bands determines how many times the 
signal is split. There’s a hidden benefit to 
this – intense high frequencies that are 
shredded by the vocoder become less 
intense, and therefore sweeter to the ear. 
You can’t do that with EQ!

6

with Owen Palmer

          Geek
  Technique

Mixing with vocoders
Always keen to misuse a creative tool for mixing duties, Owen reckons 
that these devices have got a whole lot more to say for themselves
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As an in-demand
dance music engineer, 
Owen’s worked with a 
slew of outstanding 
underground artists 
behind the scenes 
from his London 
studio. After years of 
meticulously studying 
what makes a great 
production tick, Owen 

has promised to share his most
advanced and coveted techniques 
each month exclusively in . 
www.owenthegeek.com/cm

Owen Palmer

Incidentally, if you ever want to add 
excitement to a dull part, MVocoder’s 

Whitening parameter yields super-
intense textures. Apparently, this control is 
an effect applied to the carrier signal that 
amplifies missing frequencies according 
to a built-in detector. Many other vocoder 
plugins have similar functions, so see 
what you can come up with!

7
Using Synapse Audio’s Dune 2, I’ve 
cooked up a synth part made from 

stacked and detuned  sawtooth waves. 
The synth patch has a pretty wide stereo 
image because the left and right channels 
are actually hard-panned independent 
voices. The frequency spread is very full, 
but I’ve used a de-esser to smooth some 
of the harsher frequencies.

8
If we insert a vocoder on a mono vocal 
part and feed the vocoder’s external 

sidechain input with the very full, stereo 
synth part, guess what happens? This time 
we’ll need to use a Ratio of 1 so the synth 
does modulate the vocal. The result is an 
interesting stereo effect! We can refine it 
by EQing the synth part, or by changing 
the number/order of vocoder bands.

9

The vocoder can also turn stereo 
white noise into futuristic percussive 

hits and even fake reverb when fed with 
one-shot drum samples. In fact, this is one 
of my favourite methods for creating clear 
drum reverbs. Start with a white/pink 
noise carrier signal, then pick a dry drum 
set to experiment with, sending it into the 
vocoder’s sidechain input.

10
You’ll want as many vocoder bands as 
possible to create a detailed reverb 

decay. The Detector’s Release and Attack 
parameters emulate our ‘reverb’ Delay 
and Predelay parameters respectively. 
The higher the filter orders, the higher the 
detail, but often a medium level of detail 
sounds clearest since it’s more 
differentiated from the dry signal.

11
Now let’s revisit our elements without 
any vocoder effects (don’t bypass the 

vocoder on the noise generator channel, 
else you’ll receive a painful blast!) We’ve 
managed to create effects with the 
vocoder that are difficult – if not 
impossible – to attain with conventional 
mixing tools. Check my Pro Tips above for 
further creative vocoder applications.

12

STEREO VOCODER SYNTH DESIGN
Despite shunning 80s robot voices, I do secretly love to 
use vocal samples to modulate a synth part, as a sound 
design tool. The trick is to find vocal samples with lots 
of energy – think ‘screaming and shouting’, rather than 
spoken words or gentle singing. You want to use 
mainly gutsy, carnal-sounding vowels, because the 
boldness of their timbre adds tons of character to 
synth parts through vocoding. You should use very  
full-frequency synth parts as the carriers, and it’s 
probably preferable not to use any intelligible words. 
The idea is just to give the synth part some life and 
character rather than to add an obvious human 
element. If your synth part and your vocal are mono, 
try inserting a stereo chorus on each of the sounds 
(pre-vocoder) to create a beautiful stereo image that’s 
ultra wide and collapses to mono (or Left only, or Right 
only) without any odd artifacts.

PRO TIPS

CLEAN UP RESONANT DRUM LOOPS
My favourite trick with MeldaProduction’s 
MVocoder is actually the least practical to 
demonstrate in video form, so I’ll tell you here 
instead. I haven’t yet found a way to do this with 
other plugins, so feel free to skip this tip if you don’t 
have MVocoder. Anyway, sometimes a sound you 
want to use might be quite harsh due to excessive 
resonance in the high frequencies. I’m not 
suggesting for a moment that you might stoop so 
low as to sample a popular breakbeat from a Bobby 
Byrd record that was hot in 1971 – that would be a 
pants thing for me to condone – but it could be any 
drum loop with prominent tambourines. The trick is 
to set MVocoder’s Mode to Inversion, with as few 
bands as possible (for example 4). Set the Ratio to 1 
and feed MVocoder’s sidechain input with white 
noise. This will dramatically clean up the breakbeat.
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Although Dr Beat’s focus up to this point has
been very much on the drum kit, it would be

remiss of me not to at least introduce you to its
closest relatives, the fabulously colourful Afro-
Latin percussion family. So, for the next few
instalments, we’re going to be getting hands-on
with congas, bongos, shakers, claves, timbales
and their compadres, illustrating just how easy it
is to work their unique tonal charms into your
productions. Not only will this expand your
rhythmic horizons in general, but it’ll give you
tools for creating your own rolling top loops and
accompaniments for drum tracks of all kinds.

First, then, bells and blocks, comprising
cowbells, agogos, woodblocks, temple blocks,

and the bell tree. With the exception of the last
one, these are metal and wood variations on
essentially the same thing: a hollow chamber
struck with a stick or beater to produce a short,
high-impact attacking sound. Bells in this
context are of the clapperless kind, rather than
the clappered hand and cowbells that are
shaken rather than struck to elicit sound.

In this tutorial and its accompanying video, I’ll
show you how each of these five simple but
effective instruments works, and demonstrate
some of the ways they can be employed in a
supporting role around the drum kit. In the
interest of maintaining the requisite ‘live’ feel, all
of the percussion parts here are unquantised.

Having
previously
served as Editor
of drummer’s
bible Rhythm as
well as
Computer
Music, Ronan is
clearly the right
man for this

particular gig. He’s been playing drums
for over 30 years and making music
with computers since the 90s.

Ronan Macdonald

with Ronan Macdonald

>Step by step Authentic usage and programming of percussion parts

The cowbell is a rectangular metal bell
that can create a range of tones

depending on how you strike it, but it’s
often played in rock and dance by hitting
its mouth – hard – with the stick’s shoulder.
Here’s the most elemental percussion part
known to man: the on-beat cowbell. I’m
using Sample Logic’s Impakt library.

1
Like I said, there’s more to the cowbell
than just the bludgeoning 4/4. Striking

the top surface with the tip of the stick, for
example, yields a quieter, thinner sound
that contrasts well with the main ‘mouth’
hits, and further tonal variation can be had
by damping the bell with the hand. Here’s
a rather more intricate rhythm.

2
The agogos are a pair of high-pitched
metal bells connected via a U-shaped

metal rod. A samba staple, and an intrinsic
element of go-go, they’ll inject a tinkly
touch of funk into any dance cut, creating
semi-melodic patterns that seem to float
above the rest of the percussion. EastWest
Stormdrum 3 is my weapon of choice.

3

The bell tree, actually more orchestral
than Latin, is often used to mark a

phrase start/end. It’s a set of progressively
sized shallow metal ‘cups’, and running a
stick from one end to the other gives a
shimmering glissando. Bells can be struck
individually, too. Project Sam’s Orchestral
Essentials II has a good bell tree patch.

4
The woodblock is a block of wood with
a wide, deep slit cut into it. Struck on

top with the tip of the stick or a beater, or
on the edge with the stick’s shoulder, it
sounds like a quieter, ‘rounder’ cowbell. It’s
used as a rhythmic layer, or as a cracking
one-shot effect with reverb and/or delay.
For my woodblock, I’m using Impakt.

5
The temple block is a bigger, louder,
darker-sounding alternative to the

woodblock – it’s ideal when you want your
wooden percussion more up-front and
melodic. They come in a variety of shapes,
mounted to one stand. Sampled temple
blocks are hard to come by, but
Toontrack’s Hip-Hop EZX has a set.

6

TUTORIAL

FILES

Dr Beat

NEXT MONTH We’re moving on with percussion, through congas and bongos

Bells and blocks
The good doctor gives us our first Latin lesson
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FLUX 
PAVILION

“I grew up in a small Midlands village 
where the only entertainment revolved 

around the local pub,” explains Josh  
Steele, aka Flux Pavilion. “We were 
surrounded by smaller villages that had  
even smaller pubs, and the only music I  
heard was my dad’s record collection – Frank 
Zappa, Roxy Music, the Stranglers… I had no 
idea what people were listening to in London; 
no idea about house or drum ’n’ bass or 
garage. It’s strange to think that electronic 
music has ended up being such a huge part  
of my life.”

Although the young Josh did eventually  
join a few bands, he admits it was all  
‘singer/songwriter stuff’, and he eventually  
went to music college, hoping to become a 
music teacher. Two days into the term, 
somebody played him a dubstep track and… 
Flux Pavilion was born. Having dabbled with 
Cubase and Reason, he knocked out his own 
version of a dubstep tune and decided he 
probably wasn’t going to be a music teacher 
after all. 

The 2010 release of tracks like I Can’t Stop 
and Bass Cannon turned the 21-year-old into one 
of dubstep’s biggest names, leading to remix 
offers from the likes of Jamiroquai and Skrillex, 
not to mention a profitable credit from Jay-Z and 
Kanye West, who sampled I Can’t Stop on their 
2011 album Watch The Throne.

Despite the success, it’s taken Steele until 
2015 to record his debut album, Tesla, which was 
released back in September. And let’s make one 
thing very clear: it’s not a dubstep album. Yes, 
there are four or five ‘dubstep’ tracks, but there’s 
also crazed hip-hop, Prodigy-esque mosh pit 
anthems and surprisingly melodic, arms-aloft 
pop songs.”

Computer Music: When you started recording 
the album, were you always looking to get 
away from the idea of Flux Pavilion “the 
dubstep producer”?
Josh Steele: “Ironically, it was kind of the 
opposite, really. If you look back a couple of 
years to tracks like Standing On A Hill, you’ve 
got me singing and playing guitar, and the  

music was already beginning to get 
disconnected from ‘traditional’ Flux Pavilion. 
Almost as if I was beginning to step back to my 
singer/songwriter past.

“By the time it came to recording Tesla, I 
actually felt like I’d had enough of the guitars 
and wanted to get back to what had inspired me 
when I was releasing those early tunes. I said to 
myself, ‘What is that I love about Flux Pavilion? 
OK, let’s put all of that into this album’. Even as I 
was recording it, I felt like it was the most ‘Flux’ 
stuff I’d done in years. Then, I sat back and 
listened to the finished product and said, ‘What 
the fuck happened there?’

“I suppose it made me realise that, where 
music is concerned, you can’t consciously try 
and create a sound if it’s not the sound of what’s 
truly going on inside your head. From now on, 
that’s what I’m going to concentrate on… I just 
want to enjoy what I’m doing and not worry 
about genres or labels or what people call my 
music. All of that stuff doesn’t matter. As long as 
I’m happy, I’ll carry on making the music I want 
to make.”
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“Personally, I think that all those
little pigeonholes we put music into
are just irrelevant and unhelpful”

: You’ve been criticised in the past for
straying into pop territory… drifting too far
from the dubstep template.
JS: “Yeah, and I knew some people would give
me shit for the album, too, because it isn’t the
music they expected me to make. Personally, I
think that all those little pigeonholes we put
music into are just irrelevant and unhelpful.
Here we are in 2015, and we’re still trying to file
Noisia, Pendulum and Goldie under DnB.

“How can you take all the intricacies, all the
blood, sweat and tears, all the accidents and all
the beauty of a song – doesn’t matter who it’s by
– and give it a name that’s made up of two four-
letter words and a single letter: drum ’n’ bass.
Hip-hop is two three-letter words! How can you
cover all that music with six letters? It’s mental!

“Does it bother me that people criticise my
music for not fitting into a particular category?
Of course not. Even in the very early days,
people said that the stuff me and Doctor P [long-
time collaborator Shaun Brockhurst] were
making wasn’t real dubstep. And I said, ‘You’re
right, but I’m not trying to make real dubstep,
whatever that may be.’ Yes, I was and still am a
fan of dubstep – there are several songs on the
album that are 140bpm – but all that me and
Doctor P were trying to do was make
outrageous sounds and have a laugh. The
problem was that a lot of the dubstep we heard
was quite boring, so we decided to create
something that we enjoyed listening to.

“When I used to listen to my dad’s records, I
didn’t know that The Stranglers were supposed

to be punk or Zappa was supposed to be
psychedelic jazz rock. As far as I was
concerned – and this is still the same today
– music is music.”

: There are some intriguing collaborations
on the album; from chart-regular Matthew
Koma to electro legends Soulsonic Force…
JS: “What I loved about making this album was
that it took me out of my comfort zone… in a
good way. Suddenly, I found myself sitting in a
New York studio with Soulsonic Force, actually
writing a track with them. I’m a kid from
Northamptonshire. How the hell did I end up in
that situation? Just amazing!

“But that isn’t the way I’m used to working.
Like I said before, my approach has been more
about… what’s the best way to put this?
Basically, I just piss about until I hear something
that makes me smile. Is that the best way to
approach songwriting? I have no idea. Is my
music technically perfect? Probably not. I open
things at random, I throw things in at random. A
lot of my synthesised sounds are actually quite

shit, but there’s something in there that draws
me in, and I tweak them until my ears tell me
that it’s right.

“From a ‘producer’ point of view, I’m sure a lot
of people would sit in the studio with me and
say, ‘What’s he playing at? This is a complete
mess’. But that mess ends up providing me with
the inspiration.”

: If we sat you down in front of a synth that
you didn’t know, how would you start
creating your, err… shit synthesised sounds?
JS: “I’d probably set everything to zero, then
make loads of mistakes and do things I’m not
supposed to do. I’m not bad with certain synths,
but I’m useless with anything that’s FM-based.
I remember playing with Native Instruments
FM8 and not being able to find out how to
shorten the envelope… I literally could not find
the envelope controls. I was just attacking it like
a madman, and suddenly there was this strange
harmonic discharge. How did it happen? No
idea, but it sounded great.

“When I was at music college, I was sitting in
a lecture and the guy at the front said, ‘Never
double a flute with piccolo flute’. I asked him
why and he told me that they just sound crap
when they’re side by side. End of story.

“At the time, I was working on Cubase and
Reason, really beginning to find my feet in
electronic music, and it suddenly occurred to
me that, music made on computers doesn’t
have to follow the same rules as traditional
music. Who decides whether two sounds fit
together or don’t fit together? We can make
whatever sound we want, and if we don’t like it,
we can change it in a matter of seconds.

“That was a real eye-opener for me and, in
terms of being a producer, the start of the
search for my sound. Not that I’d ever call myself
a producer; I don’t know all the numbers and
figures for compression and limiting and all that
stuff. In fact, for years, I never even used a
limiter at all.

“My approach was, let’s take these six shitty
synth sounds that aren’t supposed to fit
together and let’s make them fit. Look at the
scope you’ve got with six sounds… six different
notes that allow you to get into chords and
dissonant chords that only work if you distort
the hell out of them.

“Somehow, I did all that, and did all the stuff
that I wasn’t supposed to do, and people started
commenting on my productions, saying how
great the tracks sounded. I’m happy to admit
that it was a complete accident!”

: You mentioned FM8… are Native 
Instruments responsible for a lot of Flux 
Pavilion sounds? 
JS: “I’m not one of those people that needs 1500 
soft synths. I have a VST Minimoog which has 
provided most of my melody lines for years, and 
I like the immediacy of Nexus. I have Komplete, 

> interview / flux pavilion
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Native Instruments’ Absynth (left) and reFX’s Nexus2 (right) are partially responsible for the Flux Pavilion sound

Josh ripping it up in Chicago during 
Circus Records’ North American tour



but the key tools are Absynth and Massive.
“In the early days, I actually used Z3TA+ for

my wobbles. I remember seeing a video
interview with Rob Swire from Pendulum talking
about it – I think it was for Future Music – and I
used it on the first two or three Flux singles.

“Thinking back to those early days, I’m
amazed I managed to get anything to sound
even half-decent. For ages, I was mixing on basic
computer speakers. When I wanted to update
my monitors, I’d go down to the local tip and
rummage around in the electrical gear. People
were always dumping computer speakers.

“One set I got were actually in mono. I found
what I thought was this amazing tool in Cool
Edit Pro – my first platform – that allowed you
to fade a sound in and out. I did two or three
tracks, making full use of my new toy, then
mixed them down and played them on my dad’s
stereo. The ‘fade’ function was actually just the
pan! I was fading sounds left and right, but
couldn’t hear what was going on because I was
in mono.

“To be honest, getting a decent finished
master has always been a bit of a problem. Well…
it’s not been a problem for me, but other people
seem to have trouble getting their head around
my sound. In the vinyl days, I used to send stuff
away to be mastered, but the mastering studio
would send it back saying, ‘We can’t do anything

with this; you’ve got everything louder than
everything else’. I’d play it and think, ‘It sounds
great! What’s the problem?’ But, because I
thought these technically qualified people knew
what they were talking about, I used to start
turning things down and… it didn’t work. The
tracks sounded crap.”

: Give us a quick Flux Pavilion
mixing masterclass…
JS: “Don’t worry about settings and numbers;
your ears will tell you everything you need to
know. If I’m working on something and feel it
needs a bit more top, I wind in a great big slab
of top… roll it up like a huge mountain. Roll it up
’til I like it.

“If I need a bit more crunch, I do exactly the
same. If it hits the red, I don’t care. When I said
that I didn’t use limiters for years, I really meant
it. This album was the first time I’d ever used
limiting, because I had finally found a way to
use it that didn’t destroy what I was setting out
to create.

“People say that electronic music, especially
bass music, needs space. That’s true, but I
honestly believe that most sounds exist in their
own natural space and once you start to
compress, limit or constrain them, you start to
lose the essence of that sound. It stops the
sound being as big as it needs to be.

HARDWARE

Apple iMac
ADAM S3X-H
Mackie Big Knob
Neumann U87
Neve 33609 mixing bus
SSL mixing bus

SOFTWARE

Steinberg Cubase 7

Native Instrumens Komplete

Waves CLA plugins

Waves SSL plugins

reFX Nexus2

FabFilter Pro-Q, Pro-C, Pro-L

Camel Audio CamelCrusher

iZotope Trash

iZotope Ozone

Xfer Records OTT

Vulf Compressor

Kit list
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“Some producers will read that and say,
‘What a load of rubbish’, but the evidence is
there: my crazy, rubbishy, haphazard, make-it-
up-as-you-go-along approach to production
worked. People complimented me on my
production skills.”

: You’re still working on Cubase?
JS: “Yeah.”

: And is the production/mixing side of your
studio all software?
JS: “There are a couple of nice bits of hardware –
the Neve 33609 mixing buss and the SSL mixing
buss. The rest is a mixture of Waves, Ozone and
FabFilter, plus a few extra compression and
distortion tools. The CamelCrusher used to be
my distortion of choice, but I’ve sort of moved
over to iZotope’s Trash.

“On the compression side of things, I often
find that the standard plugins from Waves and
FabFilter just don’t seem suited to the way I
work. If you completely over-compress with a
FabFilter processor, you hit a wall and you can’t
make it sound any better because it’s not built
for wild over-compression.

“If you compare that with Xfer’s OTT
compressor, there’s a whole world of
difference. OTT… it does what it says on the tin.
You wind it up and wind it up and it just keeps
getting better. Eventually, you hit a point and it’s
exactly what you’re looking for. Totally messed-
up, but beautiful.

“There’s another one, as well. Have you heard
of a band called Vulfpeck? They’re this
incredibly funky jam band and they’ve got an
amazing set of VSTs out. I think the compressor
is literally called the Vulf Compressor, and it’s

very simple, very straightforward and
brilliant. The closest thing I’ve heard to the old
Motown sound.”

: Tesla was released on Circus, a label you 
co-founded. Do you expect to make any
money from the album release? Can any
independent electronic artist expect to make 
money from an album these days?
JS: “Good question! I suppose it really depends 
how much you actually want to make from the 
music business and how you want to make it. In 
terms of actual album or single sales, you won’t 
make that much, but once you factor in YouTube 
and Spotify, there is money to be made… as long 
as you’re generating serious numbers.

“You can create totally mad music and, via
social media, you have access to a market that 
can make you a pretty decent living. Personally,  
I think that is so fucking cool because you
don’t need to worry about labels or release
schedules or who’s going to do your artwork.  
It’s your thing – you’re in charge.

“That shift away from sales being the only
mark of success is actually quite a liberating

experience, because you can put together an 
album without having to panic about how many 
you’re going to sell or how many hit singles 
you’ve got on there. All your effort can be 
focussed on making an album that is a pure 
labour of love. Whatever way you look at it…  
that has to be a good thing.”

Flux Pavilion and Matthew Koma’s Emotional  
is out now. The Tesla album is also available  
from Circus Records on CD and vinyl.
www.circusrecords.co.uk

Doctor P – aka DJ and producer Shaun 
Brockhurst – first worked with Flux Pavilion on 
2009’s dark dubstep tune Air Raid. Since then, 
they’ve been regular collaborators, live and in 
the studio, and set up the Circus Records label 
with the help of Earl Falconer from UB40.

No interview with Flux Pavilion is complete 
without an additional visit to the Doctor’s office, 
where Shaun prescribes us a new production 
technique he’s been using recently…

 “Phase chaining is basically the same  
as sidechaining, but instead of using a 
compressor to squash the signal, you duplicate 
the channel you want to sidechain and invert the 
phase, then apply a gate to the duplicated 
channel, controlled by the sidechain signal.

“The end result is pretty much the same as 
sidechaining with a compressor, but there’s an 
added bonus – the effect is amplified by the effect 
of the gate, completely cutting out the signal 
instead of just compressing it.”

The dub Doc

www.fluxtesla.com

soundcloud.com/flux-pavilion

twitter.com/Fluxpavilion

facebook.com/fluxpavilion

Emotional 
bit.ly/FPMKemotional
I Can’t Stop 
bit.ly/FPcantstop

HEAR MORE

WWW

“You can put 
together an 
album without 
having to panic”

> interview / flux pavilion
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2MINUTES
WITH…

VIDEO

Our promise
We bring you honest, unbiased
appraisals of the latest computer
music products. Our experts apply
the same stringent testing methods
to all gear, no matter how much
hype or expectation surrounds it.

1-4 A seriously flawed product
that should be avoided

5 This product’s problems
outweigh its merits

6 A decent product that’s only
held back by a few flaws

7 Solid. Well worth considering

8 Very good. A well-conceived
and executed product

9 Excellent. First-rate and
among the best you can buy

10 Exceptional. It just doesn’t get
any better than this!

What the
ratings mean

Awarded to products  
that challenge existing 
ideas and do something
entirely new

If the product
exceeds expectations
for its price, it will
receive this gong

In the opinion of the
Editor, the best product
reviewed in the
magazine this month

A product has to really
impress us with its
functionality and
features to win this one

92  ABLETON PUSH 2
We put the second version of
this dedicated Live controller
through its paces over the page

IK Multimedia
AmpliTube 4

94

Sonimus
Burnley 73

96

Focusrite 
Clarett 2Pre

98
Joey Sturgis Tones
Transify

99
aves

eMo D5 Dynamics

100

XLN Audio 
Addictive Trigger

104
AudioThing
Vinyl Strip

108
Mini Reviews
111

Beatskillz
That Thing

106
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software in action in our 
‘2 Minutes With…’ videos!

Wherever you see the icon, head
straight to your  DVD, the Vault 
download area, or our YouTube 
channel for a rapid-fire showcase 
of that product’s essential features 
and sonic capabilities.
youtube.com/computermusicmag

The latest computer music gear tested and rated!



With the release of Push in 2013, Ableton
took quite a risk, serving up a 64-pad USB

hardware controller for Live positioned as a
music creation instrument and Session view
launcher, rather than a conventional MIDI
control surface. We loved it, scoring it 10/10 in

191’s review and lauding its innovative Scales
mode, excellent step sequencing, inspiring
hands-on device control, and exceptional build
quality. Imagine our surprise, then, to find that
next to Push 2, it seems positively clunky

To quickly summarise the idea behind
Push (1 and 2), the 64-pad grid is used to play
and record melodic MIDI clips and Drum Rack
beats, either ‘live’ or through an ingenious
step sequencing system. It also facilitates
browsing for devices, presets and sounds,
which can be loaded onto tracks in Live,
and controlled and automated using the
eight rotary encoders; and even offers basic
mixing operation.

Bigger and better
Push 1 was made in partnership with Akai, but 
Push 2 is 100% Ableton. The redesigned casing 
is lower in profile (26mm – and 42mm with the 
encoders) but longer (304mm) and wider 
(378mm), with an aluminium top surface, rather
than the previous peel-prone rubberised plastic;
and it feels every bit as solid and sturdy as the 
original, if not more so.

The new low-profile, wobble-free buttons 
give a much more positive response than those 
of Push 1 – a clean, solid click, rather than the 
rubbery squelch that we previously knew and 
thought we loved – and boast far brighter 
backlights. One of the two rows of contextual 
buttons below Push 1’s screen has been moved 
above it, and both now incorporate RGB LEDs.

The headline improvement to Push 2 is, of 
course, that gorgeous display: a bright, full-
colour, high-resolution (albeit not ‘retina’) screen
with exceptionally wide viewing angles that 

Ableton
Push 2 £499
The original version of this bespoke controller for Live was no slouch, but 
the second edition sees its underlying concept realised to near-perfection

makes Push 1’s orange dot matrix look – 
charmingly, it could be argued – archaic.

For many users, though, it’ll actually be the 
new pads that most justify the upgrade. Push 1’s 
pads were great, but these really are something 
else. The RGB backlighting is better distributed 
and perfectly consistent – gone are the uneven 
whites that plagued many users – but more 
importantly, they’re an absolute dream to play, 
being fabulously responsive across the velocity 
range and demonstrating none of the variation 
between pads often noted with Push 1.

The only trade-off in the transformation is 
that the new display draws way more juice than 
the old one, so while you can use Push 2 over 
USB without mains power, the display and pads 
become so dim that you probably won’t want to.

Getting things done
The combination of Push 2’s new button layout 
(some gone, some added, some relocated), 

E E
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display and use of colour greatly streamlines its 
workflow. Previously, you were either working at 
‘track’ or ‘device’ level, but now the buttons 
below the display make selection of tracks, 
Chains within Drum Racks (folding and 
unfolding them in Live) or pages of parameters 
within devices constantly available, while the
buttons above are used to select devices on the
current track. Getting to where you want to be is
so much faster than before, and helpfully, the
pads, display contents (controls, waveform, etc)
and contextual selection button LEDs always
mirror the colour of the selected track.

The display also makes device control more
enjoyable and productive, via crystal-clear text,
clever iconography, and intuitive parameter
mapping. We’ve never felt as in command of
Live’s instruments and effects.

Then there’s the obvious benefits the display
brings to the Push Browser, with categorisation
and icons aping Live’s sidebar, and space for
eight hierarchical columns. Live 9.5 also
introduced the ability to browse and control
VST/AU plugins, samples and your own User
library, plus context-awareness, so that only
relevant ‘things’ are shown – ie, no instruments
when you’re on an audio track – all to the benefit
of both Push 1 and 2 users.

Without dedicated faders and many more
knobs, mixing is always going to be a secondary
consideration for Push, but at least the new Mix
view brings the process into one ‘space’, with
combined peak/RMS metering of eight channels
at once, and top-button access to levels, pans
and sends. Now, rather than switching between
mute and solo ‘modes’, you hit the Mute or Solo
button to apply it to the selected track. Some
might miss the old behaviour (Ableton tell us
they’re looking to address this “very soon”), but
you can still mute and solo multiple tracks at
once by holding either button and pressing the
track select buttons. Hitting the Mix button a
second time (or holding it down in Device or Clip
mode) drops into the old ‘detail’ view, revealing
all the mixer controls for the selected track.

The new Convert button enables instant
conversion of Simpler tracks to Drum Racks, and
audio tracks to sliced Simpler patches, while the
Layout button switches to 64-Pad Mode, and the

Octave/Page cursor keys are shift pad coverage
within instruments and sequences.

At a Push
For all its brilliance, Push 2 isn’t quite flawless. It
still doesn’t give access to Send, Volume and Pan
controls within Drum Rack Chains; you still can’t
load samples directly into Audio track clip slots
(though this is coming in a Live 9.5 update); the
Tap Tempo button would make more sense as a
pad; long folder names in the browser don’t
auto-scroll, so you can only ever see the first 16
characters; and since we can now access our
enormous sample libraries, the browser would
benefit from some form of tagging. And perhaps
most notably, it still offers nothing in the way of
specific Arrangement View functionality.

Taken on its own terms, though, Push 2 is
quite simply the most powerful, wildly creative
Ableton Live controller on the market, and more
comfortable in its own skin than its predecessor.
For existing users, it’s a must-have upgrade; for
newcomers and those who dig Push’s particular
feature set and modus operandi but found the
original’s slightly over-layered logic confusing,
its operational clarity and more focused
proposition will make it very hard to resist, even
at its new, higher price.

Web www.ableton.com

Verdict
For Awesome build quality
First-class pads
Beautiful, effective screen
Fantastic sampling functionality
Greatly improved workflow
Genuinely inspiring composition tool

Against No Arrangement View editing

A massive improvement on Push 1,

Push 2 is everything the original

has always wanted to be, and more

10/10

Alternatively
Native Instruments
Maschine Studio

198 » 10/10 » £729
Although there’s no comparing the
Maschine software to Ableton Live,
they’re both outstanding systems

Akai APC40 Mk II
210 » 7/10 » £290

Not as good as Mk I, this Live
controller is still a fine option

As of Live 9.5, both Push 1 and 2 can
browse all the samples on your system
and load them encased in the newly
empowered Simpler (see Live 9.5: The
Creative Guide in 225 for details).
With Push 2, the waveform of the
sample in the selected Simpler (or
Drum Rack cell) appears in the display,
where it can be zoomed and directly
manipulated via the rotary encoders.

While this is incredibly useful for
visualising your start, end and loop
points, it really comes into its own in
Slicing mode, with which each slice of
the sample is mapped to its own pad for
triggering and sequencing. You can set

the slicing sensitivity on screen, see
which slice of the sample is playing
back at any given time, and nudge the
positioning of slice markers with total
accuracy. In no time at all, you’ll find
yourself flying around your samples
and creating playable instruments and
patterns with them, without so much as
a glance at your computer monitor.

If you’re confident in your finger
drumming skills, there’s also a Pad
Slicing option, which can be used to
assign pads to slices in real time by
tapping the pads as the sample plays
back – it takes a bit of practise but 
certainly works once you get used to it.

Slice as nice

The Mix view reflects Live 9.5’s Peak and RMS metering

Live 9.5’s nifty new Simpler was built with Push 2 very much in mind

“Its operational clarity 
and more focused 
proposition will make it 
very hard to resist”
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IK Multimedia’s AmpliTube has come to
define what we expect from premium

guitar amp simulation software. Even five
years after its release, the previous version,
AmpliTube 3 (9/10, 151), still feels incredibly
well equipped, with over 160 pieces of gear
(pedals, amps, cabinets, mics and so on),
flexible twin miking of cabinets with further
adjustable stereo room ambience, onboard
tuner, onboard gate, and mono, mono-to-stereo
and stereo signal flows. At the time of release, it
was pretty pricey at over €300, but AmpliTube
Custom Shop has since allowed more bespoke
purchasing of individual components within the
application itself, letting users pick and mix,
selecting the individual parts they’re willing to
pay for from IK’s extensive library of
manufacturer-endorsed gear.

AmpliTube 4 (AU/VST/AAX/standalone) builds
on these features, but marks a slight change of
approach in terms of package options. You now

have three main choices: the core AmpliTube 4, 
the ‘gear enhanced’ AmpliTube 4 Deluxe (see Go
large), and, as before, AmpliTube CS (a free 
edition containing just 24 pieces of gear, 
expandable via the Custom Shop that is 
available to all editions). Deluxe is closer to 
AmpliTube 3, in terms of the quantity of gear 
included, than the core AmpliTube 4, which is 

IK Multimedia
AmpliTube 4  €150-300
With iOS amp and effects apps snapping at the heels of their desktop 
counterparts, the pressure’s on for IK Multimedia’s latest big hitter

“The plugin is identical,
whichever option  
you choose – it’s just 
the included gear  
that differs”

SIGNAL FLOW
Choose from eight
signal flow options,
including mono or
stereo inputs

RACK INSERTS
New for v4 – positioned 
within the Amp module 
before the main output

BASKET
Launch the Custom 
Shop interface and 
buy more gear!

MODULE BYPASS
Quickly bypass the 
selected moduleMIC POSITION

Two close and two
stereo mics can be
adjusted within the
graphic or via the
mic panel

TUNER
A mini tuner display
means you don’t
have to launch the
full tuner panel

MATCH
With Match active, your
cabinet will automatically
match your chosen amp

CABINET SIZE
Adjust the 
fundamental size 
of the cabinet  
with this slider

SELECTED MODULE
Adjust various parameters for 
the currently selected module

TABBED PANELS
The cabinet section 
now consists of five 
panels: cabinet, 
speaker, mic, room 
and mixer

the more slimmed-down, affordable option. The 
plugin is identical, whichever option you choose 
– it’s just the included gear that differs, a higher 
price tag netting you more amps, pedals, and 
whatnot. Oh, and AmpliTube 4 is 64-bit only.

What’s new
AmpliTube 4 looks very similar to v3, but there 
are some important changes nonetheless. First, 
you now have a separate four-slot effect insert 
point in each of the two amps, just before the 
power amplifier. Also, Rack and Stomp modules 
can now be loaded in both kinds of slot, showing 
as a dummy panel with an Edit button when in 
the ‘wrong’ slot, via which the actual effect 
interface is launched.

Next, AmpliTube 4’s standalone version has 
been upgraded, with version 3’s basic four-track 
recorder making way for an eight-track DAW-
style system that includes per-track three-band 
EQ, Pan and full AmpliTube rig, plus a four-part 

2MINUTES
WITH…

VIDEO
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sample Looper. With support for IK’s iRig 
BlueBoard remote, as well as MIDI CC
assignment, this adds significantly to
AmpliTube’s viability as a live performance and
jamming tool.

Last but by no means least, version 4
considerably extends AmpliTube’s cabinet
options. Now arranged over five tabbed
windows – Cabinet, Speaker, Mic, Room
and Mixer – important new parameters and
options include overall cabinet size (75-125%
of the original), individual speaker model
selection for each driver in the cabinet, and a
mini mixing desk for adjusting the two close
mics, stereo room mic, DI levels, panning, width
and phase. The Cab size influences the tone
considerably, the speaker model less so.
Combined with the mic positioning and mic
type, though, they give lots of tone shaping
potential, greatly exceeding the range of
options of traditional hardware.

Heavy gear
On the gear front, the standard AmpliTube 4
includes ten StompBox pedals, nine Amps, ten
Cabs, 29 Speaker models, three Mics, two Effects
Rack units and two Tuners. Included amongst
them are five new Amps with matching Cabs –
Brit 8000 (Marshall JCM800), Brit 9000
(Marshall JCM900), Red Pig (Marshall Major),
Brit Silver (Marshall Jubilee) and Brit Valve Pre
(Marshall JMP-1). That’s a lot of Marshall-
influenced tone, then, and these replace the old
Marshall-alike amps from previous AmpliTube
versions. IK have really nailed the differences
between them here: the JCM900 sounds
suitably fizzy when driven, while the JCM800 is
darker and edgier, and the Marshall Jubilee sits
somewhere between the two. For more vintage
tones, the Red Pig is ideal and includes the
manual channel bridging option – a popular
technique for increasing the drive with early
Marshalls. Our favourite, however, is the JMP-1,
its two clean and two overdriven channels
giving incredible flexibility.

There’s only one new StompBox: Acoustic
Sim, creating acoustic tones from a DI electric
source. It features individually selectable Body
and Top types (three of each), and Source
pickup type (humbucker or single coil), and

Bass, Treble and dry/wet Mix controls. Each
Body setting has a matching Top (A matches 1
for example), and the three options cover a
broad range of body shapes (dreadnought,
12-string and classical). Even so, you can mix and
match however you like and with level sliders for
each aspect, Body and Top, coupled with the EQ,
there’s plenty of tweaking potential. Used as
intended, without any Amp or Cab loaded, it’s
surprisingly effective, although we couldn’t
make it sound quite as sparkly as a real acoustic.

Finally, there’s a graphics-rich new tuner,
called UltraTuner, boasting an easy-to-read pitch
tuning indicator, as well as pitch tracking display,
waveform display, frequency readout,
adjustable reference pitch, transpose and tuning
temperament type.

4’s the best
AmpliTube version 4 consolidates the software’s
position as one of the finest guitar amp
simulations available, with excellent flexibility
and an awesome sound. If you want the range of
gear choice found in its predecessor, though,
you’ll have to opt for the Deluxe package or
head to the Custom Shop.

Web www.ikmultimedia.com
Info AmpliTube 4, €150; Deluxe, €300;
AmpliTube 4 & AmpliTube MESA/Boogie, €200

Verdict
For Very flexible cabinet options
Hugely flexible signal routing
New Marshall-influenced amps
Add-ons available via Custom Shop
Cheaper entry level
New and extended features in
standalone version

Against Deluxe version doesn’t
include all AmpliTube 3 gear

Arguably the finest guitar amplification and

processing system ever, AmpliTube 4

marks a new high for IK’s software range

10/10

Alternatively
Positive Grid Bias Desktop

223 » 9/10 » From $99
Sounds awesome and features
online preset sharing

Studio Devil Amp Modeler Pro
148 » 8/10 » $149

Simpler interface, but the amps  
and cabinets sound fantastic

To get close to the ton of gear that was 
included in AmpliTube 3, you’ll need to 
go for AmpliTube 4 Deluxe, which 
includes 115 pieces (101 more than the 
basic version). These are spread across 
all categories: 25 Amps, 33 StompBox 
pedals, 29 Cabs, 11 Mics, 15 Effects Rack 
units and 29 Speaker types.

You get everything described in the 
main text, plus much of the gear 
included in AmpliTube 3. Key amps 
include American Tube Clean 2 (based 
on the Fender Deluxe Reverb), Jazz 
Amp 120 (based on the Roland JC-120), 
Modern Tube Lead (Mesa/Boogie Dual 
Rectifier) and American Lead MkIII 

(Mesa/Boogie MkIII Combo). On the 
pedal front, Fuzz Age (Arbiter Fuzz 
Face), The Ambass’dor (Marshall 
Guv’Nor), Phazer 10 (MXR Phaser 100) 
and Octav (Boss OC-2) are all notable. 
And a selection of mics including 
Condenser 67, 87 and 84 (Neumann 
U67, U87 and KM84), and Ribbon 121 
(Royer R121) round things of nicely. 

Disappointingly, not everything 
from AmpliTube 3 is included, although 
the rest of it can still be bought via the 
Custom Shop. So in terms of sheer 
volume of gear, this actually makes 
AmpliTube 4 Deluxe a worse deal, 
financially speaking, than AmpliTube 3.

Go large

The standalone version now includes a self-contained 
eight-track recorder and real-time loop sampler

The Deluxe 
version nets 
you more 
mics, pedals, 
speakers, cabs 
and more

“Version 4 consolidates 
the software’s position 
as one of the finest  
guitar amp simulations”
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Sonimus have impressed us with their desk
emulations, Satson (8/10, 167) and Britson

(8/10, 205), and analogue-style SonEQ Pro
(9/10, 199), and their latest Neve-inspired
plugin feels like a logical next step. Burnley 73
(VST/AU/AAX/RTAS) emulates both the EQ and
preamp of the highly regarded Neve 1073
hardware unit.

Arranged as a horizontal unit, from left to
right we have an 18dB/octave high-pass filter
with notched frequencies (300, 160, 80, 50Hz
and Off); a three-band EQ, with low shelf (220,
110, 60 and 35Hz), mid bell (360 and 700Hz, 1.6,
3.2, 4.8 and 7.2kHz) and high shelf (12kHz);
preamp saturation; and finally, at the right-hand
end, Output level (+16dB to -24dB). Each EQ band
offers up to 16dB of boost or cut, and as it’s
based on the 1073, the bell band Q should
narrow slightly at higher gain settings.

The saturation knob, which replaces the
preamp gain knob of the hardware, is gain
compensated, so you simply set the amount of
saturation required and the level automatically
lowers to compensate. Centred at six o’clock,
turning it clockwise engages mic preamp
saturation, while anticlockwise introduces
line amp saturation (see Shapeshifter for more
on this).

Further options include Phase invert and
Show Labels, which pops up gain and frequency
readouts. The EQ can also be switched in/out as

a whole (EQ In), or on a band-by-band basis by 
clicking the band shape labels. Finally, all knobs 
can be set to any of their ‘notches’ by clicking 
directly on the value you want.

A very British coup
Burnley 73’s low shelf and mid bell bands use a 
dual concentric knob design for frequency and 
gain settings, very similar to that of the original 
hardware. The zero point is at the bottom, but 
with boost still applied with a clockwise motion 
(and cut anticlockwise, obviously), plus point-
and-click frequency selection as noted above, 
it’s intuitive enough nonetheless. As expected, 
there is a subtle narrowing of the bell Q as you 
reach higher gain settings, which is particularly 
good for adding crack to snare drums (4.8kHz 
and 7.2kHz both work well). Milder settings of a 
few dB, meanwhile, have broader bandwidth, 
giving the musical boosts for which the 
hardware is known.

The two shelves are reasonably gentle and
have an audible influence on the frequencies
both above and below their corner frequencies.
So, although fixed at 12kHz, the high shelf acts
more like a mid-to-high shelf – great for adding
presence, or sweetening the mid and upper
frequencies. Meanwhile, the low shelf is great
for adding or removing low-end weight – even at
its 35Hz bottom frequency, it has influence up to
around 200Hz.

The saturation control is most useful in its 
Mic mode, progressing from quite subtle fatness 
to more complex and sharp. We found it great 
for adding presence to basses (guitar and synth) 
and edge to picked electric guitar – it feels 
almost purpose-built for spicing up DI signals.

All told, Burnley 73 is a very high quality 
plugin that combines good emulation with 
handy usability features to deliver quality 
results quickly and easily.  

 Web   www.sonimus.com

Sonimus
Burnley 73  $59
Another Neve 1073 emulation may not be at the top of your wish list, 
but the right price and the right quality make this one worth a look

Verdict
For High quality emulation
Slick interface
Individual EQ band bypass
Optional pop-up parameter labelling
Gain-compensated preamp saturation
Cheap!

Against At this price, nothing!

Everyone should have a 1073 emulation in 

their arsenal, and when you can get one

this good for the same price as a night

out, there’s absolutely no reason not to

10/10

Alternatively
Universal Audio UAD Neve 1073

208 » 10/10 » £229
UA’s endorsed plugin is  
now also Unison-equipped

Waves Scheps 73
203 » 8/10 » $199

Includes the additional 10kHz  
bell band frequency found  
on the 1078 channel strip

Burnley 73 rejigs the traditional 1073 preamp
into a saturation control. But what exactly
does it do? Using a test tone and a spectrum
analyser, we investigated the effect it has
across the frequency spectrum.

First, the line amp option (anticlockwise)
has a very subtle effect, generating a low-
level second harmonic distortion that’s only
really noticeable with frequencies up to
around 150Hz. Beyond that point, it becomes
pretty negligible.

The mic preamp option (clockwise) 
produces a stronger second harmonic 
distortion, and as the frequency moves 
beyond 500Hz, it’s joined by an increasingly 
significant third harmonic. The result is 
fatness in low/low-mid frequencies and a bit 
more presence in the mid range and higher 
frequencies. At its highest settings (50-60), 
this can sound quite edgy; but at moderate 
settings (30 to 40), you can achieve harmonic 
richness without obvious distortion.

Shapeshifter

Watch a mixing session
with Sonimus plugins at:

bit.ly/CMBurnleyVid

HANDS-ON

VIDEO
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The Clarett 2Pre is the newest and lowliest
member of Focusrite’s premium-quality

Clarett family of Thunderbolt audio interfaces.
The front panel hosts two analogue mic/line/
instrument inputs, plus an 8-channel ADAT
optical digital input, while alongside the
Thunderbolt port on the back are four line
outputs, and 5-pin MIDI In and Out ports. The
accompanying Focusrite Control application
enables patching of inputs and outputs, and
configuration of monitoring and channel
settings. Also thrown in is a respectable
collection of plugins by Focusrite (Red2 and
Red3) and Softube (Time and Tone Bundle). It all
adds up to a svelte package that makes the
Clarett 2Pre ideal for the small-scale studio,
where you’re only ever going to want to capture
a single mono or stereo source at a time. It’s
currently only compatible with Mac, although
Windows support is imminent, we’re told.

The two front panel inputs are on combi
jack/XLR sockets, each with a Gain knob and a
phantom power switch. The Gain knob has a
surrounding circular light (the ‘Gain Halo’),
which glows green when an input signal is
detected and red when it’s verging on clipping.
The Inst and Air LEDs are activated in the
Focusrite Control software: Inst mode is for use
with guitars and other high-impedance
instruments, and the Air setting changes the
impedance of the mic preamps, giving a

“transformer resonance effect” that enhances
the mid and high frequencies.

The Monitor section on the right hosts the
headphone jack and volume knobs for the main
Monitor output and the headphone output. The
sources for each of these are configured in the
Control app, and they can be separately
assigned as stereo pairs for a discrete foldback
headphone mix, or mirrored on the same pair of
outputs. You can also mix in some of the direct
input signal if required, but – as explained in Fast
as Thunder – most of the time the Thunderbolt
interface allows you to monitor through your
DAW, with plugin effects, with no noticeable
latency anyway.

Nothing to wine about
The immediate appeal of the Clarett 2Pre lies in
its ease of use, solid integration with the Control
software, and excellent sound. The mic preamps
are as clean and quiet as you’d expect from
Focusrite – it’s what they do, after all – and boast
a dynamic range of 119dB. Combined with the
recently improved Clarett AD converters, the
results are truly impressive for a device at this
price point, and the Air feature really does open
up the sound of vocals and other sources.

For many, the biggest draw of this diminutive
box, though, will be the sheer speed of the
Thunderbolt interface and its proprietary
drivers, which can give very low play-through

latency, thus making it thoroughly problem-free
to use, say, software amp sims on your guitar
tracks while you’re recording.

The Clarett 2Pre packs serious punch in
terms of both speed and quality, making it a
very appealing prospect indeed for project
studios. Mobile musicians, however, might be
disappointed to learn that it can’t be bus-
powered by the host Mac, so you do have to
plug into the mains to use it.

Web uk.focusrite.com

Focusrite
Clarett 2Pre £360
Expanding their range of Thunderbolt audio interfaces,
the British audio masters bring us the baby of the family

Verdict
For Capable of very low latency
Quality mic preamps with added ‘Air’
Good build quality
Very easy to use
Well-integrated mixer software

Against No Thunderbolt
cable included
Needs external power supply

Focusrite’s attention to quality shines

through with this relatively affordable,

gorgeous-sounding, incredibly fast

10-in/4-out Thunderbolt interface

9/10

Alternatively
Universal Audio UAD Apollo Twin

204 » 10/10 » £729
Includes superb DSP-powered  
UAD plugins and now comes  
in a USB 3.0 Windows version

Resident Audio T2
N/A » N/A » £219
Similar in front-panel design to 
2Pre, this one’s bus-powered and 
cheaper, but not as full featured

It’s been almost five years since its debut, but 
Thunderbolt is finally being adopted as a 
mainstream audio interface format. The 
Clarett family uses Thunderbolt 1, capable of 
transferring data at 10Gbits/sec. More 
relevant for most producers, though, is the 
very low latency that Thunderbolt affords.

Latency has long been the thorn in the side 
of the native DAW, leading to the common 
problem of playing a note on your instrument 
only to hear it come back out of the speakers 

slightly later, like an echo, and ruining your 
ability to keep a solid groove. The usual 
workaround is to use direct monitoring, 
letting you listen to your input with no delay, 
but also no plugin effects.

With a 128-sample buffer on the 2Pre, we 
got round-trip latency figures in Ableton Live 
as low as 7.32ms at 44.1kHz, 3.69ms at 96kHz 
and just 2.20ms at 192kHz. So long as you 
don’t add any latency-heavy plugins to the 
recording chain, the response is near-instant.

Fast as Thunder
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Transient shaping effects enable the relative 
levels of the attack and sustain stages of a 

signal to be raised or lowered. They’re great for 
emphasising or concealing specific elements 
within a mix – for example, helping a snare drum 
to ‘pop’ out – especially if compression is also 
being applied, which often has the adverse 
effect of squashing transients.

Joey Sturgis is known for creating slick, 
focused plugins at competitive prices. His latest, 
Transify (VST/AU/AAX/RTAS), is a multiband 
processor that combines four transient 
designers with three adjustable crossovers. The 
idea is that being able to shape the transients in 
each frequency range independently gives 
significantly more flexibility than you would get 
with a single-band model.

The interface is straightforward, with the
controls for the four bands clearly accessible on
the left-hand side, and In/Out level faders on the
right, together with bypass and Phase invert
buttons. Each band has its own On/Off button,
enabling quick A/B-ing of the processed and
unprocessed signals, as well as the all-important
Attack and Sustain level knobs, and the
crossovers (Cut-off).

Four of a kind
Transient designers are, of course, most
effective on signals that already have strong
transients, like drums, and Transify does a good

job of making kicks and snares stand out better 
in the mix. However, with its multiband 
architecture, getting the sound where you want
it does take a bit longer than with a single band,
as each band has to be manipulated individually.
The additional time spent is usually worth it, 
though, with Transify often yielding superior, 
more accurate results than a single-band shaper.
The multiband functionality comes in 
particularly handy for brightening up the snare 
in mixed drum tracks, since it can do it without 
bringing the hi-hats forward at the same time  
– a common problem when trying to achieve the 
same thing using EQ.

Transify also fares well on other instruments 
with strong transient elements, working well to 
attenuate the high frequency ‘slap’ of bass 
strings without compromising the attack of the
lower frequencies, for example.

With its low price point, Transify certainly
makes a tempting alternative to some of the
more expensive competition, and its multiband
processing does indeed afford greater control of
transients than you get with just one band. In
some scenarios, though, such as when working
on instruments with a narrow frequency range,
or in situations where broad transient changes
need to be applied across the entire spectrum, a
single-band alternative could actually be
preferable. Also worth knowing is that Transify
has no metering at all – not even a ‘signal

present’ light.
Transify is a practical and sonically 

impressive plugin, able to beef up  
instruments that are lacking in punch, or to help 
push back parts that are sticking out too far  
with the accuracy that only a multiband design 
can bring. Recommended!

 Web   www.joeysturgistones.com

Joey Sturgis Tones
 Transify  $65
We’ve seen a few multiband transient shaping plugins, but this one 
aims to make the process as simple as possible at a price that’s right

Verdict
For Very affordable
Easy to use
Sounds as good as pricier plugins

Against No metering
No per-band solo
Crossover frequencies only appear
when clicked

A few niggles aside, Transify makes good

on its promise of easy multiband transient

shaping, and sounds great doing it

8/10

Alternatively
MeldaProduction
MMultiBandTransient

154 » 8/10 » €99
Six-band transient shaper with 
saturation, compression and EQ

Waves Trans-X
N/A » N/A » $99
Comes in four-band and  
single-band versions, but  
costs a bit more than Transify

Transify features a built-in clipping circuit 
that, according to the developer, “creates 
more aggressive sounds and prevents peak 
overages”. The circuit is activated for each 
band individually, rather than globally, and  
its primary use is to shave off excessive peaks 
resulting from the transient-shaping process. 
It’s particularly useful in situations where the 
attack is being heavily boosted, and it also 
adds its own distinctive sound to the signal, 
being effectively a brick-wall limiter.

The clipping circuit needs to be used with 
caution, as it’s easy to overdrive the signal 
path too much, relying only on the clipper to 
prevent peak overages without regard for 
internal gain structure – as expected, the 
clipping circuit itself has a strong influence 
on transients. Transients cut through better if 
you pull the input fader down to prevent 
clipping, but with experimentation, some 
interesting textures can be achieved using 
the clipping circuit.

In the clip
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eMo D5 combines five dynamics processors
(DeEsser, Compressor, Limiter, Leveler and

Gate/Expander) in a single plugin, claiming zero
latency and light CPU usage. It’s the first plugin
to incorporate Waves’ ‘Parallel Detection’
technology, more on which later.

A clean, touchscreen-optimised interface
makes it easy to dive in and get started, with the
thresholds for the Gate, Limiter and Compressor
adjustable directly in the central display, which
also offers a combined gain reduction meter for
the Compressor, Limiter and Leveler, and
metering for the master output.

The Gate/Expander module will be familiar to
users of Waves’ C1 compressor/gate, with
controls for Threshold, Attack, Release and Hold,
as well as an independent setting for the Gate’s
closing threshold, plus a sidechain filter. The
Expander gives more natural results than
gating, as it doesn’t completely mute the signal
when it drops below the threshold.

The Leveler module acts as a slow-attack/
slow-release compressor, aiming to maintain a
consistent volume level over a long period of
time for blanket compression of DJ mixes,
voiceovers and the like. The Threshold setting
controls both when the Leveler acts and its
target level, with the Range spinner determining
the maximum amount of gain reduction applied.

The DeEsser module is very straightforward,
with controls for adjusting the Threshold,

operating frequency (16Hz-21kHz) and strength
of de-essing (Range). There’s a choice of shelf,
notch and bell filters, represented and adjusted
in the graphical display; and the filtered sibilance
can be soloed, making it easy to home in on it.

Next, the Limiter. This is another simple affair,
offering just two controls: Threshold, setting the
peak input signal level at which the limiter will
act, and Release, dictating how long it takes for
the signal to return to its nominal level.

Finally, the Compressor has the usual Attack,
Threshold and Ratio controls, with a choice of
Manual or automatic Release – the latter isn’t
actually fully automatic but adjusts intelligently
using the dialled-in Release setting as a guide.
There’s also a three-position Knee setting (Hard,
Normal and Soft), a sidechain filter, plus a wet/
dry Comp Mix control for parallel compression.

Watching the detection
The Parallel Detection technology is less 
confusing than it sounds: instead of passing the 
signal along from one processor to the next, 
each module listens to the plugin’s dry input 
signal, and the prospective gain changes of all
five modules are then applied to it. This means
that you can adjust the settings on any module
without it influencing the response of the next
module in the chain – because there is no chain!

eMo D5 is easy to use and capable of
delivering solid results with a variety of source

material. It delivers on the promises of zero 
latency and light CPU usage, and sounds 
transparent and uncoloured – although we did 
notice the compressor strangling the width of 
stereo signals a bit when pushed. We’re a bit 
surprised there’s no brickwall limiting on the 
master output, but the Compressor and Gate’s 
sidechain filter feature is a useful touch, while 
the flexible DeEsser is effective on more than 
just vocals, thanks to its broad frequency range.

While perhaps not one for master bus duties 
owing to its somewhat sterile, ‘unmusical’ 
sound, eMo D5 puts all the tools you need for 
everyday dynamics processing in a single, 
rather expensive plugin.

 Web   www.waves.com

Waves
eMo D5
Dynamics  $299
With its ‘five-in-one’ approach, this flexible, friendly plugin aims  
to take care of all your dynamics needs from a single interface

Verdict
For Clean sound
Low CPU usage
Easy to use sidechain filtering
Multimode DeEsser filter

Against No brickwall limiter on output
Only one makeup gain for whole plugin
Pretty expensive for what you get

eMo D5 covers all dynamics bases with

aplomb, from compression to de-essing,

but at this price, you’d expect it to!

8/10

Alternatively
DMG Audio Compassion

166 » 10/10 » £150
Absurdly configurable compressor, 
with transient shaping and limiting

iZotope Alloy 2
184 » 9/10 » £135

Powerful channel strip including a 
full suite of dynamics processors

A neat feature of eMo D5’s Compressor and
Gate/Expander is their comprehensive
sidechain filtering and monitoring, controlled
in each module’s Key section. Here, the
dynamics processing is set to react to the
internal signal or an external trigger, as fed
into the plugin via your DAW’s usual
sidechain routing system.

The high- and low-pass filters enable the
Key source to be filtered from 16Hz up to
18kHz, offering a great deal of flexibility

when mixing. The Gate/Expander’s Key  
has two source options (Internal and 
External), while the Compressor’s adds a 
third, placing the DeEsser module before  
the compressor in the trigger’s signal path. 
With both modules, the trigger signal can  
be monitored by clicking the Preview  
button, making it simple to have a surgical 
level of control by fine-tuning the incoming 
trigger signal using the included high- and 
low-pass filters.

Turn the Key
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Addictive Trigger (VST/AU/AAX) is a drum
replacement plugin from the company

behind Addictive Drums 2 (9/10, 207) and
Addictive Keys (9/10, 185), the main focus of
which is replacing single sounds on individual
kick drum, snare drum and tom tom tracks
within multitrack drum recordings.

It’s a plugin of two halves: detection and
replacement. The former detects drum hits
using Threshold, Sensitivity and Hold time
controls, combined with XLN’s newly developed
FFT-based spectral analysis system, Audio
Fingerprint. This, they claim, is capable of very
accurate hit detection, even with lots of mic
bleed or background noise. Audio Fingerprints
can be manually captured on the fly or by
selecting a portion of waveform in the real-time
Transient display. Additionally, the time-saving
SuperStart feature will scan incoming audio and
automatically set up all detection settings,
including one Audio Fingerprint based on the
strongest detected transient.

The drum replacement side comes courtesy
of the Addictive Drums 2 engine. You set your
Main drum type (Kick, Snare or Tom 1 to 4) in the
top bar, then layer up to four Kitpieces (the Main
one plus three ‘Flexi’ pieces chosen from any of
the included sounds) for triggering when the
detection threshold is exceeded, and use the
global output Blend to mix them with the source
sound. Tweaking options for each Kitpiece layer

include Pitch, Volume Envelope, Cut filter 
(combined high- and low-pass) and Velocity 
response. Beyond that, processing is done using
the full Addictive Drums 2 insert effects chain, 
comprising Noise, Compressor/Distortion, EQ, 
Tape simulation and Saturation. Onboard 
ambience is handled by two auxiliary effects 
busses, and the Overhead and Room channels, 
with send levels for each Kitpiece.

The replacements
Addictive Trigger includes six acoustic kicks, six
acoustic snares, and four sets of toms (with four
toms in each), plus one DMX-style electronic kit 
and a few extra sounds (tambourine, handclaps,
etc). If you own Addictive Drums 2, its sounds 
and presets are automatically made available in
Addictive Trigger. Unfortunately, there’s no 
other way to add extra sounds; there is a MIDI 
Export function, but no live MIDI output.

Individual sounds can be loaded and edited 
from scratch, but there are also 48 Kit Presets, 
incorporating insert and send settings for all six 
Kitpieces (Kick, Snare and all four Toms). The 
Preset Sync option loads the same Kit Preset 
into any plugin instances in the project with the
Sync button activated, making it quick and easy
to set up a consistent soundset across a full kit.

Audio Fingerprints incorporate a couple
more significant features. First, Snare Stroketype
uses the four available Audio Fingerprints to

access up to four of six snare articulations 
(Open, Rimshot, SideStick, etc.) Secondly, they 
can be set to Reject mode, where the strongest 
hits are ignored – most helpful for isolating and 
replacing weaker hits in full kit signals.

In use, the plugin delivers superb triggering 
accuracy. There’s 100ms of latency involved due 
to the FFT processing involved, but since the 
plugin is aimed squarely at replacing existing 
recorded tracks in a mix context – as opposed to 
live drum triggering – that’s no big deal.

Addictive Trigger is a focussed plugin that 
may not have broad appeal but is brilliantly 
implemented, powerful and extremely easy to 
use. The inability to load your own sounds in is a 
major drawback, though.

 Web   www.xlnaudio.com

XLN Audio
Addictive Trigger  €180
The developers of Addictive Drums turn their  
attention from creating drum tracks to replacing them

Verdict
For Gets quick results
Impressive spectral beat detection
Extensive processing
Ready-made kit presets
Supports AD2 sounds and presets

Against No way to expand sounds if
you don’t own AD2

Sample-import gripes aside, Addictive

Trigger makes replacing drum elements

fast and simple, if not literally addictive

8/10

Alternatively
Slate Digital Trigger 2 Platinum

201 » 10/10 » $249
Excellent drum triggering, includes 
SS’s Platinum Classic samples

Drumagog 5 Platinum
159 » 8/10 » $199

Many fine-tuning features and 
hosting of VST instruments

As mentioned, Addictive Drums 2 owners
can use their AD2 sounds within Addictive
Trigger, but that’s the only way to expand
its library; you can’t just fly your own
samples in, as you can with other drum
replacers. Fortunately, though, the drag
and drop MIDI Export option is actually
rather good, so you could use Addictive
Trigger solely for its detection engine,
then simply fire up your own sounds in a
regular drum sampler.

In addition to General MIDI and Addictive 
Drums 2 mapping, the MIDI export feature 
also includes four tailor-made note mappings 
for FXpansion BFD, Toontrack EZdrummer 
and Superior Drummer, and Steven Slate 
Drums. These mappings cover not only all  
the kit pieces AT is designed to replace  
(Kick, Snare and four Toms), but also the 
snare articulations, and we found the whole 
thing amazingly effective with all of the 
supported instruments.

Playing nicely
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Indian developer Beatskillz’ recent first foray
into plugin development, Slam Dawg

(7/10, 224), wasn’t the all-in-one millionaire
mastering tool it claimed to be, but it did offer
genuine creative mixing potential. Coded by
AudioThing’s Carlo Castellano, their second
release, That Thing (VST/AU/AAX), is meant to
replace “that” sound of analogue and early
digital gear that is missing from today’s “digitally
perfect tracks”. In order to do this, it
incorporates four distinct editable processes.

First is no-frills chorusing, offering Frequency,
Depth and Stereo (width) dials for the main
parameters, plus individual Dry and Wet sliders.
It’s basic, and we’re not quite sure what it has to
do with “that” sound, but it is effective,
delivering everything from vocal thickening to
synth widening, and sounds rather nice.

Next up is a sample player for adding a layer
of preset atmosphere. This is a strange but
actually mildly inspired addition, playing one
from a selection of 50 ambience samples in
a loop, with the expected likes of tape hiss
and vinyl crackle sitting alongside esoteric
sounds like windchimes and crickets chirping
by a campfire. See the box below for further
details on the sampler player.

Aimed at capturing the enduringly
fashionable bitcrushed sound of 80s and 90s
hardware, four bit-depth buttons come next:
8-, 12-, 16- and 24-bit. These aren’t the most

accurate sonic recreations, but when engaged,
they each have a usefully distinct sound, adding
sonic degradation and an increasing amount of
compression as the bit-rate drops, so that 8-bit
sounds noticeably louder than 24-bit.

The thing is…
Last in the chain are high- and low-cut filters, but
thanks to a rather critical bug, it’s hard to be sure
exactly what they’re doing. In short, both of
them bleed dry signal! We contacted Beatskillz
about this in October and they eventually
acknowledged the problem and promised a
December fix. Bizarrely, they suggested that it’s
not a major issue, telling us that “analogue gear
also has its defects like crosstalk”. But if an
analogue filter circuit bled -24dB of dry signal
level straight through in parallel with the wet 
output, like That Thing’s do, it wouldn’t be 
considered quirky or nuanced – it would be 
considered broken. We can’t, therefore, make 
any meaningful assessment of the filters.

We can tell you, however, that the slopes are 
quite shallow. For example, when the low-cut
filter is engaged at its lowest setting (20Hz),
there’s a 2dB dip as high as 100Hz. Interestingly,
this works well at the top end, as engaging the
high cut filter rolls off some of the painful
sibilant highs, often making the signal a bit nicer
and smoother just by dint of being engaged.

Like Slam Dawg, That Thing falls rather short

of its stated aim but nevertheless offers plenty 
of musical functionality. Considering the four 
very simple processes on offer, it manages to 
produce a surprisingly wide range of effects, 
and there’s a healthy supply of 50 presets 
included to showcase its potential. What’s more, 
each process can be used on its own, further 
expanding its usefulness. Obviously, we 
recommend waiting for the forthcoming filter 
“crosstalk” fix, but once that’s in place, and 
despite their baffling and unprecedented 
apparent indifference to obvious bugs, 
Beatskillz’ new plugin will be worth a look.

 Web   www.beatskillz.com

Beatskillz
That Thing  $59
It’s getting harder and harder to offer new twists on  
old sounds, but sometimes, these things just happen...

Verdict
For Solid chorusing
Distinctive bitcrusher
Useful sample player
Interesting sound

Against Filter section currently broken
Sample player is restrictive
Doesn’t deliver “that” sound

It falls short of its stated brief, and there’s a

whopping great filter bug, but this is still a

fun and creative plugin at heart

6/10

Alternatively
D16 Group Decimort

133 » 9/10 » €39
If it’s vintage digital polish you’re 
after, you can’t beat this bad boy

PSP Audioware PSP N2O
163 » 9/10 » $179

Four modules of filtering, 
bitcrushing, envelope detection 
and a whole lot more

That Thing’s sample player might sound like a
gimmick, but it really isn’t – it’s actually really
useful for both subtle atmospheres and full-
on strangeness. You tweak the sound using
pitch and level dials, and it can, of course, be
disabled entirely.

Our one real issue is that its playback is
directly controlled by the incoming signal
level (using an envelope follower, we’re told),
so that the level of the sample moves with it,
peaking noticeably with the transients of a

drum loop, for example. This gives a great 
rhythmic feel that becomes part of the sound 
(and cleverly disguises the fact that the loops 
almost certainly don’t correspond to the bar 
length of the track), but also significantly 
limits the practicality of the player, as you’ll 
often want it to just provide a constant, non-
rhythmic soundbed – which it can’t. An 
amount control solely for the expansion 
process on the sample player would solve 
this problem entirely.

Play it back
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Aiming to slake our seemingly unquenchable
thirst for hot wax, Vinyl Strip is a multieffects

plugin (VST2/AU/AAX) aimed at delivering a
range of classic vinyl sounds and flavours in one
handy processor. Its six modules – Compression,
Distortion, Reverb, EQ, Vinyl and Sampler – can
be manually reordered and activated
independently, and each emulates a particular
aspect of vinyl recording and playback.

Compression has just two controls – Amount
and Envelope (fast/slow action) – and is great for
creating that cut-to-vinyl sound. Much of the
‘sound’ of vinyl masters is down to the
compression and EQ used by cutting engineers
to squeeze the signal onto that famously
temperamental medium. Significant gain is also
required to compensate for heavy compression,
so the Compression algorithm includes
automatic gain make-up.

Distortion also features two controls: Drive
and Harmonics. Drive raises the gain into the
distortion circuit, while Harmonics transitions
from all Odd to all Even harmonics, passing from
Odd’s quite punchy transistor-sounding edge, to
heavy valve-style, top-end-attenuating
distortion at the Even end. It’s a great module
with countless mixing applications.

Reverb might seem like a strange inclusion,
but its relevance becomes clear when you use it.
Early recordings employed far fewer
microphones and channels than studios have

access to today, so there’s an inherent sense of 
natural space to almost everything recorded 
before the mid-60s. Three controls – Amount, 
Size and Color – add a sense of space to 
individual channels and groups, with the Color 
control being highly effective at rolling off tell-
tale bright modern tails.

EQ is designed to mimic the way old tracks 
were heard rather than how they were recorded.
A so-called ‘tilt EQ’, it’s modelled on the tone 
controls found on old hi-fis and consists of two 
linked shelving filters. Dialled anticlockwise, it 
attenuates the top end and boosts the lows; 
turned clockwise, it adds top and attenuates the
lows. The centre frequency for both filters is set 
using the shared Cutoff control.

The Vinyl module is the most complex of the 
six, offering a wide range of controls to emulate 
the sound of a record being played back – see 
the Vinylistic box below for specifics. It can be 
used to recreate everything from boxy 7-inch 
50s hipster-porn to blunt-hugging, bass-heavy 
90s hip-hop 12-inchers. 

A little bit more
Speaking of hip-hop, the final module, Sampler,
very convincingly emulates the sounds of early
samplers (thus covering almost all early hip-hop,
house and breakbeat genres until the mid-90s)
via its Bits and Rate controls.

Finally, the Main section offers Gain and Dry/

Wet controls, the latter being particularly useful 
when using the individual modules as mix tools. 
There’s also a Randomizer function and a small 
selection of presets to get you started, but really, 
it’s all very intuitive, so getting the sound you’re 
after is never difficult.

Vinyl Strip is a cracking plugin, ideal for 
treating individual channels and processing 
whole loops/groups. It does exactly what it sets 
out to, with the added bonus of offering five 
versatile mixing tools, so even if you’re not 
looking to bring the sound of classic wax to your 
productions, it’s highly recommended.

 Web   www.audiothing.net

AudioThing
Vinyl Strip  €55
The resurgence of vinyl continues, but what if you don’t want to join a 
nine-month waiting list at the pressing plant to get that classic sound?

Verdict
For Convincing vinyl emulation
Easy to use
Fantastic sound
Customisable and versatile
Great mix tools

Against No L/R mono signal selector

Much more than just a vinyl emulator,

Vinyl Strip is one of the most interesting,

versatile ‘vintagiser’ plugins we’ve used

9/10

Alternatively
Plug & Mix Vinylizer
N/A » N/A » $49
For simple vinyl hiss and crackle, 
this is an effective option

FabFilter Saturn
179 » 10/10 » £99

If it’s not just vinyl noise but 
broader vintage vibes you’re after, 
this modern classic is worth a look

The Vinyl module emulates the playback
experience of vinyl. Dust Amount and Rate
control the density of dust crackles and the
gaps between them; Noise adds classic
analogue hiss; while Wow introduces the
pitch-wobbling inherent in analogue media.

A dropdown menu reveals more controls:
the optional Dust/Noise Envelope uses an
envelope follower to bring the crackle and
hiss down in quiet sections; Dust Noise/Noise
Louder raises the level of these sounds; and

Wow Enhanced increases the range of the 
Wow knob.

Record Age uses filters to emulate the 
frequency ranges of vinyl recordings across 
the decades (from ‘Modern’ to ‘Vintage’), and 
Stereo allows a gradual reduction from 
stereo to pure mono-summing of the signal. 
The option to instead select the left or right 
channel as the mono source, though, would 
better suit the Sampler section, matching the 
methods of early mono-samplists.

Vinylistic
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SampleScience

SMROM  $12
 Web  www.samplescience.ca
 Format  PC/Mac, VST/AU

Eschewing the usual 
Kontakt-based 
shenanigans, Canadian 
developers SampleScience 
have bundled their new 
ROMpler into its own simple 
self-contained playback 
engine. The multisampled 
source of SMROM’s sounds 
is the Texas Instruments SN76489 PSG (programmable sound 
generator), as used in the Sega Master System console of the mid-
80s, and demanding 800MB of hard disk space. 45 patches have 
been captured, ranging from basses, leads and ‘organs’ to arps 
(locked at 120bpm, alas) and FX.

As you’d expect, there’s not a huge amount of programmability 
on offer. The main sampled sound can be mixed with a noise 
oscillator, and each has its own ADSR envelope, Pan and Gain 
controls. There’s also a handy slaved sub oscillator for extending 
the bottom end, and a sine wave LFO (unsyncable) that can be 
pointed at the Pitch, Expression (amplitude) and Pan parameters. A 
‘depth-only’ reverb completes the picture.

If SMROM cost any more than $20, we’d be questioning its value, 
but at just over half that, it’s a great buy for chiptune fans, retro 
fetishists and anyone else with an interest in early console sounds.

n8/10n

Sam Spacey

Epica Bass  £89
 Web  www.timespace.com
 Format  PC/Mac, Kontakt 5/Player

The second in the Epica series
(the first being Epica – 9/10,

199) packs almost 27,000 
samples into its 5GB footprint. 
Epica Bass draws on the sounds 
of a number of analogue synths 
(Sequential Circuits Pro 1, ARP 
Odyssey, Oberheim SEM, Yamaha 
CS-30 et al), processed by a 
serious rack of outboard (UBK 
Fatso, Neve preamp, Eventide 
H8000 and more).

The scripted Kontakt engine is impressive, featuring seven 
effects, a multimode filter, arpeggiator, scale filtering and 
modulators (three LFOs, three envelopes and velocity). Most 
pertinently, though, it also gives access to the sample playback 
start position, which can be modulated and even randomised.

Synth bass isn’t the most diverse of instrument types, and  
while the 430 categorised presets – Monophonic, Arpeggio,  
Multi (as in, Kontakt Multi instruments), Polyphonic and Raw (as in, 
raw waveforms) – certainly capture a good spread, they are, by 
their very nature, a bit limited in range. With that understood, 
though, Epica Bass ably fulfils its straightforward remit and sounds 
lovely doing it.

n8/10n

A rapid-fire round-up of sample libraries and ROMplers
mini reviews

Web www.samplelogic.com
Format PC/Mac, Kontakt 5/Player

With Sample Logic’s new Kontakt-scripted
engine (last reviewed as part of Gamelan – 9/10,

223) now well established as one of the best
around, the company have seen fit to ‘port’ a
number of their legacy libraries over to it. So,
what we have here is a bringing together of
Impacts, Ambience, Rhythms, The Elements
(7/10, 121) and Synergy (7/10, 132, and
already repackaged once as Synergy X – 9/10,

180) in a single 30GB instrument that far
surpasses the capabilities of the originals. If you
already own one or more of them, you can take
advantage of crossgrade pricing, as detailed on
the Sample Logic website, incidentally.

To quickly summarise the engine, it enables
up to eight sounds to be paired up and mixed/
morphed in four ‘Soundcores’, which are
independently processed with their own effects
and modulation, mixed using the central “3D
mixer”, step sequenced and arpeggiated with
the immensely powerful Step Animator, and

processed beyond recognition by six
Master FX. It’s an astonishingly powerful
system, albeit quite overwhelming at times.

Each new iteration of the Sample Logic
engine brings with it at least one significant
improvement, and this time round it’s a
fully flexible effects architecture. Each of
CinemorphX’s four per-Core and six Master
FX slots can now be filled with one of 20
modules – Reverb, Delay, dynamics, EQ,
various filters, distortions, modulation, etc.

As for the samples themselves, we don’t
have anywhere near the space to describe
them in full, but we can sum up by saying
that cinematic producers will think they’ve
died and gone to heaven. The 6000 Single
Core and Multi-Core presets take in
ambiences, textures, rhythm beds, melodic
loops, one-shots and multisampled instruments
of all kinds. Even with some inevitable crossover
between some of the sounds, it’s a dazzling
resource, and mixing up and randomising
Soundcores is fun and endlessly rewarding.

Our only two issues are the rather shallow

preset categorisation (finding a synth is easy; 
finding a synth bass, say, is a trawl), and the 
price, which places it very firmly in the ‘high end’ 
bracket. Nonetheless, CinemorphX is up there 
with Spectrasonics Omnisphere when it comes 
to grand sound design, and we can’t think of a 
bigger compliment than that.

n9/10n

Sample Logic

CinemorphX  $599
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Soundware round-up

Samplephonics
Cloud Machines  £35
The overarching aesthetic with Cloud 
Machines’ 254 loops and 176 one-shots 
is delicate, floaty and decidedly 
organic. The main event is the Music
Loops folder, which is full of tastefully 
processed melodics performed on 
guitar, glockenspiel, ukulele (our 
favourite), various synths and kalimba. 
The beats are similarly gentle and 
teasingly ambiguous, hinting at  
drum ’n’ bass, house and hip-hop but 
maintaining the same natural 
production style throughout. Lovely 
stuff for those working on the more 
aerated side of dance and electronica.
www.samplephonics.com
n9/1

Big Fish Audio

The Crate 2 – Ultimate 
Urban Samples £90
A whopping 7477 samples – over half of them one-shot
drums and percussion – plus a ton of scripted Kontakt 
drum and synth instruments, for hip-hop and R&B 
production. The drum loops come in ‘Session’ folders, 
each containing multiple variations, while the rest of the 
loops take in a wide range of instrumentation. You get a 
lot for your money, but we wouldn’t describe the sounds 
themselves as that contemporary, particularly the drum 
loops, many of which sound positively out of touch!
www.timespace.com

n8/10n

Sample Magic

Cosmic Disco £35
1.1GB of Nordic disco loops and hits, the former at 115 
and 120bpm, and all put together using a plethora of 
tasty vintage synths and drum machines. The drum, 
bass and synth loops are punchy and mix-ready, while 
the music loops, bundled into 25 mini construction 
kits, give plenty of melodic options, and MIDI files are 
supplied for pretty much everything bar the drums 
and percussion. The fact that Nordic disco isn’t the 
most distinctive of genres makes this lot viable for the 
gamut of four-square dance styles, too.
www.samplemagic.com

n9/10n

Mode Audio

Lost Archive £18
A well packaged library of trip-hop loops, one-shots, 
MIDI files, sampler patches and Ableton Live projects 
weighing in at 686MB, Lost Archive is dark, dusty  
and admirably consistent in tone. All of the material  
is culled from 20 named ‘tracks’, so the loops 
comprise a set of construction kits, really; but that 
doesn’t detract from their usability at all. Particularly 
worthy of note are the beautifully distorted drums, 
diverse basses (both synthesised and electric) and 
handy synth tails, but we’ve got no complaints about 
anything here. 
www.modeaudio.com

n8/10n

Loopmasters

Darius Syrossian – Real 
House Collection £25
The house DJ and producer releases his first sample 
library of 142 loops and 126 one-shots. The stemmed
drum loops (all at 123bpm except one at 124bpm) are
the highlight – crisp, well engineered and with more
than a touch of garage in their top-end – countering 
the not hugely interesting basslines. The music loops, 
FX and one-shots don’t leap out as particularly original, 
but it’s all perfectly good stuff that any maker of house 
could find a place for in their soundware arsenal.
www.loopmasters.com

n7/10n
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Samplephonics

Cinematic Electronica £35
The 800MB of epic scale loops, shots, MIDI files and 
sampler patches on offer here is organic and evocative 
– if not entirely triumphant in every department. The 
bass loops disappoint somewhat, as most are just 
different note sequences triggering very similar synth 
sounds; and the drums are a bit repetitive, both 
sonically and rhythmically. The rest of the material, 
however, is absolutely superb – particularly the 
atmospheres, pads and inspired Cursed Orchestra, but 
with secondary commendation also going to the 
hauntingly pretty Warped Piano folder.
www.samplephonics.com

n8/10n

Toontrack

Metal Guitar Gods 3 £25
The third in Toontrack’s line of hard-rocking presets for 
their EZmix 2 ‘mixing multieffects’ plugin adds in 50 
new guitar and bass tones “modeled and EQ matched” 
from those of a divine quartet of axemen: The 
Haunted’s Ola Englund, Conquering Dystopia’s Keith 
Merrow, Killswitch Engage’s Adam Dutkiewicz and 
Andy James. Obviously, the amp and cab settings are 
the main draw, but reverb, delay, chorus and other 
effects get a good look-in too. Stunning steel-edged 
guitar sounds with zero engineering effort required.
www.timespace.com

n9/10n

Puremagnetik

Comput0: Beats $17
The second in what now appears to be a series of 
sample libraries in Apple Loops and Ableton Live Clip 
formats, generated by Micah Frank’s Pegasus 
generative CSound application, is a voluminous hoard 
(517 in total) of quite delicate four-bar synth percussion 
loops, rather than ‘beats’ in the generally accepted
sense of the word. As with the original Comput0 (7/10,

221), the sounds are very ‘electronic’ and narrow in 
scope, but the included Live Effects Rack enables 
enough instant processing and control to stop 
boredom setting in. Cerebral stuff.
www.puremagnetik.com

n7/10n

Rhythmic Robot

Emulator II OMI Universe 
of Sounds: Vol 2 £119
There’s no shortage of techno Maschine add-ons 
available from NI and others, but Cavern Floor find its 
own niche nonetheless by sounding somewhat 
‘bigger’ than its peers. Techno darkness and funk are 
still there, but many of its 45 kits (incorporating 47 
Drum Synths, 35 Massive presets and ten Monark 
patches) have a notably epic feel to them. Much of this 
is down to the samples and instrument presets used, 
but the effects processing also plays a large part.
www.rhythmicrobot.com

n8/10n

Sample Tools by Cr2

EDM Patches Megapack £16
A compilation of Massive, Sylenth1 and Spire synth 
presets from Cr2’s Progressive EDM 2, Melbourne 
Bounce, Future House, Mainroom FX and Hard EDM 
Drops libraries, plus a gigabyte of tutorial videos 
(amusingly, the presets themselves come to just 1MB). 
In summary: tough basses, leads, plucks and FX, with 
a few pads and chords dotted throughout for colour. 
Great value if you own at least two of the three synths 
represented; rather less of a bargain if you only have 
one. Oh, and the Spire presets were totally broken 
until we renamed them correctly.
sounds.beatport.com

n7/10n

Loopmasters

Reso – Drum & Bass 
Intelligence £30
The musically deft Hospital Records star hits the right 
mark with his debut sample pack by keeping things 
simple and true to his particular sound. Ultimately, and 
unsurprisingly, it’s the stemmed drum loops and 
basslines that make this one a winner, especially the 
more tech-style basses, which are utterly enthralling; 
but the synths, pads and atmospheres are ace, too. 
Despite only consisting of 189 loops and 138 one-shots, 
D&BI comes in at 1.17GB, due to the lengths of its loops.
www.loopmasters.com

n9/10n

Mode Audio

Neon Dream £13
70 80s-inspired presets for Native Instruments’ 
Massive synth (divided into Arps, Basses, Chords, Hats, 
Kicks, Leads, Pads, SFX, Snares and Toms), plus 
matching MIDI files to use as starting points for your 
own riffs. While we could live without the drum 
sounds, the rest of the patches are largely excellent, 
making good use of effects (particularly chorus and 
reverb) to capture that characteristic retro flavour, and 
each deploying all eight of Massive’s Macros for easy 
tweaking. 30 unremarkable one-shot drum samples 
are also included – we’re not sure why.
www.modeaudio.com

n9/10n

Triad Sounds

Ibiza Presents: Deep House £12
Five sun-drenched house construction kits, produced 
by Arkadium. Each kit contains between 15 and 24 
samples, including the full mix, and it’s all pretty 
predictable stuff, although well produced (apart from 
the odd bit of excessive sidechaining) and full of vibe. 
You also get a handful of MIDI files, should you wish to 
work your own melodic sounds in. Even at this low 
price, we’re just not sure what anyone would really 
want to do with Ibiza Presents: Deep House, though 
– there’s just not much to it.
sounds.beatport.com

n5/10n



Modular synthesisers have been around
for 50 years now, and there’s no denying

that they’re more popular than ever. Yet for a
couple of decades they were considered to be
a dead technology fraught with limitations.
Too cumbersome to haul on stage, and too
esoteric, modular systems simply couldn’t
thrive in a market full of sample-based all-in-
one ‘workstations’.

But one modular-minded German had other
ideas. His name was Dieter Doepfer, and he’d
been banging out cool synthesis products since
1979, when he released a phaser module for the
then-popular Formant modular system. By the
mid 90s, he’d released Doepfer’s MAQ16/3
sequencer (co-designed by Kraftwerk) along
with a host of keyboards, pedals and other
items. An interesting line-up to be sure, but it
was 1995’s A-100 that made the Doepfer name.

The A-100 was – well, is – a full modular
synthesis system in a 19" rack-mountable
enclosure, and you could buy a preconfigured
system or build one of your own from a handful
of available modules. It was met with interest
and received good reviews, though no one
could have guessed that they were witnessing
the (re)birth of a phenomenon.

Flash forward to the present, and with
hundreds of modules now available, the once-
boutique A-100 and the ‘Eurorack’ format it
spawned have now become positively trendy. A
modular synth is the instrument to be seen with,
and they’ve become popular with big-name
electronic acts, fashion-conscious DJs and
hobbyists alike. One of Doepfer’s most
important contributions is that of economy. The
A-100 is physically small, using 1/8" jacks and
diminutive panel hardware, allowing lots of
features to fit into a small space. Eurorack
modules are often less expensive than their
Moog or Buchla-styled counterparts, likely a
contributing factor to the format’s popularity.

There’s something undeniably ‘punk’ about
an A-100-based system. Though Doepfer’s own
modules sport classy, austere designs, many
third-party manufacturers offer imaginative,
eye-catching panel graphics. This indie ethos
can be seen in the proliferation of DIY projects
for expanding one’s system. The Eurorack user
now has hundreds of modules from which to
choose, and a thriving secondhand market to
unload those that don’t fit the bill.

Because every system is unique, there’s no
way to accurately describe how a Eurorack

Doepfer A-100

Three mighty software modulars

FROM  
THEBLAST PAST

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS REAKTOR 6
Reaktor has only recently been given a once-
over that includes ‘Blocks’, a building-block
approach to combining preconfigured,
purpose-built modules, clearly influenced by
the Eurorack format. Within hours of Reaktor
6’s release, users were already creating and
trading Blocks designed to emulate their
favourite Eurorack modules.
www.native-instruments.com

Can a synthesiser that’s currently being
produced be considered a classic?
It can if its production run started 20
years ago and inspired a revolution!

synthesiser actually sounds, but Doepfer’s own 
modules offer classic analogue circuitry and are 
built to an exacting standard. Though many 
modular users shun the tonal, tuneful approach, 
Doepfer’s oscillators are perfectly capable of 
maintaining pitch stability.

Once upon a time, modular synthesisers 
were a mystery, explored and understood by 
very few. Now, thanks in no small part to the 
diligence of those like Dieter Doepfer, they’re 
sold in major retail chain stores worldwide.

For those who want to get the same sort of 
system in virtual form, there are software 
alternatives. Software musicians have been 
enjoying modular synthesis since long before 
this latest revival, with an ever-expanding list of 
software options to choose from, including 
those listed below.

MAX FOR CATS OSCILLOT
Ableton Live users should check out this fully
outfitted modular synthesis system with over
100 modules that can be quickly and easily 
patched together with virtual cables. 
Oscillators, filters, modulators, amplifiers, 
sequencers, processors – you name it, 
Oscillot has it all and more. There’s a free Lite 
version (pictured) to get you started.
www.ableton.com

FREE/ 

$99

KARMAFX SYNTH MODULAR
This cross-platform VST/AU environment has
made regular appearances in  over the 
years, and for good reason. This fully loaded 
modular offers analogue-style oscillators, 
filters, envelopes and LFOs, plus goodies like 
samplers, sequencers and additive waveform 
generation. It’s an excellent way to get one’s 
head around modular synthesis.
www.karmafx.net

$112$19
9
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TECH SPECS
Year of manufacture
1995 - present
Original sale value 
£999 (base system)
Current price 
approx €2000 (base system)
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